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EBaoraraiaj

"The foundation of mdem

liberal religious education

scientifically conceived , faaOTOlated,
Protectant Church of teorica
Haraoe

Bushnoll."1

give

biographical study

a

tjos

and

largely

pronoted in

laid

by

one

the

mm,

5fae centrr! purpose of this papor is to
of Horace Bashnell vjith

reference to his influence

on

particular

nodem religious education.

Perhaps nowhere else {than in religious education)
can vjo

seo nore

thinking is
ise!

was

clearly the direction in vjhioh roligiouo

moving*2

lioraeo

The Sohleimachor of Araerloan liberal

Bushneli*^

religious education

is

<2io

la^jortanoe

of hia relation to

asoollently oxprooood by Coo in his

book. Education in Hellion

and Horals.

Horace Bushnell, that true prophet of the soul,
denonotrated the greatness of this nlnd nonhore riore
clearly than In hia independent discovery of the true
principles of religious education. Apparently without
being acquainted with the vork of Froobol, ho reought
out for htoself the essential doctrines of nodom edu
cation* and he applied then to the probloo of religious
nurture tilth a degree of firnnooo and Insight that liaises
lie
him one of our noat notable eduoational authorities,
escaped the mechanical "other" of Augostlnianisn by
no escaped
laying hold upon t: o notion of dcvolopnant
the intelleotualisn that protestantioa inherited from
.

1 P. Henry Lots, Studies in Rolifllous Education.
P. 3X.
2 0. Binnoy Sralth, Training Christian TJinlsters in
Religious Education.
P. ��

yj03JH3$%?ft

3 Walter M. Horton,

p^eoliotlo Theology,

p.

27.

2

eoholastioisn by oocing oloarly that Christian, life and

diameter eon oaae othorrd.no than through doliborato vo
lition consequent upon tho aocoptonce of dogma.
He saw tho psychological falsity of t ie notion of an
"age of discretion", at which a child, heretofore irre
sponsible, suddenly assuaos tho burden of bis own
dootiny. He breko through the falsa individualism, that
Isolated the child *o moral and spiritual life froo Its
envixonnont, and tilth m&�om8$x�w insight he daooa*Tho principles
stratod the orgonio unltsy of the fanily.
of deiralopoont, assimilation, eelf-eaqpa?ession, freedom.
oonoretenosxK-all those woro present in Bushnoll's mind.
In a xTord, the very principles for ./hieh v/e nor? are
struggling to win reoogn5.t.lon wore discovered by
Bushnell and applied to our problem as early as 1847 �*
'

perspective

03io value of tho historical

."Uushnollion Tradition" beeomos apparent when
tho fact that here lies tho basic

of the

we

recognise

assumption and guiding

notion "Bhiob became the stock In trade for tho theories of

It is thus in tho interest of

aodorn religious education.

this study to noise

a

aspect of tho nineteenth

survey of the

docentury, from whose pattern of religiouo thought has

volopod tho theology
The

importance

Bushnell la obvious in

^udgesant upon hlo

today*

of

of

a

a

a

basis, in

cation, and

some

of Horace

research of this kind*

message is

significant influence in
without

biographical study

possible,

Ho

worthy

mmh loos upon his

tho field of rolirious education

taewledge

of his

other Influences which

heredity,

edu

shaped his strong and

4 Gooege Albert Coo, Education in Religion and
Ijorals. p* 383.

3

interesting personality.
The writer feels that tho

study

has boon

a

profitable

one, at loast for himself j for through it, ho has ob.oorvod
the decline and oollapse of new England Calvinien of the

Edwardian typo and tho rise of
tho

teachings

of Horaoo Bushnell,

boocrio the basic

religious

"new

a

theology" built upon

This "nor;

theology"

has

asounptlea front which tho thoorloo of tho

educators of the twentieth

century

are

largely

drawn. 5

The tariter also feels that this study holds particu
lar interest for today.

liberal education
fensive.

now

From tho

After an

finds Itself

era

of rapid advance,

definitely

on

tho de

standpoint of underlying philosophy, it
deepening crisis, for the very ground

is

passing through

on

which liberal nurture is rooted is shaken by

a

patterns of religious thought

Tbo verdict of many current

religious loaders Is aptly esspressod by
Who wrote, "Liberalism

as a

poet-liberal

religious

a

young

movement

theologian

seems

to have

failed."?

5 Em Shelten Smith, Faith and

furturo,

p. 26,

? F. S* Forro Hols, The Christian Followohii>. p. 111.

CHAPTER I

A&PBCTS OP THE imffiTEOTS CEEiTUH?

Modern
or

religious education is

indirectly,

of tendencies in

mergod long oofore the advent
we are to
we

tho

outgrowth, directly

religious thought

of tho twentieth

understand the development of

nust examine Its hiotorieal

aided,

some

hindered,

sotting,

chapter is

to make

a

If

V/o aunt know tho

8mm of those

opposed and

The purpose of this

brief survey of tho aspects of the

nineteenth century with
on

century*

end others both

assisted Its growth and developaent,

o-

roliglous oaueatlan

contemporary movenisnto vjfoioh modified it,
movements

which

somo

indication of their bearing up

the development of religious education,

SHE AGE Of EXPA1ISI01I

I.

Tho first fifty years of the nineteenth century found
the United States greatly

purchases, conquest

end

doubled her territory.
but

was not

ospanding her borders.

exploration she had

more

Through
than

Tho expansion in territory preceded,

greater in proportion, than that of the western

movement of her

population.

This movement started at tho

close of tho Revolution in 1783 and oontinuod tilth in

creasing
wave of

moment for the next five decades.

population westward began with

The

greatest

tho passage of the

5

omboxgo (1808) raid continued with little interruption
through the
tho East,

Through

the return of good tlios in

1812, until

ilothlng liko It had

ono

wagons had

Jar of

ever boon noon

Pennsylvania village

passed

on

carrying

ons,

one

hundred and

children, journeying

two hundred and

the way to Ohio in one

ample of this western movement

to

a

A

of

good

ex

sixty wag

twenty men, women, and

Indiana, carrying their minister
a

"All

township.

European oboorver in 1017, noeens to be

breaking up and moving

westward.'*�

-

�She early sottlors mad� their
their farms, but

thirty-elx

day.

was one oaravan

with them, where they planned to buy

jtaorlcaw, said

before.

soon

own

roads

Hotianal and State roads

along the chief lanes of travel.

as

they

were

won

opened

Then railroads and canals

began to improve the primitive conditions of caxaanioatlon.
When the tide of
new

foreign emigration

railways directed Its

thus

opened

come, these canals and

flav and settlement,

for settlement

was

over

miles, yet tho population Increased

The

tliroo jiiHion square
so

rapidly that W 1890

the frontior was declared to have oeased to exist

portant part

of the national lif

area

as

an

e�9

8 William Warren sweet, Tho story of Bollglon
America. P* 302.

|n

9 Frederick J. Turner, The. Frontier In Anorion:!
History,. P. 1.

im

6

lavontioas and Immigration:
made

possible

tho

wore

the two factors which
to civilisation in thlt

winning of the Y/ost

European Imlgronto arrived in tho United States by

period,

the millions-. -From

IS65

to 1881* more than seven million of

these "new Americans" entered the United states*

gration

mostly Catholic , ifcutheran,

;ma

faith* and Its influonoo
portant.

Tho Iwfeheoeon end Catholio

of gonorcl

nounced tho

warned their
was

people brought with them

which

people that

being undermined*

became

soon

evangelical churches*

growing tandenoy

im

was

and in many places used tho

,

merry-eiaklng,

for alarm among the

rationalistic

upon American Protestantism

tho "continental sabbath"
as one

or

This ir:n&-

a

day

cause

Ministers de

to forsake tho Sabbath and

tho very foundation of the

Eowovor, In

a

Eopubllo

few yours the enormous

influx of inrdgronts over*�oached the puritanical elements
in

Amerioa.lO
With the increase of

rapid growth of cities,
As the

frontior.

dwellings, to

foreign-speaking people and tho

came

the end of tho American

log house gov� way to

town end country,

no

noro

longer

oomfortalile

wore

church

mem

bers willing to worship in crude and ugly mooting houses and
en era

of ohurch

was also a

10

building

period

was tho

of educational

Sweet, oj). cit.,

natural

cansofmonoc.

o::paasion,

p. 4?9.

not

only in

This
the

7
naticaa

an a

\jfoole , but cmong church people in particular,

ana dencolnationrd.

The

colleges flourished throo?^b-out the lend*

rising cultural and eduoetionol standards in

tho riinin-

try and among church people generally, brought to its train
of thought.

As

a

oonsoquenoo, tho old orthodoxy, which hod

ohnraoterizod tho frontier, gradually gave way to
easy

were

Tho groat popular churches which had

going religion*

achieved such

a moro

to following the population westward

success

rapidly being transformed

ohurohes of the upper middle

frai poor gen's churches Into

class.13,

Tho rapid expansion of territorial

gains

and popu

lation increase to the United states

was

paralleled by

knowledge

and

mastery of his

phenomenal growth

of man's

Ho invented now

physical environment.
them to

and electricity in
to Ills forefathers.

a

machines, produced

and harnessed them to

groat numbers

steam, water,

fashion that would have seemed magical
Hew

factories, railways, steamships,

automobiles, telegraphs, and telephones augmented

men's

series of alterations in the

necessities and brought

a

structure of his life*

What was termed tho industrial

lution boooma
all

phases

a-

a

raajor factor to producing

of civilisation.

What had

a

once

revolution to

been the luxuries

of the rich were within tho roach of all and

11 Ibid., p. 495.

revo

were

considered

8

indioponsablo
increased

As tho

�

factory systcri

Groat cities

.

ooators of

previous

agoo.

uroso

tho

population

appeared whioh awerfod tho urban
Tho increase in riches rondo

possible schools and colleges which become �saontiel If
was

to talee his

place in the mohino

methods of education

were

ego.

men

Old curricula and

transformed to adult the

now

branches of learning and to toko advantage of tho scientific

method*12
The scientific age proved both
to

a

hindrance and

a

help

Christianity,
An essential f oaturo of the oolontif lo method woo on
upon objectivity and an Insistence that tho in
dividual mind must be transparently honest and un
hampered by prejudices and bias. This necessitated
freedom of thought for tho individual, and an absence of
any coercion which would curb the scorch for truth #*3

anEphasis

With man* a increased taowlodgo of the physical uni
verse,

questions

were

asked.

Could

nan

retain any confi

dence in the Biblical accounts of the origin of tho

universe?

activity

Did evolution leave any place for tho creative

of God?

in the fall of
which

was

so

Had It not bowed out of court the belief

nan

and with it tho doctrine of

integral

a

12 Kenneth Scott

jy, p, 11.
*3 muu* p. 10.
14 IMd.. p. 15.

original sin

part of mneh Christian theology? 14

Latoto?ette� The Great Century.

Vol.

9

Many began to doubt the existence of God, and others became
self -oaafMont end believed

deavors, unassisted by

ablo

man woo

seem

own en

any Divine Fewer, to solve his

lems end mote himself master of his

longer did it

by his

own

environment.

prob
Ho

daily bread

necessary to pray for one's

when machinery could supply it,
Man wore unable to discover the God of Jesus

processes whioh seioseo advocated.
that soienoo and

religion

were

Thousands

Incompatible.

applied to the Bible tho exacting test
method whioh had boon

inevitable

an

as

come

to feel

Whoa

men

of the historical

developed in connection \ri.th science,

many of the traditional beliefs

and,

by the

wore

eonaoenenco

called into

question

tho faith of many

was

underlined,

Tot, paralleling this religious scepticism

rising tld�
was

duo to

of

an

anity Itoolf

.

csmo

a

vitality within tho Christian churches.

This

upsurging, creative impulse within Christi
Its

vigour gave rise to

more new

raovtnente

than in any preceding period of equal duration*
One

typo

of movement was

greet revivals.

In the

years iniKJdiatoly bofore and after 1800 most of the United
States

was

swept by

a

aerios of revivals whioh had

creator effect than had tho
jtopuloo

and sot

a

Groat

Awafc^ning.

even

They gave

an

pattern of religious life whioh persisted

throughout much of the nineteenth century and hod groat

10

Iroortnnoo la the spread of Christianity.

Clasoly allied
an

otif^rowth

anity,
groups*

of

ana tho

thorn,

large port

to the revivals and in
was

rine of

the social

organisations

expansion
to servo

ao

Christi

of

particular

For the undar privilege! aref;s of tlie greet cities
For

of the new ago the Solvation Asny oano into existence*
tho young men in tho cities,

and members of

mostly clerics

the lov/or income groups, tho Young Hen's Christian Associ

ation sprang up*

later

nightly

a

sister

organisation,

Young Women's Christian Association, for the young
worked in tho city, began to appear.
a

youthful Congregational pastor,

a more

Clark, tho

Francos S.

was

initiated. 15

thorough-going devotion

the Christian purpose and to afford them on

take more

part in Church activities.

opportunity

affect
did nuch to help persons .of ouueation to

twoon the OlirSstisn faith and tho scientific

They

were

to

to

Toward tho end of the

century many Student Christian Societies appeared.

time.

who

v/cnen

Through tho efforts of

Young Peoples* Society of Christian Endeavor
It sought to call youth to

tho

a

Those

hamony bo~

thought

of the

bound together through the world Student

Christian Federation.

the
Ifany of those students became

loaders of religion in

our

One movement which

present oontury.

expanded rapidly

15 covins Glenn Atkins,

Religion 3&

in the nineteenth

Our giioa,

p.

176.

century In Known

as

It began tilth tlio

Religious Education.
group of

outstanding loaders

opening of the century 'Vihou

a

of Bsotestantlsn in America

bogen to realise the danger

rising

from the omission of

sohools.

religious teaching in

a~

public

tho

This meant that tho religious training of American

Protostan* children had to

depend

upon the Sunday schools*

Tho Protectant churches soon learned to cooperate in their
The American Sunday iiohool union

Sunday school \.rorlE*
formed in 1324.

In 1072 tho First national Sunday School

COnvontion adopted
lessons.

vjos

a

system of uniform Sunday school

Tho close of the century found

Interest in religious education.

organised

cation Association

on

increasing

In 1903 the Religious Edu
to

bring progreacivo

educational Ideas Into the service of tho

cause of

religious

instruction.3^
ii.

jmi euglaiid CAircnisn

The history of Calvinion in the united states

begins

with the early history of How England, and the coming of the

Pilgrims,

Tho second and thi-rd

ever, much less

grandfather.

generation Puritan was,

how

^religious* than had been his father end

The

intensity of How England religion had

oooled conoidorably by tho end of tho seventeenth century.

12

The Calvinistic doctrine of conversion
tho ministers^-that

alone�but

a

Is, that conversion

doctrine of conversion

Increasing emphasis
doctrine of human

was

upon htaaan

was

hold

was

by

nony of

the work; of God

evolving which laid
It was this

responsibility*

responsibility in conversion

and

a

tre

mendous amount of latent fear which largely accounted for
the Groat

Awalcening in

Her;

England.1?

At the center of this groat religious movement woo
Els life work

Jonathan Edwards*

Calvinism from its foundations*

superstition that if God

sober

living? what ho proaohod

was

a man

fully wrought

a more

religion .4th

rigorous Puritan

HO stands out

as

the ono

greatness In the intellectual life of Ameri

of real

He

ca.

was

otornar solf -surrender*1^

figure

Ho would ruin the har

tho now liberalism which Identified

nor

a

to rebuild the old

He believed neither tho old

were angry

vest,

ism,

was

on

of action as woU

as

thought,

and power

his age, sotting at work energies whioh

greatly influenced the nineteenth century.
^peaking

of Jonathan

Edwards, F� J. 1. Woodbridgo

says;

distinctly a groat man* Ho did not merely ex
tho
of his time or moot it simply in tho
thought
press
spirit of his tradition. He stetsaed it and moulded it*
Ho

was

17 IbiA., p. 185.
10 Henry B* Parke, Jonathan Edwards, p. 75.

13
Hew Bhglsnd*s thought was already marching toward that
colorless theology which narked it later; that he
chocked. It was decidedly Armenian* lie node it Calvinistie. We ra&embor him, not as the greatest of American

philosophers,
Celvini3t3*lv
It
a

was

Edward* s misfortune that he gave his

party whioh

was never

doctrinal ideas*
Bdwards.
and

hut as tho greatest of /SKorloan

Hopkins and Bollemy

were

of

on

the doctrinal side,

to

purify

store it to Its Puritan ideal of

a

strongly

on

the

its members wore the

heirs of his revivalist seal and of his

They also -tried

Eaaons

But the inheritance of the

from Edwards showed Itself much more

preaching*

pupils

prom Hopkins, v/est derived his theology,

praetioal than

to

in pse^set agreement with hie

Smally studied with Bellamy.

party

name

*

awakening*

the Church and to re

congregation

of saints.

This new movement could be defined as tho Calvinism
of Westainstor and Bert, modified by a more ethical oonooption of cod. It had a now emphasis upon tho liberty,
ability, and responsibility of nan, by the jreatrlotioa
of moral quality to action in distinction from nature,
and by the theory that^the constitutive principle of

virtue is benevolence**�

The How England school of theology originated when

Jonathan Edwards began hia constructive theological work*
It kept growing in influence and power until
the Civil I/or,

.

After the

war

it

began

to

a

little before

decline,

and

19 JW. h. Woodbridgo, 32m WiUmwrftlnnl Ragtag,
m, 1904* P� 405*

�0 Sauford, Cyclopedia of Beligjous mowlodgo. p. 663.

14

Qtoappeoroa after tho year 1CS0.

Soring

its life.

It had atooatpliahcd much

It had beeane the dominant school among

the G ongrogati oneiista and had lad to

a

division among the

Pjeeobytoriaas � which resulted in tho erection of the Her;

(1836-69).

School Presbytery

It built all the theological

seminaries of the OcaagregationGlIots and several of the

Presbyterians

as

well*

ootabliehment of

a

Its Interest In education led to tho

series of

colleges

from Amherst in the

Sast to the Pacific University in the West.

It had furnished

tho vital forces from which had sprung the American Board of

Commission for Foreign Missions , and led in
of

practical efforts for

a

the extension of the

groat variety

kingdom of

Christ.2**"
She now theology was essentially

tive,

and isinovably CUilviniotlc.

innovation,

defensive,

shards had

However, ho did innovate, but it

ternal necessity of his own thinking,

largely hidden from himself.

To- tho

a

no

conserva

thought of

was

by the in

fact vjhioh miss

end,

the leaders in

general supposed themselves to bo saying what hod been said,

only In better ways, with the removal of this
supposed in every
and vital.

case

Only, it

or

that error,

to bo incidental rather than central

was

not

21 S� w. Jackson, The
of BBliBtovw l^o^lodge. VoTT

merely tho

forms and

aspect of

jfgw Schaff-ffLersoa EBoyeIoi>edia
VETt.'/p. 130.

15
their inherited* faith, but its substance that they

steadily transforming.
their

ecenon

character

method*

oomon

but in their

that which constituted

Accordingly,
was

were

not a cannon doctrine hut

Here, also, they

vjore

followers of

a

Edwards;

eaoaggerecfelon of his regional method* without

his solid grounding in the history of thought, they lost

continuity with
land

tho foot and became creators of

,lTow

Eng

Theology*,^
The

growth of the Hew England Theology

though sonoistoat rapid*
the elootion of

College in 1797.
ever

a

Its external

victory

Dwight

a

Probably

influence tho How

ation after

was

Tiraothy Dwight to the Presidency
no

gradual

marlced

by

of Yale

written system of theology has

enjoyed wider acceptance than Bwight*s.
�

fats

Divinity

generation of students

was

Through

infused into gener

.

Tho men who worked out this theological transmutation
of high character, great intellectual gifts,
immense energy of thought, sad what may almost be �ailed
fetal logical facility. Any people might be proud to
have produced in tho course of a century such a series
of � strong roasonors* on religious themes as Joseph
Boliamr (1719-1790) , Samuel Hopkins {1720-1803}. Stephen
John anally (1739-1820) � Jonathan
West
were men

(1759"ft83B}�

gdvfards, Jr*, {l7/>5-1801)t Ifethaniel Eaoon (17U-1340),
Timothy Dwight (1752-1^17), measor T. Fitch (17911871). and Hathaniol .7. Taylor (I786-1S5C)� all, with
the single exception of the younger Edwards, graduates
of Yalo College; not to speak of yet others of equal

22 James Eastings, Encyclopaedia of Religion and
Ethics, Vol, V, p. 226,
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powers, 2ylng

off tho lino of arrest dovalo

mro

1

tent

,

like Bonnet

1363) *

Tylor (1780-0852 >. Ififfwn Boucher (1775tifeaplos a* flnncy (179&-1875), Leonora Bacon
Boraee Snofenell

(1802-138A),

park

(isoa-igoo)^

It So

(1802-1876),

and Awards A.

for cry frem Jonathan Edwards, the

a

to nathoniel V/.

Taylor, the 3te3agJUm�8t�

system upon tho

dots trine of' the power to the

He huilt hia

contrary,

Its foundation stone, and reduced all virtue
self-love*

In zaany

�Edwardian*

�

With hia

as

on a

hinge,

or the

tho exact

looked upon hi toolf

ran oat

upon tho

the native slnlessnoss of tho race.

ability

won

to

as

tho domward novonont of the How

Tho 'He1./ Divinity*

England Theology..
which turned,

cane

as

ultimately

points, Taylor *s torching

entlpod� of Edwards views, yet Taylor

OslvlnSat,

into

a

system

Pelagian doctrine

It taught the

of

plenary

of the oiunor to renovate his own soul* and self-love

desire for happiness

as

the

spring of all voluntary

action.2^
After

fj^fler, later laritero, connected

Divinity School

dovslopssssit In

of

Yale, oarrioc

more

or

was Horace

England orthodoxy

tho work of

theological

less accord with the prevailing line

of Wsm .England thought*

portant

on

v/ith the

Among these,

Bushnell.

24 Ibid.. P. 227.

of tho most im

Ho did much to

from IMiteadanisn

23 hoc, ext.,

one

save

the How

by f*tich it might have

17
boon lost*

training.

He

tho Eiothod of ntorbuxo In

st^pfcasiaed

rollgious

Aaorioan 3?�vivalism bad largely ignored the lea?

of Christian

In his booh.

growth.

Christian

Higtnro.

(1243)

ho sharply orltioined the practice of revivallstic churches
in their insistence upon

a

oonoelcus emotional experience

sad aaintalnod "that the child is to grow up
and never knovr himself
a

as

a

being otherwise. "25

Christian,
This book was

strong Influence which turned tho attention of the churches

toward ejdso_uste training of youth,

Bushnell also

old theories of atononont and advanced his
called uaoral influence theory'
that the

atoning work

aim

repudiated

which ho

in which he tried to show

of Christ falls under the law of self

-

sacrifice.
Toward the close of the century several denominations
of Colvinists became ult^^iunanist

.

They abandoned

the

doctrine of election and rejected the sovereignty and
the independent existence of God,
bol for the

was

To them Cod became a ayn-

highest human aspirations

part from the nlnds of
the university of

men.

even

and without

reality

a-

The chief center of this view

Chicago,

an

Institution founded by the

Calviniotio Baptists*
It is Interesting to note that the two

leading

pregaatiats among tho philosophers of tho United States,

25 Horace Bushnell, Christian nurture,

p. 10.
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FJllliam Janes and John Dowey,
Ixad

onoo

case

from backgrounds whioh

boon permeated with Calvinism.

reaction against

It, although they

They

were not

xrarc

a

marked

founders or

re

ligious cults.
The history of tho so-oaliod Bow England
closes with tho ncderato reaction of the
A. Park.

He

teaching of Edward

sought to incorporate into his system all that

seemed to hia to bo the results of new England
the

eontury which preceded him,

positions

of

Taylor himself.

Park's theology
a

source

minds j but, like

a

waves, and theme

waves were destined to

of Haw

great lighthouse, it

cats�

Sholton smith tells

us

to

an

of

was

\ms

light

an

elabo

to many

placed among tho

rise and swoop the

With the death of Park in

Sngland Theology

thinking for

not excepting the extreme

rated and finished structure and

edifice away*

Theology

1900, the history

end.

how the leaders of the liberal

movement were connected with How

England Theology!

Twentieth century liberalism, however, is more
vitally eouncotod with that type of liberal thoology
which become articulate in the thoughts of throe Hew
England clergymen uillien E. Ohannlng, Tbeodoro Porker,
�

AH throe were nurtured in tho
and Horaoo Bushnell.
faith of what Is called tho How England Thoology, on
Edwardian version of Calvinism.
They wore all original
ly nonbors of tho Congregational Church, but is tho end
only Bushnell remained s member of that body. Charming
and Porker, who in many respects were more radical than
Bushnell* became lafluoncial leaders in the Unitarian
fellowship* Of tho three, only Bushnell booano directly
Identified with tho modern theory of Christian nurture.
Yet from tho standpoint of the tl oologloal frorxsvork of

19
that theory the visas of both Chanaiag ana Parker iiust
bo regarded an an integral part of lt.26

III.

CHEAT REVIVALS

no
America has been called tho land of revivals
where else have these been so frequent as in the United
States; nowhere else have the churches owed to then so
much of their increase and prosperity* and nowhere else
have they been subject to so much philosophical theo
logical discuss ion **7
.

In the

period of the Revolution,

and in the years

iEEaediatoly f ollowing, religious and moral conditions of the
country

as

a

whole reached tho lowest ebb in the entire

history of tho American people.
from both

England and

This influence had

cone

Franco and there wero soon minerous

Jacobin clubs and societies of Illuminate, throughout tho
East

and to

bring in the ?Age of Reason*

conditions

they

energy to the ridicule of

devoting their

were

wore at
even aero

a

deplorable in the

fighting, Sobbath-br oaking ,
Time

was

If aoral and

religious

low ebb along the eastern seaboard,

the East who visitod tho Yfest

prevailed*

.

Christianity

were

and

ripe for

a

now

\7ost.

Peonle fron

shocked by tho swearing,

general lawlessness which
renewed emphasis upon vital

religion throughout the nation*
Tho novoiaant of religious awakening

was

26 Smith, o�. oit*. p* 5*
27 Hastings, Vol, IV, op. cit., p. 755.

first noticed
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in the last.

It. began in HampdenHSldnoy whioh

baokwoods oollogo In

Virginia*

Presbyterians to train
deadness in

a

was

a

it had boon founded

little

by the

ministry for the Church, but the

religion which characterized tho entire nation

also had affected them*

In the year

1786

the students at

Hampden-Sldney College began to realize their spiritual
dition and

great religious

concern

The revival spread to

them*
those

a

oollogo revivals

began

bution was

a

The

college-trained
on

Many of thorn became
their chief contri

prominence, but

train of ministers for the

Alleghenios,

nor/

Proobyterlan revivalists

men�a fact

Out of

of the most influential

leaders in -American pirosbyterienlsia.

educational leaders of

to take hold of

./aehington College.

oame some

con

vihloh had

a

West over tho

were

usually

significant bearing

the different strain of revivalism which

soon

began to

appear*28
The awakening of religious interest is well illus
trated b
at Yale,

-

what

was

taking place

V/hen Timothy

Dwight,

among the
the

Congregatlonalists

grandson of Jonathan

Edwards, became the president in 1795, religion
professors and students

was

at a very lor/ ebb.

among the

But under

Dwight *s leadership the whole moral and religious atzaoophere
of tho

college

was

changed for tho bettor*

He not the

21

students

on

their

ground mid through frank discussion In

own

tho classroom and in tho oollogo ohapol ho
ration and confidence.
vivals

under his

thoir admi

won

powerful m�eaohlng

In 1802

began to take place in tho student body.

revival

began in which

a

third of the students

Such rovlvals took

verted*

and, it is said

no

re

were

a

con

place again among the students,

fewer than seventeen such visitations

could bo counted in the course of

a

century.29

Dartmouth,

Williams and Amherst Colleges experienced stellar awakenings
while the movement spread into the middle states and into
the South*

Tho religious awakening of tho West
from tho ouiot

Boat*

spirit

There were

no

far different

of revival which characterised the

prominent leaders

engendered osoltomont in the East,

phase

was

or

evangelists she

However, the western

awakening had much excitement and

of the second

strange manifestations such

as

had

never

before been

seen

In

America*
The outstanding loader at the beginning of tho
western revival
as

James McOEoady*

was

He has boon described

exceedingly .unaouth in his personal appearance, with

nrtnTi

plorolng

oyos

29 Hastings,

,

tremulous voice, and

coarse

on.

pit

.

,

Vol* 2, p.

756.

so unusual
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with his general ugliness
eame

the paster of three

as

to attract

as

He be-

Preshyterian ohurchca in Logan

county to 1796, and while there
to b� known

attention.?0

a

revival began which came

the Logan county, or Cumberland revival.

Through 1797, 1793* and 1799 tho religious Interest

began

to mount.

John McGeo and other iseesbytorlon and

Methodist preachers united their efforts with MeGroady to
carry tho revival
of 1500 tho

through the whole region.

summer

Cumberland revival reached its culmination.

Rov. Barton Warren Stone made
see

In the

for himself the

hearing about*

Be

a

|oumsy

things of which all

across

Kentucky

to

the Horthwost was

gives the following account:

There on the edge of a prairie In Logan County,
Kentucky the multitudes came together and continued a
number of days and nights encamped on tho ground, during
which time worship was carried on in some part of the
encampment, Tho scone was new to me and passing
strange. It baffled description. JJany* very many, fell
down as men slain in bottle* and continued for hours to
gether In an apparently breathless and motionless stato,
sometimes for a fow minutes reviving and exhibiting
symptoms of life by a deep groan or a piercing shudder
or by a prayer for mercy fervently uttered*
After lying
The gloa^r
there for hours they obtained deliverance.
cloud that had covered their faces seemed gradually and
to disappear, and hope In smiles bright unto
Joy* Tnsy wold rise shouting deliverance, and then
would address the surrounding multitude in language
truly eloquent and expressive declaring the wonderful
works of God and the glorious mysteries of the Gospel.3*

visibly

�

30 Sweet,

on.

oit.

�

p. 328.

31 Warren A* Candler, Groat Revivals and tho Groat
Republic, P. 179.
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The revival

spread rapidly throughout Kentucky and

Tennessee Into western Virginia and
Berth Carolina and
the revival*

torions

on

Georgia

In 1803

a

ease

Pennsylvania,

reports of the progress of

revival began among the Prosby-

the upper Ohio and spread

churches of the Ohio

Proa

through all tho

It spread into all donomi-

Prssbytery.

nations and had measureless effect for good

on

the western

xaorals*
'Efce revival continued
a

through many years,

and marked

distinct advance in the revivalistio methods of tho AmorlChurch.

oan

Revival methods

accepted , and by them there

were

were many

during this period there

years

v�sre

the

received frrai

growth of the

a

universally

souls saved.

added

as

many

For many
as

forty

This amazing annual in

thousand church members annually*
crease was

almost

omparatively small population and

churches rapidly outran the

growth of the

nation*
The chief revival movements from the restless thirties
to the
name

of the Civil War may be

of Charles 0*

Jeffor
the

opening

on

Finney.

his ministry in

County, Hew York, and under tho vivid preaching of

sx-lawyer-prQaohor

a wave

through tho whole region.
swept through Bow York
al and

Beginning

gathered about the

of revivalism

Finney revival ( 1324-1827 )

As tho

and moved

began to sweep

eastward, the Congregation

Presbyterian loaders began

to be conoemed lost

24

Finney revivalism,
all, would

a

ana

the seul-Calvinist Bynan

meeting with Finney, in order

Beeohor,

to cone to

ment as to the proper way to conduct revivals.

pletely did Finney disarm

them that he

great revival In Boston.

Soon

eerie

Bis most famous revivals wore held in

professorship

of

were

in

sooured.

theology

ho

a

national

a

over three
was

soon Oberlin become

a

offered the

During

college.

vival at Oberlin, Finney began to advocate

Christian perfection,

oon-

Rochester., Bow York,

1836

at Oberlin

agree

from all directions.

thirties, forties, and fifties

thousand converts

So

an

invited to hold

was

Finney became

figure and demand for his service

where in tho

was for

The Calvlnist revivalist

enter sow England.

Asahel Bottlston,

planned

with its doctrine that salvation

re

a

doctrine of

widely known

as

a

revival center while in many instances roforri movements of
one

kind

or

another followed in the wake of

a

revival.

Educational and cultural differences between the

major American churches began
eontury

wore on.

to

disappear

as

the nineteenth

likewise theological differences

were

watered down and distinctions between different typos of

vivalism tended to grow less.

By tho time Dwight L. Moody

and the succession of professional revivalists

can�

in the

later nineteenth and early twentieth eenturios, all the

vivaliotlo churches

were

roady

re

re-

to unite the support of their

great intordenotilnational evangelistic campaigns which

were

25
so

characteristic of too period. 32
The greatest of all tho

BWigbt

L� Iloody.

professional revivalists

His evangelistic

caroer

Civil War and continued to his death.

meetings

began after the

All his groat

city coracalgas conducted In Hew York, Boston,

wore

Chicago, Brooklyn, Philadelphia,
He was conservative in

cisco.

was

interpretation

of

Scripture .

St.

Louis,

theology and

with

a

speech, Moody would preach his

again.

Yet his success In

of life

vrats

astonishing*

a

liberal in his

flat voice and ungram-

matioal

pointing

and San Fran

sermons

men

and

over

over

to tho Christian wey

During his meetings ho filled vast

auditoriums day after day.

Be hold tho

congregation

wore, in tho hollow of his hand, they wept and smllod

as

it

as

ho

willed* 3 3
Other
tators of

professional evangelists

Moody*

They

ology, tho majority

wore

of them

schooling*

understood
in

our

ism"

,

gospel

being Presbyterians*
as

All of them preached
message.

metropolitan

loss imi

all conservative in their the

them wore college graduates; others,
formal

were more or

Billy Sunday, had
a

Shay rendered

areas which

Some of
no

simple, easily
a

type

of service

could not have boon

32 >/� XI* Sweet, "Be-rroaohient la i-merican Protestant
Life, Winter .1941-1942, Vol. 11, p. 154.
33 V/. V/. sweet, Revivalism in

^erioa,

p.

171.
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performed by any other agency.

They readied

lost contact with religion In the cities.

sins which

are

cation

to

many who bad

They fought the

city life and helped lift the moral

standards .34

However, revivalism In the united States did not take
place without

challenge.

a

nineteenth century
a

was

The outstanding

Horace Bushnell.

challenge in the

James Stalker

gives

critical analysis of his position:
Bushnell

not opposed to revivals as sxioh; indeed,
part In them and had, at a i:it very tender
But ho
age, panned through a marked conversion hlioolf
was irritated by the disposition in multitudes to assume
that nothing could be happening in roligioa unloos a re
vival wore going on, by the exaggerated importance
ascribed to conversion, as if it were the only experi
ence, and by the invasion of the saeredasss of person
ality In certain practices of the revivalist. Ee
charged revivalism with exaggerated individualism, no
somprehenslon being displayed for the functions of tho
Church, tho family, and the state, or for tho signifi
Ho
cance of baptism among the experiences of life.
struck at the very heart of the system by maintaining
that , noaBelly those who have had the advantage of
Christian culture in the hone should grow up to bo
Christians without requiring such a change as insisted
Bushnell,s strong point was never the
on in revivals,
evidence from Scripture, and he did not do full Justice
to the loading of our Lord Himself, on the now birth, on
taking up the cross, and on making confession before men.
Vihon it Is to oxoorionce that tho appeal is made, o~
pinions may differ widely as to the proportion of those
reooiving a Christian training -mho subsequently appear
as undeniably Christian, but It would be a fatal mistake
not to recognise that multitudes of those who have en
was

ho had taken

.

joyed

the boot of nurture grow up alienated from Cod and

34 v/. YJ. Sweet, Revivalism in America., p. 171.
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with, their heart in the world? end these are the proper
subjects of a revival. To regard as true Christian all
who have iindorgone such rites as baptism and confir
mation consents with a nominal and Pharisaic type of
There will alvjays bo minds to which ca
Christianity
tastrophic expedience in religion are congenial and
others to which the methods of nurture are more accepta
ble; there is plenty of room in the Kingdom of Cod for
work inspired by both of these ideas; and with the pro
gress of time each side may bo trusted to understand the
other better. 35
...

the rise op wmrnmum

iv.

unitarianism in America did not originate independent
of

foreign Influence*

The most notable Influence

coming of Dr. Joseph Priestly to tho united
founded two Unitarian
gees who had close

churches,

states.

tho

He

and a group of Dutch refu

relationship with the English Unitarians

founded the third church.
an

was

These three churches have played

important part in tho rise

of Unitarianism in

America,

But broadly speaking* American Unitarianicn is of

American origin.

Charles Craves said that it

was

tho result

of several things!
It Is In part the fruit of the spirit of religious
freedom embodied in tho fisyfloasr Compact, and part the
result of the democratic form of government which sn led
American Unitarianthe Row England parish churches
lam is in largo part the product of the habit of many
notable Bow England divines of thinking and speaking
thoir own thoughts and of their utter dislike of any
thing that savored of monarchy in religion as well as in
politics. It was also a product in port of their
.

.

.

35 Hastings, cd, cit., Vol. X, p. 757*
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rebellion against what seamed to them to bo tho moral
defects of tho popular faith.5o

During

tho last decade of the

elghtoonth century Uni

tarianism

was

there

nothing In the way of organized Unitarianism be

was

fore the

on

opening

the inoreaso In the Bow

of tho nineteenth

England

�aogrogatlen

leadership

by Kings Chapel in Boston,

on

the part of

a

who under the

of James Freeman removed all reference to the

Trinity from
an

was

Tho first

century.

official acceptance of the Unitarian faith

states but

the Book of Common Prayer and in

1787 assumed

Independent existence.
Tho Unitarians began to show their influence in How

England when in 1805, Henry Ware,

appointed

to the Hollin chair of

an

avowed Unitarian

divinity

at Harvard

The election of Ware aroused resentment ariong the
and throe years later Andover

tablished

a3

a

vras

College.

orthodox,

Theological Seminary

protest at the defection of ncrvord,

was

A clean

alignment betv;eon the Congregationaliste and Unitarians

be

not, however, until 1815 and later,

gan to appear.

It

that tho actual

separation took place.

was

es

tributed directly to the separation.

Two influences con
One was the review of

Bolc'lr's "American Unit arianism" In the Psnopllot.

a

paiphlot whioh had formerly circulated only ariong

p, 295.

36 Charles Craves, The Bnoyolopodla Amorlous. Vol. 27,
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Unitarians,

it was an

English publication

and described tho

progress of the liberal movement in IJassachusotto

discussing the actual situation
The other

churches.

Channlng

was

a

and

sermon

at the installation of Jacob

and

nanes

Sparks

This

as

'llory

the minister

sermon

historic landmark in Unitarianion.

a

frankly

proaehed by ,'lllinri

of a Unitarian church in Baltimore.

sidered

giving

�

is

now con

Charming gave

distinct statement of the opinions generally hold by his
liberal brethren, and their node of
He

Scriptures.

interpreting the

boldly presented their viows concerning God

and Christ and their idea of the nature of his mission and

mediation.

This

sermon aroused

resentment of tho groat

body

of orthodox ministers and laarkod the parting of +-he ways.

Channlng became the recognised leader

tarians,

of the American Uni

and from that time forward tho liberal churches be

gan to show their true colors.

This first period of Unitarian 'thought from 1800 to

1835
It

was

was

formative, mainly influences by English philosophy.

scrd-HBupernatural

,

imperfectly rationalistic

voted to philanthropy and practical Christ ianity.

Channlng

was

Its most

distinguished exponent.

auspices the American Unitarian Association
Boston in

Br.

Under his

was

1825 for the promotion of Unitarian

and de

founded at

Interests.37

37 Enovclopoadia Brltannica. Vol, 22, 71D.
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The second

1835

to

lam,

and

ology

1-385.
was

it was

of Unitarian

profoundly influenced by

period

were

predominant

(1810-60),
enced

by

from

German ideal-

Tho leaders of the

Emerson and Theodore Porker. 38

Charming tho radical element be

under the direction of Theodore Parker

who succeeded hia in influence.

Gorman and French ideals and

method of

was

increasingly rationalistic, though Its the

After the death of
came

development

largely flavored by mysticism.

was

second

period

emperloal science*

method is that

knowledge

experience is the

source

He was influ

strongly advocated tho

The basic assumption of this

arises out of

experience, therefore

and center of

religious growth*

Emperloal science does not believe in revealed theology,

truth,

or

Porker's thoolo

subjective religious experience.

gy lad bin to say, "A real

theology must be

made up of facto

with consciousness and observation and like all science by

capable
of the

of sclentlfio truth, "39

Bible, which

was

under

Parker, the authority

acknowledged by tho old school,

largely sacrificed to tho principles of

cism,

and Unitarianism drifted

speculation.

destructive criti

rapidly into Rationalistic

His frank departure from traditional beliefs

38 Ibid*
39 G.

a

was

W.

.

p. 38.

Cook, The Transient and Permanent in

Christianity, p* 313.
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and custom

prompted the-

conservative nombors of the

mare

denomination to scrutinize closely the beliefs In
of five lectures which he
course

of Hature

series

published under the title of 'Dis

Pertaining

to

Religion*

fellow ministers hesitated to call him
was

a

oven

,

Christian.

a

too radical for the liberals of his

Parker's

day.

Porker

Many of hia

c<�temporarieo accused him of Pantheism*
The

activity

of

Channlng

by the

more

tarian

poet~phllosophor , Ralph

and Parker

was

general and far-reaching influence
Waldo Emerson.

supplemented
of the Uni

Ho

resigned

his charge of the Second Congregational Church at Boston be
cause

bis congregation continued to believe in supernatural-

lam and refused to discontinue
of communion service.

Unitarianism

Christianity.
of Harvard

was

It boeame clear that tho genius of

fundamentally

Mr. Emerson, in

wore

preach

was

hrr?aony with orthodox

addressing
an

a

graduating

unxisually

Christianity

This lecture started

tarianism which
views

out of

Divinity School gave

of tho traditional views of

tho church.

radically change tho order

or

a

class

frank criticism

and the office of

controversy within Uni

dostined not to end until all orthodox

practically eliminated

far many years and his

lecturer lent much additional

.

Emerson continued to

popularity
prestige

as

a

writer and

to the advance ro-

llgioua views which he defended.
Tho third period of Unitarian thought began about

32

1885.

It boa been narked by its

universal

religion*

method and

an

to a

ethical attempt to realise the higher affirmaIt has boon aarhod by

degree found In perhaps

harmony and

other religious group,

no

by steady growth In the number of ohurohos, and by

a

widening fellowship t/ith all other progressive phases
modem

of

and largo acceptance of tho scientific

tives of Cixrlstianity.

unity

rationalism, recognition

of

religion.^
By the time the twentioth century of Christian

Burt tans

emerged ,

Christian ideal had boon greatly formu

a

lated in American

The word "Christian*'

theology.

lated in tho minds of the

of Christ but in his

was

from

as

was

a

net interested in the Per

teachings*

repugnant to the liberal view-point.
Divine dement

formu

religious education load oro,

Christo�oontr:\e movement and
son

as

The "Jesus of Paul"

was

They believed in tho

found in nature and broke away completely

supernatural theology*

Tho unitarian view

as

presented

by both Channlng and Parker became tho theological framework
upon which the new

V.

theology

was

built.

THE 8ISE CP THE SUNDAY SCHOOL

while the Sunday school originated in Croat Britain,

it achieved its greatest growth and development In America.

40 BritannJoa,

o

ojt*. Vol. 22, p. 710.
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Tho first riiziday aoliool started in America

oftor Via : : ovoiat i onory
school ban boon

Tho

Jai5 and free that tine tho

organically

hearty reception given

vinced educators that here
of the

separation

only two years

a

Sunday

part of this great Republic.

to tho

Sunday school

soon con

the solution to tho

was

of Church and State in

problem

public instruction*

Bowevor* religious instruction did not suddenly disappear
from tho

public schools

chieve full

growth*

prayer at the

nor

did the Sunday school

quickly

o-

Per years the roadinc of tho Bible and

beginning and close

of the

day

was

a

part of

the routine in many public schools.
Tho

real

Sunday school in

the united states had its first

where twelve persons,

beginning in Phlladelpla,

of then the moot

distinguished

meeting and decided
ary, 17

1,

preamble

a

society

to

citizens of the

begin the work*.

was

sane

city, hold

a

On the 11th of Janu

established In Philadelphia vjhose

of the constitution declared*

That tho first day of tho week called Sunday, a day
which ought to be devoted to religious improvements ,
being employed to tho worst of purposes, depravity of
morals and manners, It is therefore tho opinion of sun
dry persons that the establishment of first-day or Sun
day schools in the city would bo of essential advantage
to the

rising generation. 41

The achievements of tho first

41 Clarence H. Benson,
iucatioa. p� 134*

Sunday school society

A I*opular

history of Christian

34
in

Philadelphia

cities.
were

led to similar

Unions for tho purpose of

organised in such cities

1316,

organizations In other

promoting Sunday schools

Hew York and Boston in

as

However, the wants of the Sunday school

fully supplied until

the organisation of tho America!

School Union which took definite formation

proposed to

were not

make definite advance

Sunday

May 24, 1024.

It

along those related Unas:

(1) Bduoatlonal: by providing a system of lessons, a
decidedly religious Juvenile literature, a complete equipmont for the schools, and definite information upon
principles and methods of teaching.
(2) Organizationi by promoting teachers meetings In
the local schools; by forming county and stato
unions,
among schools and teachers , for Inspiration, council and
mutual Improvement.
(3) Extension of Sunday schools : by employing general
agents and missions, and providing a medium of eavTunioation for and between all Sunday school workers.'':-2
Tho Union spread
and state

rapidly through

auxiliary unions.

Its

a

network of county

popularity

was

so

groat

that within eighteen months after its founding, tho itoorioan

Sunday School Union had nearly four hundred branches in

twenty-two states.
it

created,

Tho demand for

exceeded all

sary to print

Juvenile literature which

expectation.

ninety thousand

pages of

In

1825 it

was neces

reading material

daily.
But it

was

in its mission work that tho union

oompllshod its greatest

42

Jbljd.,

p, 155.

success.

ae-

In tho wilder regions of
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tho Atlantic

states, through the settlements of the Ohio and

Mississippi Valleys, northwest
and

ovor

Into tho groat

into Y/eseonsls and

Elinncoota,

Southland, Union missionaries

were

planting Sunday schools, placing Sunday school libraries,
visiting, supervising and training the crude material of the
\Jhenover the way opened they held evangel

teaching force.

istic meetings and
off the denomination

encouraged

locally agreed

Uxo convention idea

need of mutual

tho

helpfulness.

people in forming churches

upon.43

bom in a desire for and tho

was

The Sunday school convention

constituency is international

and Intordenaminat i onal .

The

first national convention had its birth during tho anni
versary of tho American

Assembly passed

a

Sunday School Union when the General

resolution roeoaaendiag that superin

tendents and teachers of the entire country

convene

to con-

aider the duties and obligations of Sunday school workers

plans of organising, strengthening

and the boot

thoir sessions.
October tho

The conference

3rd, 1332.

It

was

was

were

fying pupils

managing

held in How York, on

attended by two hundred

twenty delegates from fourteen states.
considered

and

Among the topics

Infant Sunday school organizations , quali

to become

teachers, organisation of county

43 S. Morris Fergusson, Historic Chapters In
Christian Education in America, p. Sg.
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unions,

and

developed

Sunday aoliool of two sessions.

a

so

much interest that it

nother convention tho

thrashed out most

following

thoroughly

was

Tho discussion

decided to hold

a-

Tho two oonventions

year.

and much In advance of their

tins, fundamental questions rolstlng to organisation and
conduct of tho

Sunday school,

smaller attendance and

accompanying lessoning

at the second convention ,
a

Shis fact together with

postponed any national

third convention for twenty six years,

in

national Sunday School Convention adopted
form

a

effort for

1872 tho Fifth

system of uni

Sunday school lessons, largely through tho efforts of

Dr. John E. Vincent and B. F* Jacobs ,

cago and
Is

of enthusiasm

an

enthusiastic Sunday school superintendent

ai>rangod that all Sunday schools

was

business man of Chi

a

same

Scripture lessons

rose

en

at the

sane

wore

tine.

to

There

study tho

quickly

a-

interdonotdnatlosml Sunday school literature for the

protection of this

movement �

Tho lest forty years of the nineteenth century

epooiwaaking in
school.

Thus

.

Tho

tho progress of the program of tho

period following

national peace and

improved tilth

prosperity.

the nation.

oat of a prayer

Tho

on

Sunday

one

of

Sunday school grow

The revival of

meeting hold

City, swept the nation
Sunday school.

tho Civil Uar was

wore

I857, whioh

and

grow

Fulton Street , Hew York

and created a new interest in tho
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Added impetus

was

given to tho Ssasaoy school by tho

growing conviction that individuals should
Christian faith

ncaro

Into tho

ecoo

through tho program of education than

through tho program of education than through tho

clysmic
the

methods of tho revival �

a�

cata

outstanding leader

emphasis upon "Christian nurture"

was

in

Horace Bushnell

.

Y/hlle still maintaining that at tho outset human beings havo
sinful

tendencies, he hopefully believed that they could

struggle against them and need not wait to become Christians
until

some act

of divine grace had

accomplished tho

birth which God had designed for tho elect.

Bushnell held, should grow up
himself

as

being otherwise,

as

a

Christian and

Increasingly

child,
never

know

Bushnell stressed tho home

tho natural place for religious and moral
home

The

now

education,

as

but tho

abdicated that function and tho convictions

which ho represented In large part made tho Sunday school
the modium of thoir

expression.^

In the year 1903, William Rainy Harper, President of
the

University of Chicago, together with

oolloaguos in the University and

an

to

a

of his

list of

haprossivo

ligious loaders in tho country, issued
vention to meet in Chloago to fossa

oono

a

coll for

national

con

organisation

promote tho religious and moral instruction

IJ+ Latourotte, op. pit., p. 377.

a

re

of

youth.

This

was

s^iocoesfully aocorroliahod and the Religious 3du-

oational Association

was

organized.

Its purtxsse

was

tln?ough

its beards and secretaries to encourage and assist existing

religious

and morol educational

agencies

aff ootivonoos | to make scientific

define

more

to

improve their

investigation In order

to

closely the relation of religious and moral in~

structlon to tho other bronchos of Instruction; and to carry
on

experiments in adopting

to different
ment

.

moral and

stagos of mental, moral and spiritual develop

In other words Its

primary purpose

progressive educational ideas
of

r

religious instruction

liglous Instruction*^

was

to

bring

into the service of the

cause

In summary lot

us

briefly examine how tho aspects

tho nineteenth century influonoed tho development of

of

re

ligious thought.

First,

v/o

find

nontod by mUllcns of
or

a

rapid Increase of population argu-

imoigrants, mostly Catholic, Lutheran,

of rationalistic faith.

Those brought with thati the

"Continental Sabbath" and thoir tnfluonco

tho puritanical elements in America.

soon

over-reached

With the rapid growth

of cities came the end of the American frontier and with it

the old orthodoxy, whioh had characterised tho frontier,
gave way to

a more

easy-going religion.

had followed the population westward

Tho churches widen

gradually

became trans*

formed from poor men's churches Into churches of tho upper

middle class.
The groat

United States

expansion

was

population increase in the

paralyzed by

scientific discoveries.
tho

of

a

With rum's increased knowledge of

physical universe questions

tain confidence

on

phenomenal growth in

wore

asked.

Could

man re

the Biblical accounts of tho universe?

Bid evolution leave any place for the creative activity of
Cod?

Han was unable to discover the God of Jesus

processes which science advocated.

Bible the

exacting

test

Whoa

men

by tho

applied tJ

developed in connection with

40

nany of the traditional beliefs
and as

on

oallod into ouestlan

inevitable consequence the faith of many

undermined.

rising

were

Yot

tide of

paralleling this religious scepticism

was a

vitality within the Christian churches*

The greatest movement of awakening

vivals*

were

Ilowhoro else have tho churches owed

this Increase and prosperity,
teenth century itoerica

was

At the

groat

was

so

much for

beginning of

in the midst of

re

tho nine

caries of

a

re

vivals which had even greater of root than tho Great

Awakening.

For many years

during this period

forty thousand church members
mazing annual increase
small
ran

population

the

growth

was

were

added

received from

as

annually.
a

This

n-

comparatively

and the growth of the churches

of the nation*

many as

rapidly

out

As tho nineteenth century

progressed educational and cultural diffaronce began to dis
appear and distinctions between different typo of revivals
tended to grow less.
a

Those revivals gave

an

impulse

and sot

pattern for religious life which persisted through much of

the nineteenth

century and had great importance In the
Toward the olose of tho century

spread of Christianity*

professional evangelists appeared who rendered
sorvlco in

our

metropolitan

areas which could

a

tyne of

not have be

I�rfojBBod by any other agency.
Cloooly allied with the revivals

pension

of

Christianity

,

was

end tho rise of

tho social

organlzatio

41
Tho Salvation toy

particular groups*

servo

came

Into ex

istence far tho underprivileged dregs of tho groat cities*
For tho

working young

men

and

women

tho

Young Men's

Christian Association and Young Women's Christian Associ
ation sprang up.
Endeavor
take

was

part

The Young People's Society of Christian

initiated which gave youth

opportunity

to

in Church activities.

One acRrement which

century

an

was

expanded rapidly in tho nineteenth
It began with the opening

Religious education*

of the century when

a

group of

outstanding loaders of

Protestantism in America began to realize the danger arising
from tho omission of

schools .
in their

religious teaching In the public

Tho protostont churches

Sunday

were

The last forty years of the nine

�pooh-iaaking in

viction that Individuals should
more

tho progress of the Sun

Wm interest doveloped from tho

day school.

faith

learned to cooperate

school work and in 1624 the American Sunday

School union was formed.

teenth century

soon

come

into the Christian

tho revival.

The

in tho emphasis upon "Christian nurture"

outstanding loader
was

Horace Bushnell

that, "The ohild should grot/ up to be

and never know himself to be otherwise."
the heme

con

through tho program of education than through the

cataclysmic methods of

who held

growing

as

the natural

a

Christian

Bushnell staressed

place for religious and noral edu

cation* but the homo increasingly abdicated that function

and the conviction whioh he represented

In 1903 VdLHiara

Sunday echool of America.
of tho

University

of

ligious leaders hold

Chicago with
a

was

a

adopted by the

Harper, preoidont

group of outetanding

convention from which developed the

Religious Eduoational Association*

its purpose

xmc

progressive education ideas into the service of the
of

re

to

bring

courses

rollgious Instruction*
The builders of tho theological framework of

ligious education

wore

throe Hew

Channlng, Theodore Parker
wore

Hew

re

England clergymen, William

end Horace Bushnell,

All three

nurtured In tho faith of Bow England Calvinism*

The

England school of theology origlnatod vjhon Jonathan

Edwards

begun his constructive theological work*

end development though

gradual

profound influences

the

on

was

Its

growth

somewhat rapid and had

religious thought of its day*

It

became tho dominating school among tho Congregationalistc
and Its interest in education led to the establishment of

many theological seminaries and

a

Amherst in the east to tho Pacific

series of colleges from

University in tho west*

Toward the close of the century several denominations of

Calvinists became ulta?a^iumanist*

They abandoned the

doctrine of election and rejected tho sovereignty and even
tho independence of Cod.

To them God become a

symbol

for

tho highest human asperations and without reality apart from
tho minds of men.

The chief center of this view

was

the

43

University

of

Chicago which implanted

those views into re

ligions education.
Another

thinking
first

religions

mevoment which influenced the

of tho nineteenth

century

v�s

Unitarianism,

period of Unitarianism theology from 1800

formative,

under the

tarian Association

was

leadership

of Dr.

to

Tho

1035

was

Channlng tho Uni

founded at Boston in 1325.

After the

death of Charming the radical element became predominant
under tho direction of Theodore Barter
fluenced

by

German and French ideas and

the method of

emperical science.

Channlng
whioh tho

The Unitarian view

and Parker became tho

theology

of

.

Ho

was

in

strongly associated

Emperiea! science does not

believe in revealed thoology, truth,

experience.

(1810-60)

as

or

subjective religious

-resented by both

theological framework upon

religious education

was

built.

time the twentieth century of Christian nurture

By the

emerged,

a

Christian ideal had been greatly formulated in American The

ology.

The loaders of religious education believed in the

Divine element
from

as

found In nature and broke away completely

supernatural thoology.

CHAPTER II

LIFE OF HORACE BDSBHBLL

There aro some of all agos~~a holy few�whoso Uvea
have been preserved to us in writing and tradition, and
who live among us still as known causes, and are not
silent, whose namos and works and Christian characters
are even freshened and made more vigorous by the lapoo
of time.
Cod has saved these elite men to us by means
of written language, that we may ever have them with
us,
and look to them as our lights of love and truth.
They
were God*s experiments, I may say, in all their
struggles and traits and works, and God's witnesses; and
therefore it is expected that we shall go naturally to
them for holp and life-direction , as one who would open
a mine will seize upon the instructive suggestions of an
experienced miner. They wore tho true minors of faith,
and we may go to them to be told where the treasures of
faith do lie, and how they may be opened ,46

I

.

EARLY LIFE AND EDUCATE OH

On the fourteenth day of
was

bom in

and

opposite tho Episcopal church, in the littlo village of

Bantam,

an

old house,

April, 2002, Romeo Bushnell

now

gone, at tho fork of the roads

two miles west of Litchfield Hill.

Tho

paronts,

Ensign Bushnell and Dorothy, his wife {whose maiden

Bishop),
homo,

wore

but

recently married and this

Horace thoir first child.

people

known to their

ability

as for

46 Mary

neighbors

They
as

were

was

name was

thoir first

plain farming

well for their excellent

their uprightness, industry, and real

Bushnell

Bushnell, P* 10.

Cheney, Life

and Lottors of Horace

45

kindliness.

They

were

both religious but they belonged to

different denominations; he

was

a

IJsthodiot and she

was

an

Episcopalian.
Tho little f atiily moved from

1305,

to Hew Preston ,

a

village

Idtohfleld,

in the year

about fourteen miles from

Litoaf1eld and in the moot picturesque part of the state.
The Duaiaxells chose their farm and built thoir home
upon the
southwest slope of �a broad backed hill, which stretches

mile upward and wostv*a?d to
the church � �4?

The form

rough and rocky

one

a

rounded

lying

on

�tearful, still stands

shady maples-

the sunny

a

The form

slope

vras

a

house, rambling and

little from the road behind

a row

In those days no such shadow fell at noon-

day to cttrtain the house from tho dust
was

whore stands

whioh taxed the strength and patient

skill of those who tilled it.

of

summit,

a

Horace Bushnell , than but

a

of the

road; for it

child who brought the trees

upon his book from tho mountain and planted them there.
In tills home grew up
two girls*

They

wore

plain family living.

but not of God.
full of How

England grit,

contribute,

They

The father

47 Ibid., p. 5.

lively family of four boys and

reared in tho simplest habits; taught

from childhood to work and
tho

a

wore

was

a

each his

Ignorant of

sturdy

resolute in

and

work,

share,

to

tho world

spirited man,
and of

a

steady

46
cheerfulness in oil the ups end downs of life.

by

constant

It

was

Ho did not

chiding worry his ohildron, hut if

thoroughly

done.

Horace Bushnell

once

once

and

flogged him."^

The mother of this

with such
and

punished,

told his own

children that his father "never whipped hia but
then he

ho

rare

comfort,

a

family managed her great household

taste and skill

simple

Rev. George

as

to blond with its neatness

but homelike charm.

Bushnell, writing

of his elder

brother,

Horace, said,
He was bom In a household whore religion was not an
occasional and nominal thing, no lrksomo restraint nor
unwelcome visitor, but a constant atmosphere , a com

manding

but

gonial

presence.

In

our

father It

was

char

notorized by evonnoss , fairness, and oonscientioucnoos;
in our mother it was felt as on intense life of love,
utterly unselfish and untiring in its devotion, yet

thoughtful, gracious, and wise, always stimulating and
ennobling, and in special crises leaping out in tender

and almost awful fire.
If ever there was a child of
Christian nurture, ho was one; nurtured, I will not say,
in the formulas of theology as sternly as none; for
though he had to learn tho Westminster Catechism, its
formulas wore not hold as of equal or superior authority
of that of the Scripture, not nurtured in what might be
called the emotional elements of religion as fervently
as some, but nurtured In the facto and principles of tho
Christian faith in their bearing upon the life and
character, and if ever a man was true to the fundamental
principles and customs which prevailed in his early home,
even to his last years, ho \maJ>9

P� 7.

49 Harry C

.

Howard, Prince of the Christian Pulpit

and Pastorate. V* 145*
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The teachings of home
of the district school;

he

came

under the

Averill.

was

for he

early supplemented by that

only five years old when

was

of that beloved

care

in his old age,

questioned,

first became conscious of his

own

teacher, Perce

as

to the time when he

power, Bushnell* s

reply

was,

In a little old school-house that stood in the
on a slab v.lth legs to
touch the floor, then I
first got tho idea that I was a power. 50

pasture-lot, when I was sitting
It so long that my feet did not

Tho religious impressions of Horace's childhood
of tho simplest and most natural hi: .id,

There

was

a

wore

gray

boulder in the pasture back of the house whore he often

went,

when

only

a

to watch the sun

boy,

rise, and where In

morning freshness tho boy's

heart rose,

tolls

his way home from church, he

us how one

Sunday,

on

too, In prayer.

"moved to stop and prey under the shadow of
Those

were

bird, and fresh

bounded, play

as

was not

cheeked, lively boy,

the

:

iornin 5 song. "51

lacking;

haystack."

as

50 Cheney,

IbJLd..

op.

the

wing of

if work

full of fro and aniial

oit.,

P# 15.

as

and thus Horace grew

earnest, inward purpose.

51

was

"days of victorious health, sound digestion,

peaceful sloop and youthful spirits buoyant
the

a

He

p. 10.

a-

a

spirits

ruddyas

an

40
It was in
anfl

kept his

rather

own

quiet

good natured way, that he first learned the need of

bat and the

perception

pleasure

of

conquest.

of the fact that his

weakness, and that ho

was

hinself , and gave

spirited

a

him, In the

thrashing

courage beyond

a

wo

doubt,

not

when ho

was

put into

girls,

grown-up

ho studied

bully,

and

a

no more
his old

fighting

school,

so

was

necessary and
In his

when under the stimulus

This is demonstrated

class of English grammar, with

determined, boyliho ,

was

not only

a

some

not to bo outdone

former, but

mill for

finishing domestic

clothes and

neighbors brought

their wool.

well*

and for five years

the different

was

a manu

Ho had in the hollow below the

as

months.

bigger boy than

peaceable ways.

facturer

teen,

mistaken for

day and night.

His father

which the

much

presence of the

apply himself.

a

to the

node the butt of the school

precocious; but

of ambition , ho could

was

cc>

to establish his own character for

as

gladly relapsed into

studies he

Awaking suddenly

good nature

being

he chose the roughest

bullies,

he

where he

school,

afterward,

departments

a

cording meaning

to

At tho age of four

Horace was

of tho mill

In the winter he would

a

farm,

employed in

during the

svo lor

always go to school, but

with 'off turns* upon the farm, ploughing and harvesting in
the

spring and autumn.

He

enjoyed working

over

the

machinery of the mill and invented several Improvements in

its machines.

Perhaps It

caused him to decline

a

was

his taste for mechanics whioh

college education offered him

at

this time fcy his parents.
Ma father was also Justice of the
peace and he held
a

little court for the settlement of such
disputes

between
the

neighboring landholders.

impartiality

ally, when he

arise

He was much respected for

and fairness of his decisions.

was

as

perplexed , he made his eldest

Occasionson

his

associate in the work, and consulted with him at the close
of

an

argument

for tho
was

.

perhaps this helped foster noraoe�s taste

study of law and showed that

even at

en

early ago ho

adapt for shifting and weighing of evidence.
As to Horace '3

religious standing

have the best of Internal evidence In
wrote when he

was

a

at this time

manuscript whioh ho

around seventeen years of age.

ject Is the ninth chapter

of Persons.

vie

He wrestled

The sub

manfully

with the chapter out of which and the connected chapter,

Calvinism had extracted

doctrine.

some of

The essay opens with

its most
on

indigestible

attempt to prove that in

tho third verse, when Paul "wishes himself accursed from

Christ for his brethorn" , he must have been mistaken in him

self, and could not, consistently, with his

apostle,

hove felt such

syllogism

a

willingness.

character as an

A chain of

is made to support this conclusion.

logical

In tho

following pages he worked his way through its doctrines of

50

election, predestination,
points whioh ha
is

was

strictly logical,

and tho

sovereignty

soundly orthodox.

of

God,

The method

and had no trace of tho

sight which later characterised Ids thought

on

all

throughout

spiritual In
on

those and

kindred subjects.
There are,

however, occasional turns of phraseology

simular to those whioh gave
later

stylo.

Crude

as

so

peculiar

a

flavor to his

this paper was, it proved that, far

frcta

having in his youthful days any infidel tendencies,

some

suspected, his idnd

standard religious

was

striving to adapt itself

to the

teachings of the day. 52

Another short paper written about the
shewed his

as

sane

time

deep interest in spiritual things.

A year since, the Lord, in his tender mercy, led mo
Four* months since, in the presence o? God and
to Jesus.
I vowed to bo the Lord's in an ever
and
men,
angola
lasting covenant never to be broken. But alas, alas, 0
How often in the past year, or oven In the last
ay God,
four months, have I dishonored thy cause and loot sight
If X should never sin again, It
of my Bedoemeri
;mat can I do?
would not atone for what Is past.
Lord, here I am, a sinner. Take no. Take all that l
have and shall have; all that I am and shall be; and do
If thou hast anything for me
with mo as soomoth good#
to do; If thou host anything for mo to suffer in the
cause of tho Saviour on whom I rest ay all, I am ready
I am ready to do any
to labor, to suffer, or to die.
...

...

thing

or

After

be

anything for theo*>3

writing this ho joined the church and engaged

52 Ibid,, p. 20

53 Ihld�. P- 21

for

a

time

gan to

enthusiastically la religious

long

far tlio

fused and he

collage �ducat Ion which he had

A young

hie preparation.
ho made

Fooling

He soon be
onco

re

began to apply himself diligently to study with

this end In view.

ously,

work.

a

lawyer for

a

tirse helped him in

By hard study chiefly alone and continu
rather imperfect preparation for college'.

that the confinement of

study

was

unfavorable to his

health he wont to $ew Eaven two months before the -usual time
of examination and was admitted to Yale

And
and rural

"the

so

tho old

society

great world

simple life

already boon gained;

at homo drew to a

close,

left behind for what he then called

was

of

College*

college". 54

But tho real education had

for in this home and in the world about

it had learned those lessons tliat ho repeated in Christian
IKnrturo and in all pages where nature appears as
of the

an

"analogy

spirit".
LIFE A3* YALB

II*

When Horace Bushnell entered Yale College in

September, 1823, he

was

his fellow fredimcn*

a

full-grown man, ranch older than

Yet ho

was

probably

not in advance of

his class in mental training for his schooling had boon
meager and often

interrupted,

54 Ibid*, p. 22

m

personal

appearance h�

was

52
robust and strong.

larger

xtndor

served to

His head , whioh was

thick

a

mass

of ravon black hair , which also

heighten the ruddiness of hie ooEn^lexIon and tho

brilliance of his deep-set eyes

"homespmi" ,
rude

large, appeared yet

not

.

Ills dress and

careless, bat possessed rather

propriety v/hich however did

manners

of

a

v/oro

certain

not offend*

&�v* Dr. Coleman, his oolloce tutor, writes in regard
to his intellect

I have

.

very distinct recollection of Dr. Bushnell
in college.
His evaluation for admission
indicated a rude, original, discriminating mind, selfpossessed and self-reliant, fccroohadowing tho future
a

as a student

man*

By the discipline of the oollogo, these mental
characteristics woro only developed, matured, and
wrought Into greater symmetry and fairer proportions, as
the statue, rough�4iown undorsuocescive hands, receives a
finer finish* in Ms class he soon came to tho front
and rotained his position without any ambitious strife
for preferment,
To the contests for distinction in
recitation ho never condescended. He studied for a
nobler end, to which his native talent became a ready
proficient in any study to which Ms attention too di
rected* Ho was a regular attendant on tho routine and
rules of life in oollogo, not apparently as a requisition,
but In conformity rather to his cam sense of projiriety
and convenience.
\3hllo kindly to all, he had, according to my im
pressions, few confidential friends or intimates. He
lived a life of a scholar, original, retired, peculiar
j&nd independent, who had an Interior life with wMch
neither stronger nor friend could intoMueddlo novor
loss alone whan when alone with himself and Ms books. 55
�

His

flattering*

am

opinion of his beginning In college

He says,

�*% figure in college

55 Ibid*, p. 36.

was

vac not

not as

good

53
it should have boon

as

cams

out

at

sspaelally

first,

trail,, but ay religious charter

Els

religious experience

pected in such

was

and at ouch a

a man

what

grow bettor and

wont down. "56

might have been

period.

He

was

ex

just In

time to fool scriothing of tho receding

wave

alism tJhloh had pervaded tho

It did not cease to

be felt until

its criticism

same

ms

Saxon nill not

view of

years later when it died

rather of

He soys, "I lovo

things;

inevitable.

my

It had

Calvinism;

a

religion.

skepticism than
a

not because

Buslinell's ex

of tho reaction

good deal of prudential cold

religious character

went dam,"

Tills

was

begun under tho fervors of the revival

system which ho attempted
of

out,

refuted, but chiefly because tho Anglo-

long live without

perience partook
from it.

country*

of Preach liber

to

keep alive by

but both fervor and

a

forced defense

logic diaa;rxK v?od in the

cool end calm isolation of oollogo life.

The Christian

nurture in uhlch h� had been roared remained with Ida and

wtept him

a

living soul". 57

His recreation
and

body activity and

active sports

on

56 Ibid*,

the

was

simple.

found

one

playgroung*

Ho loved

of his chief

nature, music,
ploasures in

There hie friends remember

p* 37.

57 Cfcaoaore T* Hunger, Horace Bushnell* Preacher and
Theologian, p� IB.

54
Mm

as

on

athletic loader and ho received tho fro a and easy

"niclcaame" of "Bully Bush".

heartily

and pursued Ms

of Ms Greatest

delights

?/hatovor ho did he on joyed

objects

with relish and seat.

music.

was

Ho loved to

One

sing in the

college choir and Mo junior year helped originate tho
Beethoven Society tsfaich is still in existence

While Bushnell

was

at Tale his class whioh was

studying ocnlo sections had permission
of

study

of

a

lit the corollaries

that they would not he examined

examinations, however,

today.

,

wMch the class undorstood
V/hen it

on.

the corollaries

opportunity for preparation.

This

nant protest from the �lass.

It was

of this rebellion that Bushnell

himself in public speaking.

in the regular �ourae

was

wore

course

come

to the

included without

provoked

an

indig

during tho excitement

first able to command

Previously in hie college

exor

cise of elocution Mo memory would often "put Ms hands in

down.n58 How, having something

his pockets and sit

real to

say he addressed Ms fellow students with ease and power.
He afterward

woo

wrote upon many

a

leader of do bates in college society and

political subjects

Missouri Compromise,

Ho devoted himself

58 Cheney,

on.

day, such

as

the

His favorite studies throughout his

oollogo course, however,
oal.

of tho

wore

scientific and not

especially to chemistry

cit.

,

p. 40.

psyohologland did

55
well In It.

esting

Geology and ostrmomy

also deeply Inter

to him.
Ho

oration

graduated In the

of

ouumer

1327*

His

coo: loncoment

Befeota of Modem Oratory'' received at

on "Some

tention outside of college and
It led to his

one.

were

was

spoken

subsequent engagement

of as a
on

promising

the Journal of

Commeroo.59
After

graduation ho went, in September ,

Connect ieut to teach

liked*

Tho

a

school,

a

following quotation

Tan Rensselaer ,

a

to

Harwich,

teak whioh he heartily dis

was

taken from

a

letter to

classmate of his.

If yon wish to know box/ I like ay present situation,
tell you in few words that the transition from
literary ease and cheerfulness of college to the potty
vexations of tho pedagogue is rather hurailating. I
think It is doubtful whether I continue longer than tho
I don't make a very good pedagogoo, i
second quarter.
fear, though I have heard no complaints. It requires
I

can

too much patience and f oroboaranoe , for my composition.
Aside from jay employment, everything goes well enough.
I hardly
The Harwich people are extremely hospitable.
know whether you will bolievo me, but it is a foot, that
now and then�-to visiting the
I have lately taken
�

ladies.55

In Itebruary Hr� IRsswoll who had boss pleased with
Bushnell* a ccmencement address wrote

him, inviting Ma to

became associate editor of the Journal of Commerce.

Bushnell did not hesitate in his decision but entered Me

59 Ibid*

�

p.

46.

60 Ibid*, p. 48.
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now

dutloo at

ton

months,

In this work he

once.

or

busy for tho

was

until the first of January,

1829,

whoa tho

paper was bought by lfr� Bale; who aslsed him to become

partner in it, end its political

Bushnell, however,

had found

next

a

and literary editor.

Journalism

did not wish to invest his future.

a

life in which he

He thoroi'ore withdrew

and returned to Hoc/ Haven to outer the law school, having
saved from his

follorsing

salary enough

to

support himself until the

autumn,

The following summer, having spent six months in the
law

school,

he went home for a brief vacation and to say

farewell to his parents.

His plans

wore

office in Ohio and work his way into tho
He

was

had

node to go to
arena

of

a

law

politico.

twenty-seven years of age, had tested Ills powers and

gainod

experience

some

and

knowledge of public life in his novjspaper

now

well considered

felt that he had chosen his

grounds.

It

was not

profession

strango then while at

heme that ho should reooivo invitation to besom�

Yale College , ho gave the matter

no

on

a

tutor in

very serious consider

ation but wrote declining tho proposal.
The following account of this crisis in his life is

given both

because of its

further light

on

life and entered

importance and because It

that Christian nurture which
so

deeply Into his thought.

sheds

underlay his

57
I was graduated, and then, a year afterwards , when my
billo wore paid* and when the question was to bo decided
whether I should begin the preparation of theology, I
was thrown upon a most painful struggle
by the very evi
dent, quite incontestable fact that my religious life
was -utterly gone down.
The pain it cost ao was misera
bly enhanced by tho disappointment I must bring on my
noble Christian mother by withdrawing myself from the
ministry. X had run to no dissipations ; I had been a
church-going thoughtful man. 13$- difficulty was that I
was too thoughtful, substituting thought for
everything
else, and expecting to dig out a religion by my head
that I was pushing it all the *&He practically away.
Unbelief , in fact, had come to be ny element,
rty mother
felt the disappointment bitterly, but spoke never a word
of complaint or upbraiding.
Indeed, I have sometimes
doubted whether God did not help her to think that she
know better than I did what my becoming was to be.
At the oollogo vacation two years after my gradu
ation, when I had been engaged in law studies for a
A fortnight after
year, I was appointed to a tutorship.
reaching home, I wrote a letter to President Day, de

clining tho appointment. As I was going out of the door,
putting the waiver in my letter, I encountered my mother
and told her what I was doing.
Remonstrating now very
gently but seriously, she tolo me that aho could not
think I was doing ay duty.
'You have settled this
question without consideration at all that I have soon.
How, let mo ask you to suspend your decision until you
have at least put your mind to it. This you certainly
ought to do, and my opinion still further is�she was
not apt to make her decision heavy in this

manner�that

I sax? at a glanco where
you hod best accept tho place.'
her heart was, and I could not refuse tho postponement
suggested* The result woo that I was taken back to Hew
Savon, where partly by reason of a better atraoophere in
religion* I was to think myself out of my OBor-thlnking,
and dissever how far above reason is trust.**4

He entered upon his

tutorship

in tho autumn of 1&29,

Two of his former elassaates divided with hia the charge of

the freshman class, whioh happened to be

61 Hunger, op.

pit.

,

p. 22.

a

large

one*

The

50
first

of Bushnoll

care

incorrigibly
jurious

bad

was

to wood out of tho clone

boys, whose infltionec

to tho root .

They

were

woo

sent homo and the favorable

One of his most difficult duties

was

Justify tho
that of

ducting in his turn the daily prayers in chapel.
faith was

so

influence

over

this

undofinod

as

His

was

con

own

to make him feel doubtful of his

others, and of his duty in using It.

tutorship he

few

to bo in

sure

effect on the remainder of the class seemed to
measure.

o

also in law

school, Improving

During
the un

expected opportunity of further training in his chosen pro
fession,

Joseph Oook

once

said that Bushnell

infidel of the Tom Paine type.

It would be

say that in his twenties Bushnell made

ligion

and

long believed

"utterly gone

down"

.

at

was

no

at

more

college

accurate to

prof eosion of

college his religious life

His difficulty

was more with tho

ology than with the religion of his time.

He

on

re

was

tho

to find

was

that ho could break with "I^yardianlsm" and still be

re-

ligious.^2
A letter from Br. BteSwen to ars. Bushnell

interesting

account of Ills life as

a

gives

an

tutor.

In tho two years of our oo~tutorship thero wore but
As to tho question you raise, my
few marked facto.

62 Lynn P. Powell, Heavenly Heretics, p. 93

.

a

59

impressions ore quite distinct. Ho was more than ordi
narily successful as a teacher in college, imploring the
sane manly enthusiastic spirit of inquiry and investi
On this aocount he
gation so sfcsraetoristie of himsolf
?

well fitted to he an Instructor of young nan rather
than of mere school boys.
Ho was Just one of those
tutors of when it laight be said as to his dlvidion of
students that they literally 'sat at his feeV. His
general influence corresponded to tills particular cast
character as an officer of college. Though nenativily
religious , his moral being was most positively of the
highest order. His purity and integrity were felt to be
Impregnable, and he was remarkable as combining a stern
ness of discipline with a certain generosity of pro
cedure In practical oases.
There was strength in all he
did and a force of influence that como of the ruggodness
of his Intellectual and physical deportment.�

was

In the winter of 1831 his two years of lav/ study

completed.

He had

passed his examination,

admission to the bar.
have

fairly

himself,

One

more

entered upon that

but at this

point

an

and

was

wore

ready for

step forward, and he would

path which

ho had chosen for

tmlooked for influence

Chang

d

all his plena and purposes*
fIho winter

revival.
How

was

merited in Yale College by

Tho following of it is given by Dr.

london,

so

far

as

a

religious

LleSwen^

of

it relates to Bushnoll.

What then in this great revival was this man to do,
and what was to become of bin? Here he was in the glow
of Ms ambition for the future* tasting keenly of a net/

flticoeiev ir$�iseij*&ip^
successful and popular

63 Cheney,

op.

pit.

as

,

a

college Instructor* but all

p. 54�

64 Pounder and president of tho first oollogo in
California.

60
at oaa in doubt and default religiously.
That bcwtiom
of the Holy Ghost and of fire compassed bin all about.

'Then the work

was at its height , he and his division of
who fairly worshipped him, stood unmoved
apparently when all bosldo were in glow. Tho band of
tutors had established1 a daily nesting of their own, mid
all were now united In it but Bushnell.
what days of
travail and wondering those were for hiril I lone dared
approaoh him. Ho stood for more than prenus inter pares
among all.
Only Henry Duront 'triad carefully and
cautiously to hit some Joint In tho armour* . But oven
he, though free in his confidence , seemed to make no ad
vance t when all at onoo, the advance came boldly and
voluntarily from Bushnell himself. Sold he to Duria.it ,
Hero am I what I am, and
*I must got out of this woe.
those young men hanging to me in thoir Indifference a-

students,

midst this universal oarneotaeso

on every side.1
And we
what ho said ho was going to do�to write
those young men to meet him some -evening in tho wook,
when ho would lay bare his position and their own, and
declare to them Ids determination and the decision they
ought to make for themselves. Perhaps there never was
pride more lofty laid dam voluntarily in tho dust, than
whon Horace Bushnoll thus mot those worshippers of his.
That division r-m was a
Tho result was overwhelming.
of
a
weeping.
Boehln,
place
YJhon, then, he come once Into tho confidence of the
dally meeting of his follow tutors , was it not Paul that
was called Haul, and was there ever such a little child
On one occasion he came in, and tlma'/ing
as he was?
himself with on air of abandonment Into a seat, and
thrusting both hands through his black bushy hair, cried
out dooncratoly, yet half laughingly, �0 me::', what shall
I do with those arrant doubts I have been nursing for
years? Vlhen the preacher touches the Trinity and whon
iogic shatters it all to pieces , I am all at theafour
head.
But I am glad I have a Ijoert as well as
winds.
wonts
heart
tho
ay
tho
Son,
wants
heart
Father,
my
i&
heart wants tho Holy Ghost, and one Just as much as the
other* W heart says tho Bible has a Trinity for me and
I am glad a man can do that
1 moan to hold to ay heart.
when there is no other mooring and so 1 answer ay own
What shall I do? But that is all I can do

were told

question.
yet.' &5

65 Cheney, oj>. olt.,

p.

56.
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Bushnell gives
of his conversion

the

mon "On

Going

on to

a

brief account to the circumstances
of

by way

Disolving

illustrating

of Doubts"

,

a

point In his

ser

preached in the chapel

.

say that in the crisis of his experience ho had

asked himself whether there

was

any truth which he

really

did beliovo, and whether ho had acted up to the requirements
of ttot he

believed, he continues;

Bore then, will I begin.
If there is a God, as I
rather hope there Is, and very dimly believe, ho is a
righteous God. If I have lost him, in wrong perhaps,
Will Ho help me or perhaps
I shall find him In right,
even bo discovered t o mev
Bow the decisive moment had come.

Be

dropped

on

his

knees,

and there he ^asB^-&& to tho dim God, dimly felt, confess od
the dimness for honesty's sake, and asked for help that ho
may

begin

a

lie bowed himself on It

right life.

as

he

prayed
It

and ohosa it to bo his unalterable, eternal endeavor.
was

awfully

an

dark prayer, in tho look of it; but the

truest and best he could

orthodox colors

he

put

so

profoundly

help
the

He
was

no

as

on

it wore by

some

and it

was

as

nd

unseen

was

true that

and vow wore

borne up into God's

chariot,

even sooner

and

than he

perm:! tted to

opened his

if ho had gotten wings.

luminous about him.

more

it; and the prayer

meant that Mo soul

opening of heaven
rose

make, the better

see

eyes.

The whole

This troublesome doubt of God's

sky

reality

"tie

hjl.j^

gone for he had found

Ho woo loath not to disclose

the sermon had done T tho

t

definitely than

more

idontity of the subject of tills

porlcnc� and ho feelingly remarked: "There la
in tho little bedroom of

one

of these

a

esc-

story lodged
which I

dormitories,

pray God and hia recording angels may note, allowing it
never to

bo loot. "^7

On� intorooting feature of this experience is that it
turned on his sense of

responsibility

to have no

himself,

an

anxiety

for

nor

unendurable burden, although ho

thorn.

But tho

sight

of Ms

for others.

did ho find the doubts

was

very

perplexed by

pupils, awaiting Ms

matter of supreme

importance,

conccienoo at its

Mgiest.

Ho seemed

OTeinvhelmod Mm.

action in
Hero was

His conversion. If such it should be culled,
conversion to

duty, then

that faith could wait but

simple principle

to

duty could

wMoh, if not

soon

Howard,

66
67 Ibid,

.

in its fullness

op. oit.

"**

p. 152.

p� 151

�

,

was

a

discovery

Tia?cugh tMs

only into

a

full faith,

as

a

life, Christ

Christ,

a

distinction

Christianity

rather than beliefs about

made tho

not.

ho found his way not

but into the conception of

himself,

faith, but ho

is

a

implied in all Ms

63

writisigs ,6S
Etta law studies x�sr� completed "but he gave up that

profession in exchange ror the ministry.
1331 he took leave of hie pupils la

practical wisdom, and indicating
thought

wore

fully formed.

ought to govern every

man."

The other is "Sever to

principles

over

Hiagara,

Haven, of which Br. fsylor

was

"If

Theological School at
the head.

There are few

|p?eat teacher who would not confess their

tmuld fall on the courage and honest and
of the men himself.

Xn

by saying,

go l "69

deep indsb^feodnoss to hin but tho emphasis

age.

of

in conduct from your

swerve

m the autumn h� entered the

of this

and

Ho clinched this advice

between them both you go

isabito of

The first is, "Be perfectly

action."

pupils

own

He offored them "two rules whioh

forming ail your opinions

How

address full of

that his

honest in

honest conviction."

an

In the summer of

no other

As

a

teacher he

school of theology

was

of their

gratitude

thorough nobility
for ahead of his

were

the lectures

closed with the uniform remark, "Haw young gentlemen, I will
hoar you."
an

hour

or

It was often tho preface to another session of
more, in which teacher and

pupils

with all the give and take of close a-r-ginent,

68 Hunger, op., clt.. p# 27.

69 Ghoney, ojo. clt..

p.

62.

were man to man

Bushnell fell

64
Into the spirit of tho lecture�roan; it fed sad fortified
his

sincerity

when it

coxae

and courage and independence of thought.

to the thought

his teacher and went his own way.

parted company with

ho

itself,

But

He hod

to read

begpan

Coleridge's "Aids to Reflection" , through which ho caught
glimpse of

"a whole other world somewhere

of realities in

higher tlas,"?0

truth from certain

Ho had

writings

Hew Haven

Is of

head,

to look for

He

soon

joined "tho
ivhose

teaching of Sciiloiemachor that

roligion.,,71

chiefly served

eapha.

prophets, whose vision and

bore witness to the

the heart makes the

range

and by certain methods that had

sources

of tho

over

already learned

small recognition by his teacher.

goodly fellowship

a

The theology of the day,

with its under emphasis of heart and
failed to satisfy hia.

overhead,

a

His

to furnish

a

theologioal

studies in

baelcground against

which his later thoughts and works stand out in vivid

con

trast.
i/kon ho
no sermon

examined for

was

written, he read

ral and moral

possible

share of the acts of

70 Powell,

on.

men

ore

clt.

71 Ibid., p. 95.

license to preach, having

thesis

on

the methods of natu

in which he contended that system

philosophy,

atized Imowledgo is

a

a

,

in tho former "bocauoe

a

in contradiction to those

p. 94.

great
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properties

of their constitution which fit thorn for tho end

proposed In the end of their existence.
germ of

nature;

Her�

we

and the. Suiaarnatural which appeared

find the

thirty

years later.
He had intended to leave Hew Haven when lie received

his license to preach but

him there for
had
of

consented,

a

a

while.

a

new and

At the

important interest kept

beginning of the

for the short time loft

Bible class for the ladies in

He came to the class

a

one

hia, to

snmer

he

take charge

of tho churches.

stranger, but he did not remain

He
a

stranger long for the bright oyos of Mary Apthorp peering up
from hex* Bible fosinatod him and ho

acquaintance.
came

was

Dooply attracted by this

quick in making her
new

friendship, he

back to Hew Haven in the autumn and stayed tiarewgh the

winter, occupied in writing semens, preaching occasionally,
and courting*

Ho

was

thus

occupied In experimental

ration for his work \7hen the colli came.

It was la

that he received from the Berth Church of

tation temporary to supply thoir pulpit.

?2 Hunger,

or>.

clt.,

p. 29.

Hartford,

prepa

February
an

invi

ZZX.

PASTOR OP BOETH CIMJCH BMHnPORD

BushnclIfo actual miMstry began, and also ended, in
the Horth Church at Hartford*

is well described in

anniversary
plunged

at

was more

of his
once

a

semen

His introduction to the church

preached

installation,

into the

tuberlent than

sea

ever

on

the twentieth

tjhioh shows how ho

of Hew

vies

England theology, whioh

at that tiic.

I arrived here late in tho afternoon In a furious
after floundering all day in the heavy drifts
the storm was raising among the hills between hero and
Hit oilfield.
I went* as invited, directly to the house
of the chairman of the committee; but I had scarcely
warmed myself and not at all relieved tho hunger of my
fast, when he came In and told me that arrange 10 ts had
boon made for mo with one of tho fathers of tho church
and immediately sent no off with my luggage to the
ouartera a -signed.
Of course, I had no complaint to
make, though the fire seemed very inviting and tho house
attractive.
When 1 come to know the hospitality of my
friend, as I had abundant opportunity of knowing It
afterward, it became somewhat a mystery to me that I
should have been dispatched in this fashion* But it

snowstorm,

case out. three or four yearn later, that, as there wore
two partxos stronglv marked In the church, an Old and
Hew School party, as related to tho Bow Haven centreveroy, tho eotspittoo had made up their mind, very
prudently, that it would not do for me to stay even one
hour with the Bow school brother of the committee* For
this reason they had made interest with tho elder
brother referred to because ho was a man of the school
simply of Christ and here, under cover of Ms hospitali
ty, 1 to kept away from the infected district, prepara
tory to a settlement in tho north Church of Hartford. I
mention this foot to show the very delicate condition
prepared for the young pastor, who Is to be thus dainti
ly inserted between an acid and on alkali, having it for
his task both to keep them apart and save himself from
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being bitten

of one or devoured

by the other ,73

Bushnell found the eiroiimstanees full of
and the

duties onerous.

new

Sunday and

steadily

oneo

him

were soon

was

required

during tho week.

oxhauatod.

ly insertotl between

cal one.

Bo was
semons

position
an

to wit�

obliged

ho had brought with

precisely

of the young

and in tho

minister, "dainti

acid and an alkali", there Is

of that with

on

The young minister of those toys

to **toe tho mark" very

humorous hint at tho

suggestion

He had to preach throe times

the little stock of

as

perplexity

for; ildablo side

a

However, Bushnoll

so

as

well

well fulfilled the

a

slight

as a

comi

mediating

part in this clever scheme that he avoided criticism from
either side, and after preaching six Sundays

unaniraous-*

to the pastorate.

ly called
Ho

was

ordained

was

difficulties

amination.

having

on

the

twonty-ooeond

been encountered in the

His father and mother

nation, their

were

hearts overflowing with

ment of thoir hopes.

It

was

of Hay,

1833,

preliminary

ex

with him at his ordi

Joy

at this fulfill

the swoot fruit of long years

of sacrifice and love and steadfast faith.

Tho church gave him
close of 1*0

summer.

a

two months vacation at the

Once more he fished on the lake and

73 Ibid., p. 34.

no
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mused

on

Ills

lag lottor

now

wo

calling

as

�fisJior of men".

hove his account of

Hew Preston church on tho first
made a

deep impression

a

startling

Sunday

of his

In tho follow
scono

in tho

stay, which

on him.

Tho shorn� was rising when wo entered the church in
tho afternoon. Toward tho close of the prayer it began
to rain and hail together and the atom irero sod In
violence, so that when I began my semen I could
scarcely be hoard, and it was so dark that it was diffi
cult for no to road.
I had read but a for/ pages before
a tremendous orash burst upon the house.
An awful pause
succeeded; then the audience burst out in cries of
terror and began to rush for the door for the smoke in
different ports of the house gave Indication of fire.
own part, probably because my thoughts were en
gaged In something else, I was completely self-possessed
as I am not;,
I stood, therefore, and cried to them to
stop, for I perceived that there was mora danger from
The
the rushing of the crowd than from anything else.
Some began to throw up windows,
movement was arrested.
os many were stunned; one man was carried out lifeless
but began to recover as soon as they wore able to get
water to dash upon him,
IJy brother* o wife had ono of
her shoes torn fron her foot and her stocking torn.
Several escaped as narrowly. In the gallery on my left
hand, I saw as many as twelve or fourteen persons rise
I found that the
up, who had been dropped by the shod:.
lightning passed down the rod and thonoe In different
directions, ploughing up the ground for twenty or thirty
feet, killing one animal and prostrating one or tiro moro.
Xhsldo the house, It passed down tho ono gallory at my
loft hand, and down another diagonal from It, shivering
them both, and even splitting off a part of tho pew near
Tho whole house, I may say, was struck*
ono of them.

Per my

Haw
It was a tremendous charge but no one was killod.
The pulpit is in a recess under
wonderful this escape I
the steenlo , and there I stood, under the heaviest of
tho bolt", as safe as if I had boon in tho arms of God.
I was there.
So were wo ell end thc.t seemed to be the
of
After the shower had passed, the audi
all.
feeling
ence was colled to their seats , and after a fow words
said by way of restoring tranquillity, I resumed my ser
Hie events of
mon ending It with an extempore appeal.
the afternoon made that thundor-otorm awfully signifi
God has saved mo
cant and with that the day was dosed.
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from tho midst of danger and I hero to devote
purpose of mercy and ueof ulnoos ,74
On tho thirteonth of

September, lo33, Bushnell

married in Now haven, to Lfary
John Davenport , ivho

no

Apthorp,

a

to some

was

lineal dooendent of

the first minister of Ilex: Haven,

was

By

onltnro and noturo she

was

the young

high womanly qualities" tempered his

somewhat

pastor.

Her

undisciplined

the atmosphere
never to

bo

well fitted to share the life of

f oroe and her

by which his

was

spirituality

furnished
He is

steadily fed.

regarded apart from tho influonco that constantly

flowed in upon him from her strong personality. 75

spent

a

few weeks in Hon' Preston and then

to begin their life among

a

came

They

to Hartford

people always henceforth most

affectionate and beloved �
Xt

was

session of

a

in December, 1835. that Bushnell took pos

house wMch had been built during tho

months from his

own

square, two-story
a

nobis oak In the

provided

for two

It is described

plans.

as a

sumior

"simple,

building, with small green yard, graced by

roarn.76

things,

In

seleotlng tho lot, ho had

garden and

a

country ending In distant Mils.

74 Cheney,

on.

ait., p. 72.

75 'lunger,

on.

oit., p, 35*

76 Cheney, cg>. clt*

�

p. 74,

an

Each

open view of the

xms

essential to

70
hia

�

tho naaif old life of

growing things

and

a

distant hori

zon. 77

The first winter

writing of

was

spent in constant study.

two sermons for almost every

the whole week,

His pastoral duties

to his student habits that

they

Sunday occupied hia
so new

wore

were at

Ho was

primarily

preacher and pastor, and not pastor and preacher.
a

frequently

occasion

as

ac~

Still he strove to

perform it and visited his people all around
more

He

once

a

year,

required.

In the second year of Ms

ministry

we

find hia

ex

pressing dissatisfaction with himself and with the result
his work and

a

defective branch of his service and

that for which he had least aptitude.

and

and strange

first the most

difficult and awkward part of hia work.

knowledged this to be

Tho

of

resolving;

to be more

simple,

to aim more at

doing good,

to

worthy interest In the souls of my
paonlo, to pray more, to bo more about my duties, and
cultivate

a more

have a more eordlal love for them
humblost forms .78

even

in their

There Is but little record of the first four
years of Mo

ministry.

Els first

published

the title, "The Crisis of tho Church"*

or

sermon was

five
under

Tho manuscript still

exists, labeled "first born child", intimating that others

77 Hunger, on. clt., p* 51*

7� Cheney,

on.

clt*. p. 73.
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night foU.cn;.

Its chief

thought

was

that Pi^jtestantisa in

religion produces republicanism In government;
principal dangars to the country

Romanism,
this

period

a

wrote

sermon

on

was

greatness, both

In the first year of his

"Duty not Ilcaourod by

that would have sustained his

nothing

said of natural

can

never

which had raged since Bdward, and

Jest If his treatment

preacher

ministry, ho

or

moral

Ability

ability,

,

was

now

or

false Issue

a

To thus dismiss

neighboring divinity schools,

a

a-

reputation twenty year 3. 79

ability,

be settled".

as

our own

gracious ability, except that "they raised
which

During

Iio began to produce those sermons which are

theologian.
a

"slavery, Infidelity,

ard our curr mt political tendencies'1.

mong the clearest signs of his
and

wore

that the

a

controversy

embodied in the

would have been regarded

of It had not been

so

serious.

stead of sinking himself and his hearers in "the

as

a

In

abysmal

depths of theology" , he carried them into the world of hitman
life and Christian mcp&x&WB&o r whore all
matter of fast that there

Bushnell

was

was

"passing

ness" of which he afterward

small

preached

on

so

spoke-"-� phrase
man.

much

eomxsBohensiv�-

tint well de

His

osm

words in a

tho twentieth anniversary of his

79 JJunger, op. clt.,

p.

52.

a

for Question.

Into the vein of

fined the spirit and method of the
sermon

room

was

72
carnation describe the theological situation and his

re

lation to it,

just passing into tho vein of eaaprehoaslvoquestioning whether all parties were not in reali
ty standing for some one side or article of tho truth;
prepared in that manner to ho at once indoponde vt of
your two parties and more cordial to both, that I v/as
beginning to hold under a different resolution of the
subject, all that both parties wore contending for. ?y
position among you kept me always in living contoot with
the opposite poles to be comprehended and assisted so,
by an external pressure, in realising more and more dis
tinctly what I was faintly conceiving or trying to elaborate within; until finally my question became
experimentally proved and I rested in the conviction
that the oonprohenoivo method is, in general, a possible,
and so far, the only Christian method of adjusting the
ological differences,
Accordingly, the effect of my -^roachinc never was to
I

was

ness,

overthrow ono school nd set up the other? neither was
it to find a position of neutrality midway between '-.ham.
As far as thoology is concerned, it was to eenprohond,
if possible, the tristh contended for in both and In
which I had, of course, abundant practice in tho subtle
ties of speculative language but had tho Scriptures
always with mo bolting out thoir froo , incautious oppo
sitions, regardless of all subtleties.00
In

estimating

Dr. Bushnoll as

vestigate his equipment for tho work
ever man

a

preacher

of the

let

us

what

pulpit,

might think of Bushnell in the pulpit, they

thought him commonplace.
riglnal and impressive.

Anywhere, everywhere, ho
Young

or

old, his

was

a

in

never

was o-

spare^and

fSef^lf^la^ y� Wim^^^M^^^

,

sensitive in the ploy and Interplay of the emotions whioh it

80

P� 54.

73

pictured.

The mobile mouth seemed

would brook into

sordonio.

smile

into

or

raillery ,

The grey eyes,

tangles

a

was

strong
never

or

hypocrisy

in

or

always

iron

of turbulent and

habitually kind, could

wrath when there

it

moss

hitter

never

The broad and spacious forehead

threatened by

was never

a

uncertain �whether it

ever

shaggy hair.

flame \rith righteous

sight.

Though the voice

rich and in his later years had small

wanted

carrying power

and

not unsuitod

compass

,

to his

Jury style of simple and downright persuasivonoss In
In all his

public spoech.
not

unloving,

a

preaching there

was

was

an

fiery urgency not Intolerant, and

impetuosity invariably aoeamponied by
swing of his right

arm

a

abruptness
a nervous

peculiar emphasising

from the ahoulier,

as

though to swing

himself without delay into the heart of theme and listen
er

.81
During most of his life
ho must stand in one

spot*

gesture and what there

was

script and
amount of

angular and ungraceful.
netic*'

qualities.

But ho

one

was

There

was

not a

great

of It was somewhat

vigorous end had "mag

His whole frame would at times respond to

hia mental and emotional

self to

he was chained to his manu

spot in which

intensity, while yet
ho had

ho held him

planted himself,

as

dogged resistance to any conceivable power that would

81 Powell, on. clt., p, 83.

if in

74
undertake to dislodge Ms�a sorb of

\/itb all his
�all

ho was

It,

his "verve"

and the

was

in

Tho

sturdy will held him in, what--

harmony with the character of the

He never dressed his

There was
which he

a

everyday

certain respectable negllgoneo about it, in

evidently had

certain satisfaction end

a

man

His dross

was

physical personality, tho

suggestive

of

a

air of

it,

nan

among

an

men.

long and shagry,

Taken

always thrown back in wild disorder.

pride.

like that of

was

of affairs and it proclaimed tho

Xn the later years of life his hair

and of

He dressed the man.

profession*

He avoided tho clerical marie*,

was

tho French

as

tho stress of amotion.

His dress
man.

,

always well-poised and self-possessed.

strong, steady mind
over

intensity

norvous

But

typical posture.

as

a

whole, tho

and tho dross of

it,

certain noble freedom and oolf-rolianoo,

dignity and solf-roi...x)ot.02
His manners

were

wholly unaffected.

and friendly man but he had
deference to the

piniono,

as

opinions

no

He

surplus stock

of any human being*

was a

of

For his

deal of respect, but ho

regarded them

82 Lewis 0.
Preachers . p. 158.

as

or

mere o-

he had

opinions he had

little rospeot anyway*

own

respect

For

such, especially religious opinions,

frank

a

good

intuitions and

Barastow, Rewesentatjvc Iiodora

75
moral convictions and

to be cherished ess moral

so

vrould with utmost coolness and

naivete, contradict yen

your face if he did not happen to agree with you.
you would not reel that you

essentially rude,
?an

Grounds ho

were

dealing with

for in the broader sense, he

And

a nan

was

to

yet

who

was

gentle-*

a

in his instincts and sympathies. 83

It

in

was

that he began

question

and

1035, only

settlement,

series of papers �toich involved him in

a

The first

suspicion,

"Christian Spectator**

incorporated

two years after his

was

"Revivals of

on

an

article In the

Religion**,

which was

eleven years later in Christian nurture

a

�

boo!-:

which had- its genesis and its raiaon dfetre in this essay.
In the year

The older child

ones

ill at the

was very

ministrations at homo

heavier

ho lost his infant

1837,

that

unceasing.

were

came

same

later,

tin� and tender

These

took full

daughter, Lily.

experiences

and

possession of him

but they bore fruit in his thought and formed the material

out of which ho constructed what rai^tt

product of speculation.
thoir basis

some

seam

to be tho

All his greater contentions had for

personal

experience.8-*

The next autumn, tho sadder par onto took

a

through Canada together and made their first visit

^ �22*

sit

.

mere

,

84 Monger, op. clt.

,

p�

56.

journey
to

76

niagara.

They also went

to

How

Brcokport,

York, whether

!&* Ensign Btwhnoll had lately removed Ills family from Hot?
and there Her

Preston,

last tine.
sucmor at

death*

It

was

eo

Bushnell

when he

Long Island

wan

on

saw

his mother for the

his vacation the next

that he received word of his mother* s

The communication

slew that ho did not hear

was so

of the �vent in time to he present at her funeral in Prock-

port , How York, whero she had died*
In

SeptSE&er, shortly

first and only

after Ills return

son was born.

V'riting

home, his

of tlio event to his

wife's mother, Mrs. Apthrop, he speaks thus of, "the little

gentlea

n"

,

I suppose I ought to bulletin the first sign of in
telligence , given come four or flvo days ago In the
shape of a very gr: clours and meditative smile, union,
doubtless he will ronoat on sundry occasions yet to
Bo toll mo what to call
cone, as he has done already.
hia, so that wo shall think it the very best name In the

world. ^5
But the

**tho very best name" was

aether, thought

noraoe,

which was, accordingly given tho child.
In the

began

spring

to show Itself

his work

was

a

trouble of the throat already

.ore

hindered by disease

fore he could bo called

him*

He

decidedly and

from that time

It was,

spent July in Saratoga

,

p.

to rest and

87*

on

however, long

invalid but tho fatal mark

an

85 Cheney, op* clt.

.

felt,

was

reooopomtc.

be
on

77
In the folic* ring September ho had been engaged to da~

liver
date
ono

an
so

address in

Andover,

but

a

mistake of

a

week in tho

sboxtonod the time for preparation that bo iiad only

day to prepare It*

He wrote throughout

one

day, took

tho stage at rundown, rode ell night to ?lorohoster, and the
next

It

day

was

to

not

Andwer, giving his address In
only

an

achievement in

turning point in his

a

physical vigor but

thoolc^Saav*6

esreer as a

prepared address had boon

subject

days and contained the gera which

of

to Biblical statements

of

was

velopod in his theory of language*

figures and methods

on

The

He know that ho

-rior god.

hastily

thought since college
afterword

fully do*

tho

and their

Trinity,

application

he entered

the world of suspicion and accusation from whioh ho

wholly

a

In discussing the use of

interpretation

bearing

the afternoon.,

was

taking

never

tho first step

and that others must follow.
The criticism that

showed Itself in his

representative

parish*

to be hoard

from tho

a

Church, wrote

letter of kind remonstration

accepted standard of doctrine.
nor

apparently

86 Munger,

on.

oit.

,

now

Beacon Seth Terry, chief

him,

not occur to

outside,

of the Old School in the Berth

Iilja in January, 1339,

departure

began

on

It did

to any one else at that

p* 57.

his

78

tine,

to

true.

inquire

"lis only

If the views of his pastor
concern �

lest ho hag

accepted standards of boltof.
In

a

might

dopartcG from

depravity,

a

the

Bushnoll answered the letter

patient spirit and with explanation oreept

of total

not he

question

on

the point

on

which he would not pre

maturely cast away the. thoughts he had been gathering.
Meanwhile he wont
unmoved

on

by criticism, from \*st

witness to the truth
In

XCAO,

Politics",
to women

unity

his way, not much troubled and

fco preached

notable

tho ground that it would
�

"the

m tho discussion of this

bearing

sermon

grand

subject,

on

giving

destroy

"American
tho suffrage

tho peace and

sacrament of creation".
as

of all

others, he

straight for the natural principle underlying it , and

found It the
a

v.

in which ho protested against

on

it cane,

he saw it.

as

of domestic life

struck

ever source

wholly

family.*'-?

Be spoke also of tho spoil system in

wey that classes him with the civil service reformers of

today.
In the

spring

of

1840,

ho receive: an invitation to

become tho President of Mddlaburg College.
reasons
one

why, Just

at this

There

time, tho opportunity

and, although moot strongly attached to his

wore

seemed
own

fl&O*.

p.

60.

a

good

people,

he found it difficult to decide his duty in the matter.

87

seme

79
After he hod visited the

he deeided to decline the

college,

offered position at lllddloburg and to remain In Hartford.
Ho wont on, the son� year, to settle himself more to Ms

mind la

house, again

a now

building.

He

fields"

people said, and

as

one

on a

which he himself christened

Valley

and the

playground

own

planning

ridiculed far his choice of

was

ation commanded

of his

fino

a

fields,

a

The situ

view of the Connecticut River and

then unbroken, made

him, while

and inspiration of

sito *in the

yet unopened and

"VJintijrop street".

for tho children.

eastward and gave

street as

a

and

His

own

at his

a

delightful

study window looked

work, tho rofroshriont
Hop� ho lived to the

lovely prospect.

time of his death.
The

same

year the degree of Doctor of

conferred upon him

Oonnooticut, and
come

from

an

by v/eolyan College

older

at Middletomn ,

oollogo,

as

ho did not

or the

highly value

significance

of the de

But he could not without dlscourtosy, refuse tho

offered honor from

struggling for
gree

was

would probably have been declined if it had

either the title of Doctor
gree.

Divinity

was

a

on

institution in its youth and

place among other colleges.

afterward bestowed

by Harvard

Tim

same

de

and toward tho very

close of life, ho received the LL.D. degree from his Alma

Hater , Yolo,
The years from 10A0 to 1846

were

crowded with various

80
fame of work,

He seamed to celebrate tho full

of his. powers by

sseohlhg out in all directions for

monsurato fields.

Els

biography

all through his life when
nontal

inlot".88

parish had

no

boundriea
on

his

pulpit,

to onf ore� this

though he

disease.

was

was

best,

on

same

on

of Ms

ono

as

several
a

political

cam

lectures,

speaker to win popu

yoar he delivered

a

tho

"Stability

of

Change".

lectures, his small

son

poor, developed alarming symtais of brain-

After tho father*

s

return Ms condition became

critical and he died on the ninth of October.
been remarkably

moral and

Hudson, OMo, before Weslyon Reserve

the

on

used

weighty

In August of tho

College, the Yale of

whose health

he went

1842,

In

.

eomoncomont address at

Bhilo ho

t.

coaooption and to denounce

sormona were

too serious and

lar applause.

as

<.o

Bushnoll believed the ontl -slavery

oven if Ms

was

politics became

Christian that he would not keep it out of

so

paign documents

on

conception of the otato

any departure from it.
movement was

neglect Ms parish but his

the function and nature of govern-

Ho hold to the Purltra

pulpit

says that "there wore years

Bis semens

.

com�

Mgh tide seemed to set la every

a

Be. did not

ethical treatises

used his

development

good and lovely, with

a

The child had

spiritual nature,

doubtless prematurely developed under tho approach of desire

88 Cheney, op, cit.

,

p. 81.

CI
of an angelic

sweetness.89

his only son oiid his loss

forgotten and
character.

evening

high hopes

heavy blow,

was a

for
to he

one never

whioh influenced hie whole future life and

one

It also gave

heavenly world*

The father hod

reality

"Have I not

sermon.90

Later

on

to his

thoughts

harper there?"

a

of tho

he said in on

old friend noticed

increased

an

fervor in his preaching and mentioned it to Bushnell who

plied earnestly, "I have learned
ligion since

my little

hoy died

$a 1843* Bushnoll gave
of Tale

Oollogo

on

more

of

re

than in all my life before. "91

address before tho Alumni

an

"The Growth of Law".

followed him whenever ho spoke*

experimental

Much criticism now

An anonymous

pamphlet by

"Catholicus" discovered in this address "Rationalistie"

"Sooinian, and infidel tendencies".

Such attacks

loot and served

soon to

The "Puritan*

as

fuel for the fire

{Orthodox}

Christian Register"

of Brook Perm.

admired, deliver

one

not

bo kindled*

m the

stretched out its hand for

same

year he attended tho

Bunker Hill celebration and walked

Ripley

wore

,

endorsed tho pamphlet and "The

{Bhltarlon)

possible fellowship,

re

arm

Ho also hoard

in

arm

Webster, isSiaa

of his famous orations.

89 Ibid*, p* 105.
cit.

90 Hunger,

on.

91 Choney,

og$ ��..,

,

n.

61.

^

105.

with George

More

ho

always

Important

82
was

the

evening spout with

"went over the whole

In

by

a

salary

ground of theelegy

Parker, when they

together*.?2

February, 1845* the brea&Mlown in health

threatened for
ed,

Rev. Tho adore

so

many years

actually

He

�ems*

fever wiiioh left his with wsskened longs

was

increased fey his sympathetic

restored him In

for his duties.

a

was

His

sun and

measure hut not

& year in Surope

.

prostrat

parish and in April

he went to Hearth Carolina where tho "warmer

climate"^

was

sweeter

sufficiently

decldod upon and ho

sailed by the ship Victoria, in 3*uly, 1845*
His

ship landed in Falmouth

after

voyage of

twenty

He followed the usual route of American tourists in

days.

BuropOfWttJrougb England

and the scotch lakes,

Rhine, Switzerland, Italy, Geneva, Paris,
In London whore he did
He

Juno.

sides.

saw

At

cost him
man of

a

some

writing,

and

a

a

the

prolonged stay

return home in

what the ordinary tourist sees, and much bo-

he

might

be the viotom of

temporary struggle,

forty-three

�

*not

a

consumption.

but he found frost in

P� 108-

93 Ibid*, p. 113.
94 Ibid., p. 127.

It

strango thing In

a

God*", and wont

sight-seeing with usual irresponsible

92

Belgium,

Heidelberg ho first suspected from certain

ssmrpfcoms that

about

a

vigor*94

03
Ho seemed to view

Ills

broad.

canons wore

"Sfoy be

in

cmssytMnQ

rv.jrcl

light, 'bat

On tho castle en tho Rhino he says:

to their ruins i Lot than stand far all ogos as a

norajnont of

a

day

when there

the 3eheldeck ho triad

a

ligious Music",

was

a

lair. 95

VJhipplo pronounocf.

complain of clouds

I have observed

quires the unknown

on

one

"Re

of

on

tho

sleeps

en

its back".

intervening hills.

hundred times that the sublime re
element. A cathedral should
A mountain should be wrootically
envoi opor in clouds. 9/

a

as an

be finished.
hidden by others or
never

rejoiced

slop� of

lsnguago.96

Of tlont Dlano ho says that "it
He does not

on tho

passage in the address

which itr. P. P.

tho nost eloquent in the

no

wayside wooden trumpet, and in its

echoes found tho text for

Be

a

in the avalanches

on

the Jungfrau

One is not fairly still before another comes; tho
ice-thunder is never over, and sense of eternity Is
added to tho sense of power* per up in tho cloud region,
yet on earth, we hear tho tumult of tho frost giants

waging

the

perpetual battle. 9�

Ho attends tho meager service at the cathedral In

Geneva, and questions if "tills filling off is

95

jCbid.

,

p. 126.

96 Ibid., p. 131.
97

ibid.,

98 Ibid.

,

p.

136.

p.

135.

not the

penalty

of Calvin's Intolerant

Milan �Ic
statues"

a

spirit".99

laoarblo mountain hewn into

.10�

a

'.the catkodsal in

forest of

spires and

la tho Pltti gallery ho notes that "the

painters and sculptors darlvod their arts from trader:

arts"*3^

law of all healthful growth in the fine

aires yet ralsundorstands

JAcbolangele,

delicate sensibility necessary to
sense
were

of

a

largely

endowed wit!

�SUshelangolo*o

complete

statu o1*. 2,02

Of the

Transfiguration

natural Is here clothed in the
torus of the

and universal

for the tiro men

the very quality doeaod

liases is a Pluto "an

.

He ad-

"wanting In that

as

bo�uty,?s--en irregular verdict,

tho

,

locking

enlaonty unrelir-lous

ho sayst "The super

natural,

the

spiritual in the

physical.�103

He did not take to tho convontional view of the

Pronah^
not

neon

"The volatile Frenchman, always

a

proverb,

I have

��iQ4

Xa London ho encountered tho "Oregon question" , then
a

matter of

boundry and strained rolatiano between the

99 Ibid. , p* 139*
100

ff>ld.,

p.

147-

10.

Ibid*

p.

151.

.

ICTi Iblu*, p. 155.
103 Ibid., p. 156.

104 Ibid., p. 161.

two

countries

,

on \7fciot ho taeote an

tho two nations would not go to

effective latter; he hoped
nor

teccrit -r; so wocrtULoos" for such
on

woo

tho estimate then

put

Qregon.105
In

on

"for tho sake of tho

England

he also

preached and published his

"I^oaseious Inf luenco"

Tho vespers at

.

"tho firm conclusion -that if I wore to be
would

certaii'ily have the liturgy sung

or

sermon

Abbey lei hit

an

to

1

Kplseopalian,

chaatedi"2-0^

Of his throe months in London, ho said it proved to
be:

$u"t the tiling I wanted. It does not crush me or
anything like that, but it shows ae what a spook I an.
Anything that makes us- know the world better, and our
relations to It, the ways of reaching mankind, vjfcat
popularly is worth, how large tho world Is, and how
many things it takes to fill it with an influence -��any
thing which sets a man prootloolly in Ms place, is a
mental .good, a good manners, of fesllng,�-eignity It
self �iw
He sailed for homo In June with his health much to-

proved.

The arrival of the Vlatoria

woo

walk were

not announced and

pleasantly surprised

hia family, returning from

a

to find his resting in th�

parlor, waiting

mooting.

There

were

pastor and people,

many

as

glad greetings

well

105 ibia., p* 163.
106 raid., p. 166.
107 Ibid., p. 168.

as

for the

that

day

in the household.

joyful
between

He

spent

a

36
few days in root and

getting aoojualnted

who had almost forgot ton

hira,

end thorn

work both la his ohuroh and outside of
address and

public

The

potter,

to

the; pot^,

axcltemont

causing

Catholics.

degree that mad�

speech

trated.

,

v.liioh he had written and pub
across

the Atlantic and

both onong tho Protestants and

was

pungent, keen, unsparing

is

as

of truth

the Protestant reader wince in

oven

of

a more

co- c

-or-plaoe could

Taking it altogether,

this letter to tho Pope

things whioh
this

of

was

Its very audacity gave it wings , and earriod it

sympathy.
where

It, In the

Tho letter was not wanting in such curtesy

due to old ago; yet it
to a

plunged hook Into

book-riaking.

lished in London, had preceded hia
was

with his children

ono

of the moat characteristic

did not extract

did.10G

was

on

several Catholics Including seme of thoir

3L%6,

It

seems

odd that

enmity to him from the

Catholics of tiiis country; but ho

Hi the year

have pene

may call the writing of

we

Horaoo Bushnoll ever

publication

never

good terms with
priests

.

Bushnoll went to Boston several

times to spool: for the Christian Alliance whioh he had be
come

Interested in several years previously.

ment

strongly opposed to

were a

the ohuroh of Borne.

It was

His interests

Puritans inheritance, and tho questions

108

Ibid.,

p.

172

a move

were

such

as

07

easily enlisted

one

whoso

religion and patriotism

almost interchangeable terms.

ware

Bowovcr, whon in the

same

year the Christian Allianee merged Itself with tho i>rangolicol /'111 once, and

replaced Its practical objects with

campaign for ohuroh unity

on

a new

tho basis of exclusive doctrin

al creed, he lost intoreot end withdrew.
Host

It had been ten years In

lished In 1347.

having

had its

all, Christian Burturex,

of

Important

beginnings

ligion", published

In

article

which provoked

was

some

Association of which Bushnell

preparation,
"Eovivals of Re

on

an

dissent in tho ministerial
was

a

member, and

before the Jtlnlstorial Association two

cation*

The

no

dissent,

manuscript

but led to

on

publication,

tated over

who

printing it,

stir up controversy.

lay of six months it

was

Ho

sermons

was

in

�

brought

hioh not

reqxiest for publi

examined by the

com

individually approved, but hesi

but the novelty of Its views might

However, after
was

Its specific aim

a

he

offered anonymously to tho

was

Massachusetts Sunday school, and
mittee

Tho

article in tho hew

vited to write a paper on Christian Training.

only provoked

pub

in 1336 in the Christian Spectator.

initial occasion of the book

Bngljandar

an

was

some

revision and

a

de

published.

was

to establish the

"That the child Is to grow up

a

Christian,

proposition,

and

nevor

know

himself

as

being otherwise. n*09

but It was full of

of Hew
How

a very

dynamite threatening the very foundations

Bagland theology

as

expounded in tho catechism, tho

England Irimor, and such proaching

Edwards.

Tho

simple statement,

phrase, by Its

very

as

that of Jonathan

form, ohollongcd tho

tromo individualism Into which the churches had

lapsed,

es-

and

recalled them Into those organic relations between parents
and children which were

recognised in the historic churches,

and which also had boon

recognised

tho churches of Hot/

to a certain extent

England before F.dwards*�

by

0

It is not strange then that;
In
Christian nurture mot with a stout resistance
Its inmost meaning It supplemented a tboory of ohuroh
life which recognized no aradual (growth into Christianity
Hone could be admittocl to Christian fellowship save those
who had been technically converted, passing through the
prescribed starves of oornrictloa of sin and acceptance of
salvation .
.

Hence children had

no

right In

Tho first attack

came

the Church

whon

a

as

a

home.

letter having the

sanction of the north Association of Hartford County

appeared, charging that the discourse
tendencies",

This letter

seems to have mot

with

was

a more

was full of

"dangerous

liidustatioasly circulatod and
ready hearing In TJasoachusetts

109 The lost clause inserted in the volume of 1361.
110 Hunger, oga. cit,,

73.

Ill Cheney, og. cit., p. 178.

.

09
thou in Connecticut � where Its origin

was

better understood.

he was not greatly surprised when the onnoxsioemeat
that the aabbath Sohool

that this would bat

saw

wider hearing, and at

was

made

Soeloty hud suppressed tho booh.
give

�nee

hlri

en

opportunity to obtain

Be
a

decided to republish It himself.

The JSSarl ftlndson brethern of the old sohool of the

ology

were

gulch

to detect an unfamilar

fy It with the Bow Haven School*
S� far as

greater*

Burturp

thoology

far from

was

leaned quite

as

But at heart it

fire

it.

Mean?

was

was

Br* Taylor's

followed by

Br. Charles

concerned, Christian

xnm

a

comparison

much toward JSast v/indson

Haven*
on

Bo mistake could have been

but if

both;

Hodge,

of

note, and to identi

far from

as

were

made, it

toward Bow

cither, and each opeaed

pamphlet flhat does Br* Bushnell
Just and far better review by

a more

Princeton, whose chief objection

was

that;

(the facts of conversion by
nurture) upon the covenant and

He has not vested them
moans

of

Ojteistian

promise or ooa, mit resolvod tho whole matter into or
ganic laws , explaining away both depravity end graces
and presented the whole subject *in a naturalistic
attitude* .112
A still abler review

came

from Br* J. W* Bavin of the

112 oh tries Hodge. "Review of Christian Burture�,
Biblical Bsportory. of Pj�^eton Review, 1847, p. 27*

90
Gorasn Befom

Church,3^

but �till critical at tho same

point; namely, the love of naturalism running through tho
book,.

Both irevlewero, however

were

ono

with him as to tho

corporate nature of tho church, ana furnished
his Sew England critics*, who had

& conteot

with

surrendered* to Safilvidtv-

so

aUsa that tho other seemed hardly loss than horotloal In
itself.

Those and other

and hectoring in

tone,

criticisms,

many of them

caused Bushnoll to

personal

reply In

ment for Blsoourse on Christian Barture** which he

"An argu

published

under tho title of "Viewc of Christian Burture and Subjects

Adjacent Thereto**

this reply

critical and Ironical,

was

and very

quite personal,

Afterward Bushnell himself regretted

the bono of the review "as too harsh in spirit and discourte
ous

in

manner".11^

However it

was

mognif ioont fighting
TBiether wise

brought both fully into the light*

or

that

not, If

it did not lesson attacks in the future, it helped Ms

critics to tho proper subjects of

Absorbing

as

me first

criticism.1^

oxperieaeo of controversy

still Bushnell found time for public affairs.

1847, tho

town started tho

In

project of bringing

113 V. W� Bevin, four articles, Vookly.

1347*
*

,�

114 Cheney, qj>* cit. , p* 109.

115 Hanger, ojj> cit.

,

p.

95-

was,

January,

the water

Hossenger.

91
power from Windsor to Hartford.

In this project and proaohed

soman

He was unfortuncto however in

Duty"*
his

a

Bushnell became interested

sermon

which

called

"Prosperity

selecting

a

text for

from the Second Chronieles-~"This

was

our

same

Heselciah also stopped the upper water-source of Glhon, and

brought it straight down
Y/hen in 1353

David."

was

power,

Another address whioh

"Barbarium,

supply

a

obtained, it

to the west side of the

was

ca

of

tho First Danger"

�

nanly

It

o ailed

was

was

was

the control

It

was

a

thoughts, great

year of

that on

of the American Home

point

printed.
in the life of

was

the volume God in

Whatever came from the pen of Bushnoll
Ho was not

result of experience.
the world of

thought,

but

a

son

five years

practical

man

nor a

in

a

chiefly

dreamer in

real world .1*6

previous helped

York,

groat experience , great

The outcome

labors:

wop

afterward

Tho year 1343
Horace Bushnoll.

Christ.

whom it

"Glhon".

delivered in Hew

Boston, and many other places In behalf

Missionary Society by

of

city water, but without

public attention

won

city

a

a

xma

first

speculator in

world of

vision,

The death of his

draw those thoughts and

affections to the spiritual and unseen, until by alow advanoo

a

crisis

described

as

soeno

to have been reached In on

follows :

116 Ibid., p* 113.

experience

92
On an early morning in Pebivuiry, his wife a eke, to
hear that the light they had waited for; mare than they
that watch for the aotalag had riaen indeed* She asked,
?What have yon seen?*
Ho replied *The Gospel' 1
It came
to him at last after all his thoaght sad study not as

something reasoned out*

but as an

inspiration .�^i

reve-

lation from the mSad of God Mas-self* Tho full mooning
of his answer he embodied at ones in a sermon on *Qhrist
tho Pom of the Soul* , from the text, 'Batil Christ he
formed in you* �
The very title of his sermon expressed
Ma spiritually illuminated conception of David, as the
indwelling, formative life of the soul, the new re
vealing poseur cf righteousness for humanity and this
conception was soon after more adequately sot fort* in
his book, God in Christ*
That he regarded this as a
crisis in Its spiritual life Is evident from his not infrequent reference to it among his Christian friends*
he said*� �I seemed to have
been very legal in my
Christian life, but now I passed from those practical
sooinge, glimpses and doubts* into a clearer knowledge
of 0o& and into his inspirations, whioh X have never
wholly lost. The Changs was into faith,�a sense of
frooaoss of God and the ease of appjroaah to hlmt * ii7
33a answer to

passed

a

Bis

own

faith gives

a

boundary*

a

question,
I had

statement,

never

made

elsewhere* of the nature of

deeper insight into his meaning*

It
Christian faith, Is the faith of a transition
gives yon God, fills you with God In immedlat� experi
mental knowledge, puts you in possession of all there is
in Him,, and allows you to bo invited with his character
itself .110
...

Tho greatness of this change and Its profound
made hia

a new

man, or rather the same man with

iavssture in this divine panoply, he

was

117 Cheney* oj>. cit. , pp� 114-115*
11B

fold*,

p. 118.

a

reality

heavenly

stmt into tho

93
ocaaflict which

immediately followed the publication

in Christ � written the
with courage, the

same

year; and he

was

able to moot it

and the consciousness of divine

poise,

support and guidance that at length
Bushnoll begun at

once

to

gave him hia

give expression

victory.
to his now

The vision must be translated into form, its

experience.

implication detected,

and its reasonableness made clear.

then that ho began to define Christian doctrine

was

lated Christian
Tho
were

of

as

It

formu

experience**-^

subjects

on

which he had obtained fresh light

largely matters in dispute between the Orthodox end

Unitarian bodies, then drawn up In battle array against each
The doctrine on which Bushnell stood was separated

other*

from the

position

of the two hootal camps.

not indiff oront to the

He

thought he

partioo
two

wore

parties

saw

fighting.

of tho

1347,

alone,

share of tho fight.
for viiioh both

He understood the relation to tho

into which "Christian nurture" had

blessing

written In

no

through the smoloo truth,

and stood between then

tho

struggle yet

He stood

brought him,

waiting for the opportunity

peacemaker.

In

a

to win

letter to Br. Bartol,

when under accusation of

heresy, ho said:

I consider myself to be an orthodox man, and yet I
think I can state my orthodox faith in such a way that
no serious Unitarian will conflict with mo, or feel that

119 Hunger, oj>. clt.. p* 115-

)h
I

beyond the tens of reason*120

am

By
the

a

conjunction of

opportunity

events which seemed

at onoo

come

on

both sides to

Almost stoultanosusly invitations

subject �

Divinity School in Cambridge,

then

from the

at

Theological Seminary

providential
speak

cone

ating exorcises.

glad
so

for the

He

Andcver, whore

widely separated

"Divinity

membered

to act

fron the

as

a

the battle

Divinity

at their

accepted these invitations

at

gradu
onoo,

mediator between those

groups.

Br, Unngor then
man

give tho addresses

opportunity

the

unqualifiedly Unitarian;

with Unitarianism has been fought , and from the
Sohool in Hew Haven, to

on

a

student in oollogo heard tho

sor~

of Christ" delivered at How Haven but re

nothing

of the

absorbing theme but distinctly

re

calls two remarks made at the close of tho service which

represent the thought
by

a

saintly

of tho

people at that time.

woman �--"They have

taken away my Lord, and I

knew not where they have laid Mm."
echo

soon

a

plaint found

an

theological student,� "I could

kiss the soul of Dr. Bushnell."

light

Her

after In the pamphlet What does Dr. Bushnoll Sloan?

Tho other remark came from

was

One was

What

to tho other. I21

120 Cheney, eg. cit., p. 213.
121 Hunger,

116.
oj>. cit., p.

was

darkness to

one
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II� consolidated these three addresses Into one

God

JS Ciffffst. published

the

following winter.

changed their order, placing first that

Christ", delivered
address

on

tho

at Hew

the

on

book,

Having

*!�tftnit-y

of

Haven; second , the Cambridge

"Atonement"; and, third,

the Andcver address

on

"Dogma and Spirit".

an

explanatory introduction but also with his peculiar the

ory of

He

prefaced the ahole* not only by

language which ho considered the

h y to his line of

thou^it through the book, and essential

to

fair under

a

standing of it.
To discover Bushnell *s attitude of mind at the tine

this book

was

published

w� mt*

t examine his

with the Rev. 0. A* Barter, BB. of Boston,
man

of genius who represented tho

Baitarianiss*
source of

Be

a

a

CatholioHainded

spiritual side of

good friend of Bushnell' o and

a

"untold refreshment In the desert of controversy

through which ho
from his

was

more

oorrospondeaoe

was

to pass".

Tho

following

are

excerpts

correspondence.

Xt is refreshing to know somebody that dare lot out
his heart; for I began to find that X am looked upon
hereabouts as a mortally dangerous person* I think I
havo never seemed to bo quite so mean isolated as now;
not that I am finally cast off, but everyone seems to
say. and everyone actually says, 'when is tho book
eating out?* ... X think X understand how much is de
pending on It, and, of course, what my responsibilities
are.
still, iaou/ h it is the 'crisis of my life*, as
you intimate, I suffer no anxiety whatever as to the re
sults, ...
hope is not that It will convert anybody
to mo or my woy�* but, what is dearer to me by far and
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and more weloono, that It will start up inauirlos of a
different character from those which have occupied the
field of Bow Bagland theology, and so to revision, reoastings , now affirmitioo, acre Catholic and fraternal
You remember, porhn-oo, that I expressed a
spiritoonvictlon that tho Unitarian side would ultlr^toly take
the lead of orthodoxy In spiritual vitality and reel
piety of charaotor � I an more and more confident of this,
and nothing bat this is wanted to silence all contro
versy and compel a fraternal state*
unitarians, bowaver, i7ill need In order to do this, to come off their
moralistic, self culturing method, cease to think of a
character developed outwardly from their own center, and
pass over by faith to live in God which Is religion or
Christianity* Its to bo what God in Christ and God in
spirit will make us, and what wo cannot bo in our...

sclvos*l22
From a

history
the

friend,

who

was

of the controversy

following statement

thoroughly conversant with

over

tho book

wo

aro

indebted for

of tho foots and consequent upon Its

publication.
publication God px Christ* the atmos
oonsltivoly stormy wftS* suspicion in respect
to the Orthodoxy of the author, a stato of things of
On tho issue of the book
which he himself was Ignorant.
from tho press in February, 1349, a few of tho religious
newspapers and magazines Joked of It tolerantly one or
two perhaps kindly, but the larger number with decided
At tho time of

phere

was

The Hay number
of dissent and denunciation.
of the Hew Bni&ondsa? for that year contained a note of
God in feist from the pen of Dr. Leonard Bacon, kindly
by disoriaaiaation and fairness in
tho statement of Its teaching*
But fchoix criticism, and others such ap theirs were
1th the language
the milk of kindness Itself, compared
employed by another clan of writers. Bo sooner did tho
book see the light than it became apparent that the the
ological authorities were determined to strangle tho In
It was extensively believed,
fant in its very cradle.

expression

^~tonoV''^^""tvarked

122 Chenoy* 2E� clt.

,

PP* 211-214.
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and

publicly ohargod at the tine, that the fierce and
systematic onset vjhiok ./as made upon the author and his
now work was the result of a conoorted
plan, originating
in Hartford and Its vicinity.
Ac a part of Unitarian
plan, the leading theological canters were furnished
each a champion to assist in crushing tho nan, who,
though he hod denied none of the cardinal doctrines of

Christianity

had ventured to express somewhat different
from those which wore assumed to be oanonloally settled
far all tim��123

Bushnell .'mowing that
himself for it

by

ply unless there

a

a

storm must oeno,

prepared

resolution not to bo drown Into any

was

produced against him

some

re

argument of

such great force that ho would feel himself required out of
the

simple duty

to the

truth, either

important modlf icatlons In

to surrender

or

to make

tho views which ho advanced*

This resolution sounded strange in view of tho fact that
of his most brilliant books was written
an

agressive slashing

shortly afterward

if tho resolution

which

was

was

not kept it indicated

However
a

miracle

above dialectic combat.

The opposition had in view
sociation,

as

defence , In which ho surrenders and

modlfios far less than ho reiterates and assorts.
oven

ono

In 1703 tho

a

trial before the Con

saybrook Synod made

a

statement of

doctrine which provided that the churches should bo grouped
in Consociations

county*

or

Standing Councils, generally

The Consociation

123 Ibid*, p* 215.

was

not

only

a

ono

In each

standing Council,

93
but

a

pline

not

considering

ters,

deciding

another Consociation

In substance It

case.

and

all

coaea

easily settled by tho local church*

final, though

were

the

court for

at the same

consultations

,

time,

was

wore

and foe

Its decisions

might be ealled into

Frosbytorianis: i.

The minis

divided into Associations for

Hocusing

candidates for the minis-

toy, but tho Consociation had charge
clesiastical affairs

of disci

of all

strictly

ec

.124

Bushnell could not be brought before the Consociation
until he had been presented for trial by his Association.
The first steps in this direction

taken Juno 5�

was

the committee "to examine tho book In

with Brother Bushnoll, and report at
this

body whether

mentally

ononoous .

Two

reports

he

have,

In f

1349, by

question, and confer

an

adjourned

me

ct, published views

ting

of

funda

"125
wore

presented? that

of tho

majority

said i
l/o ore satisfied that whatever errors tho book may

contain, it furnishes no sufficient ground for insti
tuting a Judicial process with him. We regret his de
parture, la some of his state io t3, from tho formulas
We adhero to those formulas; but wo re
of the ohuroh.
gard him, notv/ithsbanding the exceptions ho has taken to
then,, as holding whatever is essential to tho scheme of
doctrine which they embody.

124 Willlston ,/nlkor, History of.
Ohuroh. p. 206.

125 Cheney,

on.

cit,. p� 225.

Congrcmtlonal
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Ko oould not, in our view, bo properly or Justly oubJoctcd to tho oner go of heresy and a consequent trial,
or bo denied tho confidence of his brothren.l2o

The minority reported that the book in question

con

tained fundroontal errors, Justly subjecting tho author to
the

charge
At

port

was

a

of

heresy.

later mooting of the Association the majority

adopted by

voted in the

a

veto of savoatoen to throe*

in

him,

and therefore

they kept

Shortly before the mooting

room

no

Buohuoll

wore

manner

of tho Association

His method

Religious. Beralg|

understanding of tho book.

Tho

a

pamphlet

that the rovie;.'ers of

was

that of

interpre

placing quo

tations from the critics in parallel columns.
claimed in the

a

at odds among themselves in their

tation of his booh.

fundamental

for him.

friend of Bushnoll, Rev* Chorehrough, published

showing In the clearest

Many who

did not agree with him,

affirmative, however,

Thoy rogrottod his utterance, but they found
error

to-

It had been

that they concurred in thoir

paroHol quotations showed

violent oontradlotion, both by assigning to Bushnell differ
ent

o*a\nions,

on

the

ssmo

subject and by indicating

con

flicting beliefs and opinions among tho waiters themselves.
He

was

down,

accused not

only

of all tho heresies from Doootoe

but of those that exclude each other.

126 Hunger,

cm.

clt., p. 149-

How Haven,

100

Princeton
another

on

ana

Bangor

tho

wor >

r

hewn to

flatly contradict

trinity and atcajcnent, and all

ono

wore at ooa as

to SabelllaMsm and tho Logos-

At the proper tine this

pamphlet

to the

v/ao

widely distributed

right people.

Per

haps Bushnell did realise the importance of thoir influence
when he cold, In his emphatic way, that "they saved his
heed ".127
Tho action of tho Hartford Central Association was

variously commented upon by the religious proas.

gon^ont approved

of tho course taken.

under tho heading "A Sad
action of the

body.

The

The

The Inde-

Presbyterian.

Sign", mournfully condomnod

Puritan

the

Booord had this to say:

On tho wholo, it not; strikes us that tho adoption of
that majority report was all that could have been looked
for under the circumstances.
Dr. Bushnell is surrounded la hia Association by warm
parsonal friends, who, though ever so round and strong
in faith themselves, will hardly be perouadod that ho
can go far out of his way*
Iloroovcr, Mo reputation as
a man of genius procures him great indulgonco In his
eocontrlo flights and aberrations. Ho has become a sort
of chartered libertine, and has acquired a riyht to do
Be may safely steal a horse
as h� likes with impunity.
from tho pasture , where another man would have been
hanged only for looking over the hedge. He is also much
proteoted by the nebulosity of Mo ideas on the subject
of language, enabling him, as ho boasted in his recent
book, to sign ell the creeds ho ever saw. Such a man
can bo hold to no human accountability for anything ho
llo man can toll what ho moans, or
may choose to write,
or whatever
rcsnocts
in
any
, ho is orthodox,
whether,
else ho is.
The �ttasspfc to ascertain his opinions is
like trying to pin a brilliant Jeok-o-lantorn to tho

127 Cheney, op. cit.. p* 22!
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wall,

or

tie up

rain:>ow Into

a

The next attack on Bushnoll

ation,

true lovers knot, 128

oamo

whon anothor Associ

tho Fairfield West , mdertook to seouro action in tho

General

Association,

trict Associations

but failed

can

among thoir members.
for

a

heresy is

self -limiting.

Dartford Central

sideration.

the ground that

Institute discipline in

Under the

set, 3a January, 183 0,

on

a

case

of error

Congregational system trial

Foiled in this

"Bemcns rate and

against its acquittal,

direction, it

Complaint'1 to tho

and

us^ed

a recon

This tho Hartford Central refused to do, but

protested against the conclusion that It
to any

particularity

sition

was

simply

then addressed
the Hartford

only dis

a

gave its sanction

of Br. Bushnell* s doctrine*

that of tolerance.

Tho Pairfiold West

letter to each district

Central, urging thorn

its po

Association, except

to meet and consider tho

subject , and assorting that ��* Busiinoll hod "denied nearly
all that

was

precious in the Gospel

Bathing

was

done until the meeting of tho mooting of

the Gmeral Association in

following result

of Christ *n3-29

was

Iltehfiold, aruno, 1350,

reached on

a

when the

motion made by Bushnoll

himself*

Voted; That wo regard it as the duty of any Associ
ation receiving such a remonstrance to reconsider the
case in question, and, if they do not rovers� their

128 Ibid., p. 226*

129 Hunger, op* ext.

,

p* 151 �
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former

action,

to use their host endeavors to

satisfy

tho complaining Association in respect to thoir pro*
of ,130

oocdlage of oaiplMned

The Association did not see fit to

action,

sad tho effort to

bring Bushnoll

General Association cans to

naught,

fail for laolr of persistence but

its former

reverse

to trial before tho

it did not

however,

chiefly beoause

the Congre

gational system does not lend itself readily to trials
any

evil;

for it is more of

a

spiritual than

an

of

eeelesi-

astioal system.
The peso� thus
cause was

not

won

altogether

Bushnoll had made

an

read

The outcome

subject

under tho

was ono

of the most

Bushnoll.

on

"title,

the aid� of the opposition.

extensively

was

an

tho

another volume

Christ in

ghaoloay.

subjects
oa

the

same

This volume

eloquent and interesting produced by

While dlsololii^ng controversy it

tho fir� of battle.

and tho

long,

elaborate defense before hia Assoei

ation, and he had also
under debate,

did not last vary

Personal antagonists

was

are

filled with

transfixed by

his pen, not from maHco, but for nocoosary illustration

his subject.

The H&oory of recent experience

along tho

careful in some of his

pages so that while h�

was more

statements ho

audacious in others*

was moro

runs

on

Tfc� glimpses of tho personal life of Bushnell while

130 Ibia,, p. 151*
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he

was

Christ

engaged i� the preparation and defence of God in
but

were few

revealing.

from letters written to his

These are

acquaintances

gained chiefly
and friends.

tails time that he gars his address at Oamhrldge

was at

"V/ork and

and also that

Play**,

on

It
on

"The Founders Groat In Un

consciousness" before the How Sngland Society of Bow York.
These

addresses, prepared while his professional

Jeopardy,
a

reveals sources of power*

sort of aasio of the soul

spirit soaking

to express

self Into poetry

Bushnell
and he

was

and

inevitable

ble address before tho State

''Historical Estimate".

It

If it had any effect upon

.

a

,

he

titled,

explaining

or

to what was most

softening what

He also, at the very time whon the Fair

field West Assoolation

131 Ibid.

to his

careful review of tho

Conneotlout, calling attention

noble in its history, and

vigor

time ho made a nota

Legislature which

was

with

not lot it worry him be

During this

.

standing,

one to be treated

as

to add keonness and

was

work in other directions

seemed otherwise.

on

"the real and truo state of man" .131

him intellectually , it

of

play

itself; and life may resolve It

the whole matter

was

In

by the free activity of the

seriousness, but he did

yond that which

history

Work may become

not indifferent to his ecclesiastical

regarded

dignity

as

was

life

p.

was

164.

moot busy

against him, wrote,

10A
"Tho Ago of Bjomespun" and gave

Music", which

a

discourse

on

"BoHglous

deMvorsd "before the Bcotovon Society of

vjgs

Tale College*
Bushnoll also took time out for fishing exoarslons

whioh for several successive years became hia favorite
summer
were

recreation*

not

The eoOTarsation

theological

those excursions

hut who could catch the most blue fish,

and honors were distributed

Bushnell would smoke

oa

At those times

accordingly*

occasionally ,�a habit whioh

had boon

�

his chief comfort of luxury daring college days, but which
ho had

conscientiously dropped

marriage*

in toto at tho time of his

But tJhon is this oat-door life

a

cigar offered

Itself, he would say, "Come, Cherebrough, let*s sin
little" ,132

on Joy

greatly

the unusual

a

indulgence.

The relation between Dr. Bushnell*s ohuroh and tho
sister ohurohos of Hartford

give

him pain.

Be

was

wore

such, for many years,

social and ^/iohcd for

Christian fellowship, but for years

gational brethren

none

an

of his congre
or

with him In general work for tho good of the churehos*
cold and silent non^ntercourse

he made

friendly adventures,

better state of feeling,

132 Cheney, oj>. cit.

,

hedged him about,

and strove to

bring

unite
A

m vain
about a

Br* Ilurdook, pastor of the South

p. 239.

to

apostolic

exchange pulpits with him,

would

as

105

Baptist Church,

was

tho

only city pastor who

exchange with him, and this kindness mado
tho darkness.
of

In tho i/intor of

religion in Hartford,

Bushnell,
was

greed

an �Dr.

tablish

Tho churchos of Dr.

Finney,

Hawes

was

of

services,

Oberlin,

Tacitly

Bushnoll could afford to be generous.
was

a

groat trial

to Rev,

Finney

mediator between tho two men.

completely , and everything
In

I852,

In accusation
a

to

revival

a

Hawoo, Br.
the evangelist

a

truce

was

a-

es

fellowship, yet Dr.

This state of affairs

who endeavored to est

as a

Bis off carts however failed

went

before.

on as

the "Fairfield west"

again lifted its voice

This time It

against Bushnoll.

printed "Appeal

was

and too cautious to

reserved,

the appearance of Christian

oven

llling

bright spot in

ono

1351-52 thoro

and Br. Patton united in

Rev. G� G.

was

was

in form of

to tho Associated iiinistoro connected with

tho General Aooooiation of Connecticut" , reviewing tho whole

controvorsy, and jarosonting,

a

warning against error,

dangerous teaching of Bushnoll, particularly

of

epitome

as

contained in the new book, Christ in Theology.
Bushnoll thought rather hard.

viewed,
acting

but
as

This

He could consent to bo re

an

interpreter*
mooting of the General Association; at

Banbury, in tho following Juno, another attempt
a

as

hardly to bo represented by "Fairfield Jost",

At the next

obtain

an

trial of Br. Bushnoll.

After

was

prolonged

made to

and bitter

106
debates the committee to when the mattor

ferred* submitted

the

at last

was

following report, which

was

re

adopted;

1. That wo hereby declare again the truth which was
wall expressed by tho General Association in 1849 that
tho (femoral Association Is not a legislative or
judicial body, but a mutual ooasultatlon, advice and

brotherly love*

2. That It is tho opinion of this General Association
that in tho present state of public feeling in regard to
the publications referred to In the memorial from the
Association of -Fairfield West*, all tho parties eonesmed should, in tho oxoroise of Christiaa charity re
move, so far as possible, �vary obstacle, whether real
or supposed, to a full and fair investigation, aec cording
to our ecclesiastical rules, end wo do hereby advise to
such

a c our no. 133

This action of the General Association made it clear
that the

only

course

open to the

opposition

was

to secure

throe persons from Br* Bushnell* s ohuroh who could be per
suaded to enter

complaint against bin before the Hartford

Berth Consociation, to which the church belonged, in order
that ho

might

be

brought to trial before that body.

For

years industrious attempts had been made to find throe such
persons, but not
of this source

ono

could be found.

was now

peaceably disposed

and

doubly renewed

Outside interference
which

strongly united

leaders of tho church called

a

annoyed

ehurch.

mooting and

on

a

Finally the
Juno

27, 1852

voted unanimously to withdraw from the Consociation.
The record of the vote

ment that this action

was

133 Ibid., p. 260

was

accompanied by

the state

taken without the advice

or

XO?

instigation

of tho

post 02.

Tho final effort of tho Fairfield West

1054*

at tho annual

mooting in

Hoi/ Haven,

made in

was

Resolutions

introduced requesting tho Gonoral Association "to

appointing

persons to

certify

to the

standing

wore

cease

frcn

of ministers

in its connection, and submitting that if such certificates
are

given,

cannot bo

wo

responsible

for

thsm."1.34

This

resolution overshot the mark in this proposed action, on*
the

only question raised in the Association

whether to

was

table the rosolntion* or to unseal tho delegates for intro

ducing

destructive and schismatic

so

however, opposed

on

the records and

minutes of the association".
are

controversy.

Bushnell

as

passing

on a now

Xu

slowly

and

won

more

published with the

a

noisy but not useless

slowly and

never

wholly ,

surely lost ground.

but Ills

Both

wore

order

1853 Bushnoll preached

whioh ho reviewed his

a

commemorative

ministry of twenty

cation of ids books--oaeh
one�had

Bushnell,

His speech supporting this

the last words in

critics

proposal*

either course, and urged that the reso

lutions "be entered

resolution

a

more

years.

sermon

The

on.

oit�

135 Ibid*, p. 186.

,

publi

heretical than the previous

left hia but few friends among his clonics!

134 Hunger,

in

p. 135

.

108

brethron, but
allegiance.

bio church baa always stood

In this

soman

by hiri

with

loyal

ho takes his people Into his

confidence end rehearses the stages of his mental history
he passed "into the vain of

told thorn why ho preached
and

Questions,

comprehensiveness'' .3-36
slavery

on

and other

as

Ho also

political

why he \wote, Christian nurture. God in

Christ and Christ in

Theolc^y.

His twenty years of labor In the north Church lives,
because "of tho love he bore them". 137

pressing,

half humorous

A friend was ex

preference for the easier ways.

Hothing, Bushnoll replied, is really hard when once
in It,
I shall never forgot when, riding home
ward on my college vacation, I looked from tho top of
the etago-coach upon tho mowers in the heyfiold| how hot
and tired they looked, and hair lwacd and uninviting their
work.
But tho next morning, when I wont into tho hayfield among them, and fell to work with a good will , how
sweet the grass smelled, bow fresh was the dew, the
breeze, how bright the sun, how pleasant the work! So
�hanged are all things when wo look at them from within
instead of from wi thout�l38
we are

under tho combined stress of Bushnoll'

labors with his pen and voice, and fret

over

s

incessant

the efforts to

bring him to trial, his already fetpaired health began to
call for

Journey

a

rest and change*

to the

West, going

136 Ibid.

,

In 1852 he made
as

far

as

p* 102.

137 Cheney, ag� clt., p* 293*

138 hoc, offi.

a

St. Louis*

two month's

Tho nest
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year he spent the

sumner

la Sharon

The next ye

public pari: la his city.
to
a

controversy but

an

and

1854, brought

r

was

driven to seek

He spent throe months in

Cuba,

summer

an

a

end

a

milder

and returned in

April, 1855* hardly bettor than when ho wont
tho

securing

attack of bronchitis loft him in such

condition of health that ho

climate.

Spring,

away.

Be

spent

among his native hills, making notes of tho
which ho

"Supernatural"

the next year found hia

pabllshed the next winter*
en

route for

California,

March of

nhero he

remained chiefly at San Jose1 mission during the remainder
of tho year,

Bushnoll throw himself Into the life of California
with tho seat of
of

a

boy and the wisdom of

a

all, he studied the oUbnato, that being

cern.

Ho

was

sure

that

a

First

statesman.
his first

con

person in quest of health should

go to California instead of Europe*

Be

carefully worked out

the m&B in whioh ocean currents, mountain ranges and posses,

trends of valley i and swoops of wind, and many other physi
cal causes unite

^� produce

anomalies of the Califorals,

"tho varieties and Incredible

cli-aatos".3^

The variety of his studios and Interests,

in engineering and topography, reminds
Boflhnell had

a

passion outside

339 Bangor,

on.

ono

of theology,

cit.. p. 201.

especially

of Ba Vinci.

it

wvs

for

If

roads.

no

two.140

aucl closely eoaaoatod the
and

sow

cross

builder in

a

imagination.

the continent and
He found the

Francisco.

vigilance coraiittoc
against

sermons

city

under the

which he half

hoping
He

right direction.

Ho foresaw

railroad

a

predicted Its rent�

of law and order �

sens�

preached

,

oven

He was a critic of all he

reign

a-

to San

of the famous

endorsed, though it

wont

Ho wrote papers and

guide public sentiment in the

to

buoy continuously

to have boon

seems

both in mind and body.
Ho

began to gain book

soon

some

residence at the San arose' mission,

ivory mile within

Hamilton,

beautiful region
an

engineer,

who

gone

already well

respected him

near

tho base of Llount

radius of twenty of the

over with tho oye of a

naturalist,

a

lie was

was

a

of health in his

and they

a

poet, and

a

philantha^jpiot.1-^1

known to his clerical brethren

naturally turned to Mm for

leadership in thoir recently formed project
a

college.

surveyor,

for

establishing

Bushnoll gave himself to this enterprise with

immense energy and thoroughness, and after personal exami

nation of several

oollogo,

now the

presidency

was

proposed rites,

University

named

Berkeley, where the

of California stands.

effored to him, and declined

140 Ibid., p. 201.

141 Ibid., p. 202.

on

the

Tho

ground

that his health
servo

was

far racovoroS that ho

oo

able to

was

his parish, to which ho felt that ho owed

a

prior

Dr* Eonry A. Stlmson gives tho following

allegiance*

account of tho

episode j

Bosraoo

Bushnoll, a stx^ongor and an Invalid os he was,
enduring impress upon what is now the groat
University of California* Mien called in IS56 to the
idonoy of the oollogo that was to bo, ho soonod the
man for such duties, gave himself to tho practical
details of seeking a olto with tho proper requirements
of soil, situation, water supply, eto., while he aroused
tho Interest of that gold�*seeking community to tho needs
of the future.
*2f I can got a university on its foet,
or only the nest egg laid11 , he wrote to his distant
left

an

'I shall not have
Eastern friends
world in vain' .-*^2
.

oomo

to this now

Bushnoll finished Bature and the Supernatural , and

projected another work

Supernatural.

"Such

a

on

tho Lows of Grace,

book", says

Err. T.

Laws of

or

the.

aungor, "would

have led him into the realms of his deepest thought".143

alphabet of our knowledge on the footing
far, God will show us his way and conduct
Lews ore not* therefore, broken up
us into his will*
by the specialities of faith, but are only transcended.
Or rather wo may say that we are now exploring and
reaching out the higher laws of" God, oven those of his
personal society and goodness.1****
Lows

are

of nature*

the

So

...

Br. Bushnell left

health*

California, apparently

but reached his home In January,

142 Ibid*, p. 203.
143 Loc. cit.

144 Loo* olt.

1857 �

in

perfect

after tho

112

lone voyage with
to

his

ecrnrcos

mon

a

severe

joy

cola.

Ho

was

well enough however

at the reunion with his

a

ser

which put tho long separation between pastor and people

in the

spiritual basis.

though he
"dreaded

soon

long pull",
well

as

brought out

He onoo more

sound man, but his

wore a

a

Treatises

as

durability

but could not shorten

soisaons wore

bring

who

am

Bushnell*s

sermons

always
wore

re

sermons

for the now book
soomod to

plead

used by his
to

inconsistency, which led Bushnoll to write:
brewing

now a now

heresy, which if God spares

life, 1 shall certainly give

to the

world,

even

if I must

dio in tii� making of it. "1*6
In

root,

May 1050, his people sent him away for

and sot about

health gave

He

Ho

quoted them for their orthodoxy in order

out his

"I

gone.

designs. 145

wise course, for the

a

against any suspicion of heresy and

critics,

was

always in his mind.

by thoir groat popularity prepared 'she way
which followed.

work as

end �the Supernatural for closer

This proved to be

vision.

plungod into

the volume Sermons for tho lie.; Life.

keeping back Bjataro

my

people in

no

fiaaing

promise

of

an

associate pastor,

improvement.

p. 409*

145 Ohonoy,

or.

clt.

I46 Hunger,

on.

cit., p. 20h.

,

a

as

needed

Ills

This position

was

113
filled: successively by Rev. C. B. Helmor, Rev. G. B. Uebor
end Rev, George B,

Spolking. --Bushnell preaching often In

the intervals between them.

gain

vj&a

As the

spring

cane

on, and no

made In health it became apparent to Br. Bushnell

that tho time had

eomo

to hold his

as

place

ho sent in his

whon ho could

no

longer feel It right

pastor of tho Berth Church,

resignation,

and Insisted

on

its

in

April

being

accepted, in spite of the urgency of his people that loo
should reconsider ,
thou in

some

or

consent to retain his connection with

partial t^ay.

Before the day of departure oome, his people gathered
about him with increasing tenderness, and a lingering
care for his welfare that grew as the opnortunitios di
minished* What they would have gladly done for hia ho
had not permitted them to do.
But to make some generous
provision for his futuro was still in thoir power, and
The
this they quietly agreed among themselves to do.
result was a gift of ten thousand dollars, offered as
ho went, and unhesitatingly accepted as the generous
offering of thoir love .147

IV.

LATER LIFE AITB PU13LIGATTQ1JS

After resigning from his pastorate, Br. Bushnoll and
his wife started to Minnesota spending tho winter chiefly at

Anthony's Falls,

His correspondonoe at tlao time ia rich In

apt and profound generalisations of experience*
We

can

do

anything

147 Cheney, op.

or

cJLt.,

boar

anything

p. 425.

with a

good will,

114
If It Is only necessary.
There is no teaching do good
that which vjo got In tho solid harmony of works and
duties .
put yourself on tho footing of sacrifice.
nothing is clear which is not cleared by the Spirit.!*os

Whon Dr. and Mrs," Bushnoll returned in Uay
was

to

not at first to their own

turn,

for the

York,

or

home;

and not

what plans to make for the

summer

where he

spent about three months.

ban boon benefited at Clifton and not

the present to stay In Hartford, after
there , he left

a

ho drifted

Springs,

Hew

Thinking that he

judging
an

it

knowing whother

future,

to tho ?/ator Cure at Clifton

I860,

it wise for

autismoi visit

part of his family established again at

homo and returned to the Water Cure for the winter, taking

daughter with him

his eldest

pared

for

republication Christian

There he pro-

oonpanion.

as a

nurture, end the tenth

chapter of nature and, the SUT>ornsliUral. under the title of
Character of Josus.

During his illness ho seamed to have

"victory
server of

over

,3*9

whioh

the severe hours of

were

148 Hunger 037. cit
149 Cheney,

on.

so

striking

to any ob

coughing which overtook

experiences

almost daily

he would arise from such

was

sort of

The exhausting nights of fevered

his invalidism.

sleep, end
at dawn

his body"

a

night to

a

�

,

cit�,

p. 205
p#

a

.

441*

Still

of many years.

vigorous game

him

of

115

bowling ,

or start

off

on

horseback to

"Paradise" whereon to build
nation

ana

seat of

whon he must

In
his

a

succumb, but he

family about him,

in search of health.
means

a

they

spiritual

and

made them

as

few

possible.

as

no more

Ho

confirmed invalid but by

was

a

lengthened Journeys
no

IJearly half of his work of publi

tine,

and If any of it bears the

are not the

signs of weakness, but of

ripeness.^0
was

tho

outbreaking

Always interested in political affairs

especially in the moral aspects

interest In the

Imagi

Of course there v/ore times

Tho great event of the year 1861
of the Civil War*

with all tho

returned to Hartford and gathered

cation was done after this
marks of disease

son� hot

and made

broken down man.

moral and

air-oostlos,

sohool boy,

April, 1861, ho

explore

intense.

war won

of

then, Bushnoll* a

Ho was a

great admirer of

President Lincoln and maintained his faith in him through
the war*

He

preached several

sermons

during the war, giving

wise and cheering counsel in days of darkness and

Els interest in tho conflict, however,
fined to the principles and issue of it.
watched the smallost detail in every

operations in the field.
all kinds of operations

150 Hunger,

on.

He

campaign

were

oit*

though he himself

,

p.

206.

not

con

anxiously
and f orcasted

Ho busied himself with
as

depression.

was

planning
personally

responsible for the conduct of the
armies.

war

and the direction of

Kin engineering talent and his conscious faculty of

generalship

wore

ration of

patriotic eathusiasEi

a

kept In continual exercise itnder tho inspi
the.* never rested nor

doubted*
The winter and

spring of 1863

Vicarious Sacrifice.

Play,

and

which

were

ho

was

a

book of

published

were

spent in work

Ho also prepared two volumes
sermons

on

Jork and

,

called Christ and His �nlvatlon.

In those volumes

about a year later.

assisted by his wifo and daughters

w o

offered their

criticism and help la tho laborious task of proof -reading.

They also freely offered their criticism whioh,

after

vigor

ously defending himself, ho would almost always accept and
males changes *
In the winter of
f ioo was

1866,

finally published*

orthodox critics

as

the volume , Vicarious SacrlThis book

indicating

a

was

hailed by his

return to their ranks, but

it could not bo incorporated into their system
factor for It

was too

full of

as

a

working

and the

patrlpascionioa,

Oabollion flavor still hung around the writer, notwith-

staadlag his assent

to tho Iliceno

phrase.

During his later years HOraoe Bushnell
ever*

writing, speaking, serving in

higher interests
as

versatile

as

one

way

was

or

of his city and his country.

as

busy

as

another the
Ho was almost

hands
Franklin and in his old ago turned his

1X7
to many

taught

things.

tho publlo

Incidentally

Bis last
till all lien

a

city, planned

a

days

guides

wore

useful

some

his happiest.

at peace with Ma."

wore

the street

or

two,

points

the

was

signal

was

"God spared his life

Everybody did the

duo him.

His appearance

for hats off in his

Till at last, spare, muscular, agile*

hood*

house

they thought they knew already vroll enough.

old man the honor which

grand

a

tow lessons in political oeonoray, and

gave the JWrondack

about the woods

on

If� drained

a

neighbor

spring In

every stop, his white hair stubbornly atosa above the eyes
that

gleamed with kindly humor* hia tongue sharp

one

minute

with keen wit, blunt t&th homely frankness at the next. In
instant touch with everybody whom he met and

happy

as

when the

Joust of argument

eloquent of Hartford*

bettor
was

on

his

and

on

and he

quite

so

was

Horace Bushnell was the old

mounted for the hot encounter.
man

was

never

nothing

ever

pleased him

dying bed than when the park he had conceived

named la his honor J*^**

It was in 1870 that Buohnoll*s

illness of

over

struggle against

20 years began to draw toward

though literally

a

decline, it

una

a

the very last, and, more than all, it

period of
was a

a

close.

the

But

work up to

period

of solf-

developmont and ripening into the ideal of his character.

151 Powell,

on.

cit., p. 108.

lib
Ho

lagan hia life with

to his first

passion for God; it gave direction

a

theologies! expression? it

runs

through an his

works and undorUnao his alleged heresies; it fills and
his life in these last years*

crowns

To understand

It is necessary to understand this passionate

sense

Bushnell,
of

God. 152

In
the

1871,

spring

and aujnmcr in

His letters
of

heps

wore

that ho

giveness

and In the year

following

Septan*

full of an

night live

Vemor.t

,

ho spent

a

part of

at Broad Load Inn,

07er*4eepening

sense

of

God, and

to carry out his work on "For

and Law".

Bo writes:
What a comfort there is In the fact that God is a su
preme Integer helping us up always into range with him
self.
I so not want to stay and wear away Into
feebleness* Lot me go. If I may with sane sense in

no.153
His spirit seemed to tarr y over-

He was slow to die*

long ia this world.
ness

did

came

to

an

end*

Ssrly in 18?6 his long lingering ill
Be* much is told

daring his last days*

outer world and. his

He still

cane was

kept

us

kept

of what ha said or
an

him

near

interest ia the

as

a

syatol.1^

In the ouiet watches his wife ashed him how death looked to

152 Hunger, oj>. clt.
*53

JflMU.

P-

,

p.

338.

3M>.

154 Cheney, 033. cit., p. 562.

.
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"Very much like going into another room",

him.

Of tho fourteenth

answer.

John he sold: "Ylhat

highest

a

ana

was

fifteenth chapters of St.

soft and sweet Infolding of all

things.'^5

Mhm in the earl'' morning of February 17,
the stars were still

bo

no

shining In

longer any doubt that he

gathered around his bedside
and

his

this,

so

passing, the family

was

for his last tender

the Lord be with

all

we ore

yo�-~an4 hie

and -that Is the way I have

man

blessing,

Is what they heard.

going home together; and
grace� mid

come

while

frosty sSy, there could

the

eharactoristic of tho

".Jell, now,

lo76,

along

I say

peaco-~and love�

hame."1^

And It was*
When Bushnell

was

very old he started

with
pby under -the title "Gods' Way

a

Soul''.

been left
dfcfly penciled Hues of this have

an

autobiogra-

Only
to

a

few

prosperity.

been great but I have
wy figure in this world has not
I have never been a greet egi~
had a erect experience.
never
a wire to get the will ofaen,
but
this
not
was
It

^o?,^ever^lod

Sda WtioeltMng.
^
i^on,
looked upon as
because I
s^^^*^^.^^^
almost
I
�that
saneTporhaps, In many things of any society and never
aimoet
vioo-presldent
a^esidSt
en
of
doings
my
the
report
Take
neveTon a ecnoltteo.world's
it
naught
and
business,
toe platform of the
^
But still it has been
at all.
a

was

,

wan

,

or

.

I have filled

no

place

155 Ibid., P. 561.

156 Ibid., p. 562.

a
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great thing even for mo to live In ay separate raid
T3orely personal kind of life, I have had a greater epic
transacted than was over written, or could be.
Tho
little turns of ay way have turned great c hangoo , -�whet
I an now ao distinguished from the merely mollusfc and
pulpy state of infancy j the drawing-out of my -oilers,
the correetlng of my errors, the winno ing of my faults,
the washing of my siasi that which has given no princi
ples, opinions, and more than all, a faith, and, as the
fruit of this, an abiding In the sense of and free partalcing of tho life of God. 157
This eanaiaite word

picture

shows what he valued most in

achievement

complio:

was

od in life.

al kind of life
He

was

life

was

life,

of his

personal history

and what he

regarded

as

itself,

rather than vdiat

was

hlra,

his separate and

merely person

To

greater epic

a

than

always dealing with life sad striving

the way to realise itself.

This

was

written*

ever

was

to

ac�

put it In

In striking contrast

with older theologians of Dew England, who spent their
efforts to Justify the vraya of God to

teaching those

It is now
into tho

now

become the

has

Justify

how to

man

their own way before God.

generally acknowledged

world of

background

published

that he led the way

theological thought which
on

has since

which modem religious education

developed its theology.
His

rather than in

�

of
works consisted of three volumes

sermons, two of assays and addresses,

a

treatise

on

i?emen*s

raturo, and five
Suffrage, under the title, A Reform Against

157 hunger,

on.

clt., p. 380.
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treatises of
woo

theological character.

a

bold and distinct

a

to the

challenge

prevailing thought

day* sad Involved Mm In suspicion and

of his

olio latter

Each of

acousation

which almost coat hia hia ecclesiastical standing.
Ho was oast into the

thought.

brealdng-'up period

of

religions

Ha was too late for the old and too early for the

Because ha had out-thought the o!a philosophy and not

now.

yet discovered the now, ha fought the whole thing.

Although

it is doubtful that Bushnell at first realised in his theol
ogy was characterised

by tho mingling of tho thought
of the modern

oenturios, and

first three

of the

spirit which had

found Its way from Germany into England through Coliridger.
The two did not

predominating
theologian

always agree well,

feature In all his

in Hew

nature,

part

worth and Coleridge,
ture

beyond

found

the Bible.

of that

spirit
a

He

was

tho first

it

was

found In the litera

nofcably in Words

He was not a student of this litera

and

Boflootlon. which ho road

exception of

as

of the century, and

thorough

a

writings.

England to admit fully into his thought

the modem sense of
ture of the oarly

and the latter is the

oyrnathotlc study

more

of The Aids to

than any other booh with the

Through this open door tho x;holo

his mind and
great thought movement entered

congenial

homo.

was
The secret of this movement

spiritual interpretation of

na:uro.

a

It taught that not only

his -./arid.
is the world God's but that God is in

Bushnoll

122
was

immensely opened

to thoir

thought,

he heard la almost every page of his

awl Its widortono

writings.

that gave value to his works and made them
his

day and place*

more or

It

was

oan

this

exceptional in

Each of his groat treatises was, with

less distinctness,

and divine things into

an

some

effort to

pat

natural

things

sort of relevance and oneness. 153

Els first and most important work C2n�ls-tlan iiurturo
contended that tho
to nature*

training

BOt In the poor

of children should ho according
sense

Tho booh consists of two parts,

should be divinely natural*

"The SoctSPlaow and "The mods" .
a

of Rousseau, but that it

Be introduces his thesis ia

debate that follows %
That the child is to grow up a Christian, and never
know himself as being otherwise.
In other words, the elm* effort, and expectation
should be, not, as coraaonly assumed, that the child is
a
to grow up in sin, to be converted after he canes to
on the worM as one
is
to
that
he
but
open
Bittture age?
that Is spirltaally renewed* not roiaemberiiig the time
but re
when he went through a technical experience,
his
is
from
what
have
to
good
loved
membering rather
earliest years* I do not affiasa that every child may,
he
in fact and without exception, be so trained that

will certainly grow vp
Ho goes

on

to

point

a

Christlan*i5v

oat that:

that
We, in this ago are not the best (Jhristians
of piety
lived or most likely to produce all the fruits
of
movement,
boldness
and
activities
..*./ith all oar

ever

of the
153 Charles Dudley Warner, A Library
Best Literature. Vol. VII, p. 29�l-

159 Bushnoll, eg* clt., p. IB-

Mi
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there la

certain hardness end rudeness, a want of
to tilings that do not lie in action, whioh
cannot bo too raseh deplored or too soon n otified,
v/o
hold a pletgr of oonesest rather than of love,�a kind of
public piety, that is strenuous and fiery on Groat oc
casions, Ik* wants the t*sn% of holiness,
and, if I
a

sensibility

...

nay add another beam not so SsEK^ately religious, but
ono that carries, by association, a thousand roUgicus
qualities�Giants domesticity of character.
For some reason* wo do not make e Christian atmos
phere about us�do not produce the conviction that we
ere living unto God�lou

This is the very idea of christian education, that it
with nurture of cultivation, and the intention
is that the Christian life and spirit of the parents*
which are in and by the spirit of God, shall flow into
the mind of tho child , to blond with Ms inclpont and
half -formed exercises ; that they shall thus begot their
own good wlttstn hia,�their
thou#stst opinions, faith,
and love, which are to become a little more, and yet a
little more, his own separate exercise, but still the
The contrary assumption, that virtue
same in character,
mast be the product of separate and absolutely inde
pendent choice, Is pure assumption* As regards the
measure of personal merit end demerit, it is doubtless
true that every subject of God is to be rosponsiblo only
Bat virtue still is rather a state
for what is his own.
of being than an act or series of aetsj and If v/o look
at the causes which induce or prepare such a state, the
will of the person himsolf may have a part among those
causes more or loos important, and it works no absurdity
to suppose that ono may fee even prepared to such a state,
by causes prior to his own will; so that, when he sots
off to act for himself , his struggle and duty may be
rather to sustain and perfect the state begun, than to
produce a now ono* Certain it Is that we are never, at
out of the reaoh
any ago, so Independent as to be wholly
of organic laws wMoh affect our ehaaraetsr.lkl

begins,

All society is organIo#~~tbo church* the state, the
school, the famii. ; and there is a spirit Is each of
those

organisms, peculiar

160 ibid*, pp. 11-14*
161 Ibid*, p* 30.

to

itself,

end more or less

124

hostile,

moro

or

loos favorable to

religions oharaeterleast, sovereign over tho
individual nan
Tho child is only more within the
power of organic lav/3 than v/o all are.
v/o possess only
a raised
individuality all our life long. A pure sepa
rate, Individual man, living wholly within, and from
himself, is a nero fiction. I need not say that this
view of an organic connection of character subsisting
between parent and child leys a basis for notions of
Christian education, far different from those wiiloh now
prevail, under cover of a merely fictitious and mischie
vous lndivld.ualista.lo2
iotics and to

sane

extent,

at

...

Something has undoubtedly boon gained to modem thool
as human science, by fixing the attention strongly
upon tho individual man, as a moral agent, immediately
related to God, and responsible only for his own actions;
at tho same time there wca a tenth, an important truth,
underlying the old doctrine of federal headship end origlnol or Imputed sin, though strangely misconceived,
which wo seem in our one-sided speculations, to have
quite lost sight of. And how can we ever attain to any
right conception of organlo duties, until wo discover tho
reality of organic powers and relations? And hoi/ can wo
hope to sot ourselves in harmony tilth the Scriptures, in
regard to family nurture, or household baptism, or any
other Mndred subject, while our theories exclude, or
overlook, precisely that which in tho base of thoir
teachings and appointments ?i�3
ogy,

Tho third chapter is under
Ostrich nurture".
of

a

significant title, "Tho

Here ho criticises tho

religious education, especially

-.unavailing methods

the claim that children

should be left, like "Topsy", to grow up In
way.

He also

criticises,

as

"free moral agency,

Instantaneous

by wiiloh the

distinction between manhood and childhood is turned over",
and parents

ore

162 Ibid.

led to soy,

,

p. 31*

163 Ibid.,

p. 59.

"Host not

our

children

answer
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fox therisolvoo ?��164

conversion that

oro

Ho also protested

mechanical*,

and

against "notions

of

against dulling

children into oil the constraints separated from all
hopes
and liberties of

nurture of

llgioa*1^

religion* thus making "thoir nurture

despair"

and

a source

of fixed aversion to ro-

Ho criticisos the way children

in expectation of revival

season and alao

ger of

a mere

aide,

Tho chapter closes with

were

brought up

discussed tlio dan

ethical nurture that neglects the God-^rard
a

elate that Christ is the

Saviour of children, and they hove
church and ia the

Kingdom of

a

of the

family

right

to

a

place in the

Ileaven.

Si� next chapter his fourth ia

organic unity

a

a

discussion

where ho restates

en

the

again the

ex

cessive individualism of his dayt
Tho state, tho church, the family, have ceased to be
regarded as such, according to thoir proper idea, end
A national life, a
become moro collections of units.
ohuroh life, a family life is no longer conceived, or
perhaps conceivable, by many. Instead of being wrought
la together and penetrated, to some extent, by historic
laws and forces common to all tho members, we only seem
to llo as seeds piled together, without any terms of
connection, save the accident of proaclmity, or the fact
that wo all belong to tho heap* And thus the three groat
forms of organic eBdstonoe, which Cod has appointed for
the race, are in fact loot out of mental reeegnition.l�>

164 Ibid.,

p* 71.

165

,

np.

,

p* 91

Ibid*

166 |McU

73-74.
.
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Ho claims for the

iaTluoneo

family

springing from worgasi� causes", which

,

consciously prior
forimtively

on

"to tho age of rational

character.

series of arguments which

attention

on

psychology*
ship

ore

truths,

now

need

on

subconsciousness

as

a

dof once, but deserve

In these pages he

heredity
as

element

an

treated by the

new

The <piostion of original sin and federal head

Inevitably involved,
out rather

to

no

said on

on

and

a new

use,

are

natural then

But he puts these doctrines that

unity1*

choice", yet

account of practical value.

ovolxitlon, and

act un

He defends his position by

anticipates much that Is being
in

power that is more than

a

on

accepted

as

containing

theological rjt'ounds.

spring

out of

making them tributary

"organic

to grace

as

well

to evil

He took

pains

devoid what he doomed the super

to

stition to baptismal regeneration but he finds the

reason

for tho ceremony in tho;

organic unity of the parent with the child, who is
taken to be regenerate, presumptively on the ground of
his knots* connection with tho parents* character, and
the divine of church life, whioh la tho life of that
ei^aetor*****
This undoubtedly is the Interpretation that

charity requires

us to

167 Hunger,

on,

168 Bushnell,

put

tho rite

on

cit., p* 02.

op.

cit.

,

p� 167.

as

reason

.and

It existed in the
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historical churches.
m tho lost

brings

out his

striving

chapter of �The Boctrine", BtBfcncll

plea

fox Christian nurture to

and

conclusion by

to show that the church is to
possess the world

through the oat-populating power
This

a

chapter Is

a

of the Christian stock*

characteristic mangling of spirituality

naturalism* each running into the other

coexisted ia his thought*

sJsaays had

an ey�

even as

vTherever else he looked, he

open to nature*

His argument was

comprehensive , and well buttressed by Scripture ,
was an excess

ess�-

a

prior speculation,

dealing with questions

that time*

make

of

an

they

keen,

but there

and a somewhat too

about which little

was

lmo�a at

But within certain limits he had enough truth to

important contribution , both speculative and practi

cal.16^
In the second division his feature changes from

theological

to a

psychological

character.

a

But these charac

teristics sink out of sight under its overwhelming practi
calness*

The first chapter asks and

"When and

where,

office of

a

at what

point,

answers

and how

genuine nurture begin?"

this

early does

Starting with

ouostioa,
the
a

kind of

ante-natal nurture, ho asserts that *the nurture of the soul
and character is to

begin Just

169 lounger, op* cit, ,

where the nurture of the

p. 84.

body

12S

begins"

,

and then makes the

pedagogic studios,

distinction,

between the age of

of tuitional influences.

now

prominent In

bo

impressions

and the age

Ho sharpens tho distinction by

connection the former with "the will of ttia parent", and
proposes the way for

power of "early

a

full examination of the reach and

impressions",

"more is done or lost

so

and conoludso by

by neglect of doing,

aorallty in tho first three

saying that

on a

child's 3m-

years of his life then in all

his years of discipline afterwards4'*

Tho

remaining chapters

refer to <�parental Qualifications", "Family Government"

,

*Eto31d&y8 and Sundays", "Family Prayers*, and kindred topics
with

a

mingled breath, stronuouanoss ,

spirituality that pat

common

sense, and

it at the head of all treatises of the

kind*
Dr. Hunger In his

statement*

biography is

not

given

to over

Be calls attention to several aspects of

Bushnell*s genius,

Bo says;

W& cannot pass by Christian nurture as it appears in
the later full edition mtaouaj onoo more calling attentlon to it as an saMevemont in tho world of Sew Eng
land theology ... The greatness of tho book as an in
tellectual achievement has not had full recognition*
have ao�
chiefly because Its theological surroundings
It is not in its essence a discovery,
been understood.
the historic
fcjp Its main idea has at the bottom of all

Biblical Interpretations, psychology,
are
the closer study of life in all its departoats

religions

and

...

Christian
farcing theology to recognize the fact that

129
fiharaoter is chiefly

matter of Christian

a

Cue of the most characteristic and

ltoture.3-7C

Interesting things

about Br* BuBhaoll is the method he took to find his way be
tween his

of

peculiar spiritual view

of

things

and that world

theological orthodoxy vtiero ho stood by virtue

feasier..

�r� Busliaell bridged tho chasm by

language vMcb he regarded
not

new but

an

original way

it

was

and with

Be divided the language into two distinct

departments : First
names for

al and

theory of

original with himself,

lie elaborated it la

great ability.

vided

as

a

of hia pro-

provided

was

the

physical department,

things; The other deportment
names

for

thought

and

which pro

was

intellectu-

spirit.

la tho fdmeav names are simply representatives of
things, which even the animals may learn. In the
letter, the names of things are used as representative
of thought, and cannot, therefore, be learned save by
being� of |atelll�ence�-**Cintus lego}�*ha* is beings who
read tho inner sense or receive the inner contents
being in whom tho Logos of the creation finds
a correspondent logos * or reason, to roccivo and employ
the type it offers in their true power. i/i
can

of words j

J% Is remarkable that Br. Bushnell, whose studies
kept Mat wholly ignorant of Bant, is nevertheless
dealing with Sfent*s problem ia Ms rather diffuse
in his. far clearer, com
MamdSS^m SU JdMgmm*
Our Gospel a Gift to tho
finer
and
production.
pact,

B� saw* and It is a remarkable wi^sess to
thought Is Inseparable from nence-forms,
and recalled abstract thinking in but thought with the

Imapdrtation.

hlsgenlus',

that

170 Ibid., pp. 95*97.

171 Horace Bashnell, Bisoertatioa

on.

Laiy-uaco, P*
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sensuous

accompanied attexeonted to the last degree. 172

Perhaps Br, Busbnell*8 most influenced
first

Christian jfur^a^e

while

a

was

be

revolutionary and epooh-eaoklng.

his

surehsrged with theologieal opinions whioh proved

has most off oetod the pulpit.

|iafrnre

great sarvice la driving out tho
vested the

subject

is that

on

and the
a

Supernatural

Work and

sight Is Our Oos^el

PJLayji
a

extreme dualism that in

one

Language; the

the most

Gift, to

sonal and efiisraoterlstlc
la always tho

on

as

His

the,

most

penetrating in

literary
its in

Imagination; tho most per

The, Age

last

.

classic, has done

of God* a relation to creation.

ablest essay is the treatise

to

The Yiearlous Sacrifice.

the tenth chapter of which has become

most

was

treatise for tho household.

It

sermon

book

His best

of Homespun.

read; and they

are

perhaps his

representative work*-173

172 George A. Gordon, She Christ
173 Warner, gc* cit., p. 291fe.

SggSL*

P*

287.

CHAFER HI

BUanBBLL�3 TJ3BQLOGY AS R'-LATED TO RELIGIOUS EDOCATIOn

Br. Bushnoll

was

a

theologian who left behind him

theology sufficiently distinctive

to beer his name.

Judged

by the standards of system and consistency he

was

great theologian.

poet, than

Ho

vjus

rather

In the accepted

theologian,

prophet

a

Ho was too

sense.

vivid to hold himsolf to exactness.
of

wings about

and

lift",

me, buoyant and

word, he cannot bo called
attainments in

a

or

scholar.

a

ject that demands scholarly Investigation

was

Taylor,

and hia

wore

to substantiate his

own

is

of any sub

meager.

VJhat

thoughts and

the serious fault of his life.

Ho was not
W.

under

It has been said his neglect of what others had

writings.
done

was

come

acceptation of tho

profound and connected knowledge

research he did do

a

impulsive and

free, I let them

student

not

"Finding the air full

In the modern

he writes.

or

a

a

theologian

as

his teacher. Dr. Ilathaniol

whose method and results ho

own

method;

tated him for

or

defect of method, perhaps Incapaci

recognizing

tho development of Hew

stoutly antagonised?

the

significance

England theology,

of his teacher in

end far

assigning

to his work its true value.

He refused to
nature had

with
employ the dialectical faculties

equipped bin,

and

rejected

a

method in which ho

132
could tera

bility

cosily become

of a

pliilonophy

a

master?.

As ho denied the

of mind and of

morals,

that the experience of religion could

over

in the limits of scientific statamemt.

this country

him, and

a

so

be

possi

he denied

brought with

in this he is for

pioneer in movements that developed after

that have become dtriesticatod in the

thinking of wide-reaching circles In

oar

religious

day*

It would, however, be idle to deny that, after his
he was

theologian

sua

kind,

was

"poet oral" , but It

a

of

high decree.
It

theology*

was

subjective experience Incapable

His

was more

of rational

theology
than

a

Interpretation.

He was not at all content that his own or any other man*

religious life should remain
and ethical

experience.

Mm to think of

language

to the

was

religion

as

from

intellectual
a

Imagination and

the

heart, and that

gift

an

as

it

was

and this was

a

intellectual system.

a

But It

to detach his active mind

In his

own

way ho

fe^esslbie
was

a

ration

certain naive in his vigorous onslaugh

theology, since in

cism he brought out

the content of

for him to detach his

heart from its experience.

Ho

t� the intel

not

equally inipessible for hia

tor upon

problem.

wholly InscBaisteat to formulate

religion

alist,

an

was

religious esKperleaee Into
was as

vague, undefined emotional

His Hew England training had taught

maintained that Christianity

lect, but

a

s

the very process of his criti

theology of his

own.
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Bushosll stood very much alone 3a Ms relation to
most American

at�

thoologians,

oat of

harmony

with his intaedi-

predecessors and conteB^cjearies. Infstediiar with

deeper mini

of the

greatest of Ms forerunners.

the

There is

indication that Bushnell knew Edward's writ5ago to
any
teat of first
from hia

hand,

something

tivism nhieh

the

possibility

these two

a

direct ono.

Yet

an

un

It conslsta ia that reliance upon spiritual

there would bo little in
to different

common

theological

both.1^

put for that

between them.

eras.

They

;ro

The two be
farther apart

and Edwards or Clement of Alexandria and

Augustine

Bushnell*

a moro

productive itoarioan thinkers* there is

intuition which oharaotariaed them

than are

of Intui

deep and apparently impassable chasm between

conscious bond*

long

validity

through Coleridge; and thus the

line of continuity might have been
in spite of

eac

he might have gotten

of that sense of the

to hia

came

no

Edward's

negativism sad idealism

had been lost in

the wait of his Calvinistic system and Bushnell knew him act
the

protagonist of sovereignty and

tho Titan of the old

The

legacy

the

antagonist

of

freedom,

theology.

of the How

England thoology -with Its total

depravity, decreed salvation, reprobation,

a

oommorclal

174 John ft. Buokhan, Progressive Rolinions Thought
America, p. 7�
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atonement, magical regeneration,
gave to Busbnell
to

aid,

mere

a

heavy teak,

a

nmtheaatieal

it loft

to halt than to help his*

trinity3-??

to reject than

moro

He had to clear array

the intricate entanglement of doctrine which had grown tip in
the somber shadows of Edward's Calvinism.
was

a

builder

as

well

as

a

However Bushnoll

rejector of theological doctrine

and, "It may be said at the onset that Bushnell took nothing
away from

theology without restoring fourfold;

and In all ways
with

signal

a

builder.

His mission

success, for- he was

a

pioneer*

was

he

was

always

fulfilled

Builder of

roads, theological rooonstructor, Bushnoll forged

his

own

way ahead with little dependonoo upon others.

I.

GBBJBTIAB BBBTURE

The first results of Bushnell *s theological writings
was

to break down the bondage of

Inflexibility and

scurantism which had fettered Calvinism and restore
naturalness and reality.

Be did this in

potent Initial crusade to behalf of
Christian

ffin^ture.

single agency

a

to it

very humble but

wider Christianity,

This book did "more than any other

to break down the extreme

175 Hunger, ej|* �it., p. 409.

176 Ibid.,

a

ob

p. 43-

individualism of the
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AGKxrloa.,,2*77

Puritan thoology of
There Is

no

point at which

ness, tho inortia of the Hot;

England Theology

Christian life, showed itself
ment of the

religious life of

ly depraved

and bad

no

rigidity, tho barren

tho

more
a

badly

child.

affect the

than in Its treat

The child

was

place in tho church until it

verted.

Calvinist*s position is well stated in

from Dr.

Taylor to Bushnell:

a

total

was

con

letter

Bo Christian instruction, or Christian discipline,
could have any instrumentality in the ohlldTs conversion.
Such Instances any occur, In answer to the prayers
of God* a people, but they ore to be attributed to tho
sovereign act of God, independently cap all human In
Every child comes into tho world de
strumentality*
praved, and until renewed by the Holy Ghost, is spiritu
wore
ally dead* If a child were born of human parents,
would
ho
of
the
amid
heavon,
glories
educated by angels,
the power of the
grow up a sinner, unless renewed by
a holy sovereign, as
as
acts
ho
In
this,
Holy Ghost. ...
...

Therefore If
he does la all his dlsponoati no
it is because Goo
"converted"
not
are
others
or
cMldrea
to perform tho
fit
seen
has not, in his supremo wisdom,
...

sovereign act*1?8

for it
�Shls view Bushnell could not accept

galast
child*
ble
a

a

single phase

of

It bound up all religious

pattern and starved

child.

Ideas ,

development

It wronged the

same

was

a-

of the inner life of a

experience

to one Inflexi

of the most normal instance of

organic nature,

the

unity and

of Modern
177 Arthur C* LfoGiffort, The Rise
p. 277.

178 Bonnet Taylor, Lottors
Bushnell, DD. pp. k*&~

to the Rev.

Beligipus

h^rnoo
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and freedom of the

vitality
self,

Bushnoll

fatally, ohuroh,

ana

religion it

this and assigned both the theory and

saw

practice:
Our vory

theory

of

religion is

that

to grow

men ore

up in evil and to bo dragged into the ohuroh of God by
conquest. The world la to lie in halves and tho Kingdom
of God is to stretch itself side by side with the King
dom of darkness, making rallies into it and taking

captive those who are sufficiently hardened and brought
in guiltiness to be converted. Thus wo ascume even the
absurdity of all our expectations in regard to tho
possible advancement of human society and the universal
prevalence of Christian virtues. And thus we throw an
air of extravagance and unrocson over all we do.1'9
Bushnell rejected the doctrine total depravity and
election and substituted

pleaded

for inner

versions.

one

spiritual

of christian nurture
life rather than

Ho criticizes revivals for

He

.

merely

neglecting the

con

de

velopment of Christian character especially in chllclron.
The main

child

was to

treatise

ly

as

assumption

of his book Christian nurture was that a

grow up

was to

a

Christian,

Tho full purpose of the

discuss the divine constitution of the fami

the aeons of

sacuring Christian character.

tainod that the unit of the church
and that in both it la

as

v,oll

as

of

It aein-

society is

organic ? that character

tho

family,

con

be transmitted to others, and that Christianity

organised Into the

race

be

to
and the trend of nature be made

sot in that direction.

179 Bushnell,

con

on.

The

presumption should

cit., 1st edition,

bo that

p. 25.
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children may be trained Into piety,

ana that

it io not

nocosaary that conversion should be awaited and received
under

a

system of revivalism that is without order

time and cause.

Ho asserted that tho

over

as

emphasis

to

on ocn�

veraion instead of nurture, tho gradual development of
habits and good character is neglected.
In his argument

expressed

a

great truth

rate* individual
solf , is
ever

on

a mere

can,**80

organic connection Bushnell hod

now

amply substainsdt "A pure sepa

man, living

fiction.

This he

wholly within, aad

HO each person

sees

must

ology and religious education

over

from bin-

existed*

or

modify the Sew England the

on a

misleading individualism.

If the child is not able to grow up ia God, Bushnell

points out tho dilemma that jtoevitably results
theologian who hold the medieval view could

aad that

ever

no

resolve,

2f it may now grow up In holy virtue,�df it must
be
grow up in sin* till It comes to some definite age,
fore it is a candidate for repantance and a new life,
then, during that interval , is it seen to be under a
dome more dismal and helpless than any other we are ac
of
quainted with in this world capable of sin�incapable
in her
better
church
the
not
say
night
repentance?
Saviour* s nam� 'Of such is the Kingdom of Heaven.* and
.

clasp It

.

.

to her

exras*!^!

Buehaoll perceives that man?- errors

people

do not take

180 Ibid.

,

pains actually

p. 36.

181 Ibid., p* 61.

are

made because

to know children and also

333
la

thinking

strtietlon".

that

nothing

is learned except

through �fn-

Ho soya:

Uany persons soon never to have brought their minds
close enough to an infant child to understand that
any
thing of ooaseauence is going on within it, until after
it has come to understand a language and has become a
subject of Instruction* As if a child were to learn a
language before It is capable of learning sjrytfalng*�E82
Then he adds this whioh anticipates wonderfully the

present day conviction*
X strongly suspect that more is done in the age
previous to language, to affect the character of
children, whether' by parents, or when they are waiting
la indolent security* by nurses and attendants , than in
all tho instruction and discipline of their minority

afterwards .i�3

Bis theory of "organic unity***
either willfully

or

otherwise,

was

misunderstood

BO clarifies his

position in

the following statement:
I sot ap the tern �organic* to contrast in Idea with
both as theological or metaphysical terms,
,
not as physical ..* I tales my stand et the birth point
of the will (not of the body} and there I say that the
Christian child slight to emerge into Individuality not
as ripened Into sin and ssfc off in it, but as ono that
is regenerated, into spiritual life ... At some time,
sooner or later, but only by a gradual transition, he
*

Individual*

into his own will, which, theologically speaking,
is the time of his birth as a moral subject, so he may
and ought also to taka it up as a renewed snb;;oct---that
comes

is to grow up

a

Christian.^

The influence of Bushnell* s theory of Christian

132 Ibid., p. 111.

183 Loo* cit.
184 Ibid*, pp. 94-95-
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nurture on Religious education is of

signifioant Smportonco.

Some of bis main tenets wore basic in its
many of bio very terms and phrases

literature

The

.

passing

phatic tho -truth

current in its

years seen to make still

of Prank

ligious Association,

oro

development, and

more

Knight Sanders, president

oa-

of Re

who asserted that!

It was a tremendous step forward in roligious edu
cation whon tho idea of Christian nurture began to
supersede the Idea that a child must be born into the
Kingdom of heaven with sane sort of spiritual con
vulsion .185
It is at this

ligious educators

however that certain liberal

have accredited to Bushnell

and have

Intended,

point

norc

than ho

neglected to bring out his belief in

crisis experience.

re

a

It is not to be supposed that booauso

Bushnell laid stress upon the nurture side of Christianity,
he

disputed

or

ignored its redemptive mission.

make tho mistake of

good,

so

pronouncing

human nature wholly pure and

that all that in needed is to direct its unfolding

of itself.

He does not claim that all children trained In

Christian nurture would grow up

writing

Be did not

to

a

Christian.

religious educators of today

He aooms to bo

when he says:

There ore some who assume tho goodness of human
la their
nature, and tho work of Christian education is,
view only to educate or induce the good that is in us.

Vol.
1B5 Frank Knight Senders, Roligious Education,

V�, p� 102.
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Lot no on� bo disturbed by the suspicion of a coinci
dence between what I have here said and sueh a theory.
as we will, there ie not so un
... View the matter
reasonable assumption, none so wide of all Just philoso
phy, as that whioh proposes to form a child to virtue*.
by simply inducing or drawing out what is In him. The
growth of Christian virtue Is no vegetable process, no
It involves a struggle with
rasre onward development.
evil, a fall and a rescue. 1�6

Perhaps nowhere

else than in

a

letter written to his

daughter in 1S4S is his position, end his belief in Christian
nurture bettor shown:

X have been pleased my dear daughter , by the spirit
of your letters, beeauso X see that you are earnestly
desirous of improvement* X hope* meantime* that you
will bo turning your t&oughts to religion and to Cod as
wen as to your studios. You have been religiously edu
cated, and you aro oamo now to on age whoa you must be
gin to be moro responsible to yourself* Our prayer for
hia grace to
you is, every day, that God would Inspire
and
of
choice
a
full
to
on
himself,
and
draw
you
you
perform tho good work which wo trust ho has begun In
sot before
you, X would recorartend to you now -that you
the preparing yoursolf to
you, as an distinct object,
make a profession of the Saviour* Etete this a distinct
not inobject of thought and prayer every day* And do
so much what you are, whether truly a christian
heart or not, as how you may come Into tho full
Christian spirit, to besoms unselfish, to have a dis
to
tinct and abiding love to Christ. Unite Yourself
and
beautiful
his
receive
to
Christ for life, and try
in you, but
loving spirit* You will find much darkness
trouble
will
sins
you,
Year
Christ wHl give you light*
but Christ will toko away your sins and give you peace.
and do not doubt
Prey God, also to give you his spirit*
oil difficulties.
that his spirit will help you through
to do them for
in all your duties and studies, eadeavor
to your
God and so as to please him. Make this,
est ploesure.
tho
be
high
will
it
Pleasure* for assuredly
It will be so very
It may not so appear at first, but
ao
wlll see In a moment can yield

rre

soon? ^tlng*
156

ff>lfl��

yw

PP.

14-1-5*
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sweet a

pleasure

as

the love and pursuit of excellence.

especially that exoollonoe which
fcight hoort before God, And you

consists in a good and
trill be mar� likely to
love this work and have suocoss in
it, if you sot before
you same fixed object, such os I have nronosod.
V/e gave you to God ia your
olildhoos, and now it be
longs to you to thank God for the good we have sought to
do for
yeuf end try to fulfill our kindness by assuming
for yourself what wo promised for you*
Be feel very
tenderly toward you, and we Jmow that you love us; and
Christ loves us all more than we can love each other*
We are a vary happy family, and if we are all one to
gether in Christ, it will secure our happiness in nil
future time* Bo pleasure will be marred, and no blight
will ever ease upon the satisfaction we have in each
other,
may the spirit of God, ay dear child guide you
in your absence in us, bo with you daily, and assist you
to be wise*
liny every day be a happy day, because it is
passed under the emllo of your heavenly Father*

Tour

loving

Father

Horace

Buolniell.1^?

The very tone of this letter is alien to much of what
is found la modern religious education today*

crthodtssy of its object; "I would
you set before you,

yourself

to make

a

as

a

distinct

profession

notice the

recommend to you now, that

object,

the

preparing of

of the Saviour."

The way this

is accomplished is not through natural Inward growth and de

velopment

of Christian character but

by praying

to Cod for

the gift of his spirit and �Christ will take away your sin
and

give you peace".

Salvation becomes the distinct object

and tho fulfillment of early
Tho Christian

eacperience

187 Cheney*

on.

training in Christian

is not

passed

cit., p* 189.

nurture,

down from father to

1A2

daughter por-ee, but

she must assume for herself tho

of her lif o to God.

Christian nurture hero takes itc right

ful and orthodox place, the preparation of

a

:dviag

child to

give

his heart to Christ.

n.

tbsc/Boot op ws^hwse

h socond dolivoranco

acccripliahed by Bushnell lay in

undermining the rationalism of the Hew England thoology

replacing it

with

a

and

theology of experience, In which Intu

ition and unity take the place of dogma and system,.
To shot/ that

dependently
ence of

of any

it, and

to

religion

has

particular

signifioance

intellectual experi

form of

Interpret it not in

experience,

H� below the

and to bring the f : cts of

speculative untootandlng

and
fying the claims of religion,
ore

This therefore mast bo

was

our

speculative
spiri

oxporlenoo

that

of the task of veri

to show that

thinkable and reasonable, --this

life.18�

tense of

of ethical and

thought but in harmony with the facto
tual

and value in

as

facts they

tho work of his

starting point in coti�

mating his theology of experience.
he
Bhdor what combination of influenoe

abandon bis

was

led to

rationalistic basis of
early materialistic and

and "to think himself
thought upon tho problems of religion,

188 Brastow, op� cit.

,

p. 1^6.
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out of liis

overthlnking" ia not wholly clear.

The

develop

ment of this skeptical attitude toward the intellect
organ of

religious knowledge,

a

it nay he accredited to his

Perhaps

dependence of character
own

was

It is

.

as

the

somewhat occult procoao.
own

originality and in

evidently

connected with his

ethical and spiritual development, by virtue of whioh ho

sot in reaction

against

the dominanco of the

dogmatic and

rationalist i c method that overvalues and one-sidedly
tho processes of the

cal

speculative understanding

in

uses

theologi

investigation,
Tho medium through which he chiefly attacked the

rationalism of the How England thoology

theory of language*

Hero

was

a

was

by his peculiar

simple, understandable

singular effective, and yet very radical critique
ogy.

It

was

so

unreservedly it
Itself,

radical, that for those who accept o d It
came

but the very

near

foundations of theology

laterodaction of God, jya Christ

on

sensitive mind of Bushnell

was

as

a

science.

Longaago-Hrtiioh forms the

constitute

original chapter in theological method.

repulsed

a

unique and

The sincere and
at the very

begin

whioh held
study of theology by the doctrines

ning

of his

oven

the virile mind of his

its iron vise.
course

too

unOexnlning not only rationalism

Bushuell's famous Bissortatlcp

tho

of theol

of

in
teacher, Bathaniol Taylor,

Seeking patiently

for sane

explanation

whioh rooted
ineptitude and stagnation

of

unon

144

theology

he found it at

nature of

length

so

�

he

language, supplemented by

grammar and

thought

Its

In tho rosy

�

Inoempentent aids,

logic

Tho long^^tsnotioaed and authoritative theological
terms which so brow-boat the inquiring mind and awed it
into submission j when are they and hew and why do they
exercise so imperial an authority? Bushnell looked into
thoir real nature and found what? Any objects and re
lations* VJhat are those impressive terms, ho asks but
words, and nliat are words but figures whoso root is in
tho common soil of every-day sensuour life? Tho revo1 at ion almost overthrew his faith in theology itself.
*V7ords, words , words,*�<what is it all but this? Are wo
to be the dupes of those unstable phantasmagoria,
imagining them to bo tho very substance of truth it
self .139
�

To this

paralogism

of

language, aggravated by grammar,

there succeeds what seemed to Bushnell the

logic,

because of the

deception

of

imperfections which:

logical expounder can make It certain by almost
on himself
no degree of caution that ho is not imposing
by spinning a theory that is really of some word or
tho

latent form of grammar in his language and not of the
consciousness Itself �^O
Moreover, when by

a

a

process of elaborate

*spinnlng",

it ia
coherent system of unified thought is constructed,

vitiated by the
of

thought,

partiality

of

prejudice

of

mind,

or

system

out of which is Issued :

of thought or
There Is a form element in every system
in
words
tho
all
employed,
assimilates
doctrine which
characner
a
sinuating Into them, or lrn?oslng upon them,

189 ilusMKJm*

on,

cit., p. 14.

190 Bushnoll* Christ in Theology, p. 85-

U5

partly from Itself .^91
By

a

process of criticism of which these citations

hints, Bushnell formulated

ore

of

theology which leave�

if

theology

Driven

by

a

the too

lias any claim to

brief against the very Idea

reoaptivo reader wondering

reverence

those exposures of the

or

even to

theology he

of

inadeojoacy

respect.

falls back upon t/hat he celle "A Perceptive Power in Spiri
tual Xife" .1�2
as

Ho

sees

for himself and his

concludes that this is

something of
Hew

a

and does not hesitate to avow, that

spiritual IdLn, they
a

mystics

are

"mystic world**, that �there

rasrstio quality in

almost ever:/-

.

Ho

is

writing

of tho

Testament",1^
It Is this tlioory of language which

find

Just whore Bushnoll

he could

stands.

sign any creed he

i

lakes

It enabled him to say that

over saw.

In his

soruplouBly avoids all technical theological
seems

to have almost

a

thought

that is behind the torn into

of it.

Regeneration,

�*notm>alimtion�.
habit of mind.

writings he
terms.

He

morbid dislike of tham.

for

example,

This Is

a

some

word

He

puts the

descriptive

he described

by the term

manifestation of his analogical

It sometimes leads him astray.

191 Ibid., p. 46.
192 Bushnoll, God in Cbrint , p. 93.

19? Ibid., p, 95.

It hard to

Ee
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undertakes* for oxnmplo,

to us� tho

English

in Its etiological aaaoo of at-onc-oont.

ing

or

the

analogy

tindortoking
of tho

m thus describ

'to describe the truth of the atoneaeat

original English word,

its real significance

theology,

word "atonement"

he loses

it has appeared in the

an

or

Ignores
of

history

What is true in his use of theological terms Is

also true of his use of
In ruling cut

philosophical terms*
and dialectics from theol

metcphysics

ogy* and in finding anchorage ia ethical aad spiritual

perience, Bushnell is doubtless

ex

pioneer in this country,

a

and as has been shown, anticipates much that has become
somewhat oonoo possession, and that boars the general
of

Ritschlianisn, which is itself simply
of Kant's and Schlelarnaoh�r*s

product

is nothing here tho

by

those

oarac to

of all

raw

him

as a new

a

for there

thinking,

ultimately

discovery., that religion Is tho basis
to

reflection all of its

ma

that it Is to be interpreted according to its

own facts as

ethical and spiritual experience and not

according to abstract, speculative processes
gave character and direction to his
The results of Bushnoll'

truth.

name

not vary remote

This conviction, which

theology and furnishes

for it

a

material of whioh is not furnighod

great thinkers.

terial, and

some

by

brought

c

to review tho

own

or

theories,

theology.

critique

was

somewhat whole

rationalist aspect of

Bushnell however carried his conclusions

so

far that

147
in prunniag the tree of
such raln.de

thoology

he all hut killed it for

followed hia in his criticism hut not

an

so

readily In his construction,
Bushnell raises this question "Is it probable that

thoology
and

can ever

become

a

science

or

properly authoritative statement?"

which most liberal

attain to

To this

religious educators would

definite no, Bushnell

soems

reluctant to

a

fixed

inquiry
with

answer

anowor.

Be

sees

that it is well for the mind to

theologize, though

that "the exercise of system

endeavor after system Is

commonly

a

he thinks

greater benefit than the actually resulting

systems prepared "194
�

He

stinct of system is, in
gence .w

or

a

"I have

a

perceives

ono

not, that

we must

reason

and

exorcised, that may bo
Thus in

crucify the in

to crucify the Intelli

certain conviction, whether I

the

or

TriLcw,

that "to

spite

length ho virtually

called

of his

condemnation of theology
not

have

as

something,

show

somehow hold

theology ."195

radicalism,
a

oan

ho refrains from the

rational science until at

only concedes Its value but

con

tributes to Its advance,
Theodore Hunger on

volopmont

speaking

of tho results sad de-

to soy:
of Bushnell* s theory of language has this

194 Bushnell, Christ In Theology, p. 80,
195 Ibid.. p� 64.

14a
Had Bushnell lived a halt century later, lie vrould
hove comparatively little need to explain himself
language is regarded today very much ao he eonoexvo* It,
while Biblical criticism and a aoro rational theory of
inspiration have removed from tho field of debate
certain parts of Sorlpturo that wore tho chief factors
in it. Bat Bushnell did not have the advaati.ee of the
later criticism, and himself needed a personal deliver
ance from Interpretations that were intolerable to
.

bin, 196

It is interesting to

ote that meet loaders of liber

al religious theology have followed Bushnell* s lead in

emphasizing experience

rather than

theology*

In

reading

their book I have failed to find their doctrinal views

stated
fear of

as

They like Bushnell

such*

seem

to have a morbid

in theological terms.

expressing themselves

HATUBE ABB SuPEHIIATURAL

HI,

to Bushnoll
A third foundation stone accredited

liberal religious educators in thoir theology

breaking down of

the

accomplished

the

dividing wall between nature and the

supernatural, revealing
was

was

by

In hia

both

as

B�ture

"parts of
and

ono

system".

This

M, g�ffi3&gB2i

and completion of his
which lias boon called "the true sequel

Ghristlan Burturo" *W
has boon

given

tho

196 Itungor,

In this field of

thought Bushnoll

the
credit of assaulting and despoiling

on*

132*

cit,,

197 Buekham, 035* clt.

,

p. 20.
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stronghold of scholasticism which had held their conception
of two separate

with their

roaJbus,

tho

Kingdoms

of

Spirit and Bature

oori^poadlag explicants, Bsveletlon

since the time of the medieval

and

Reason,

theology,

Tho segregation of the natural from the spiritual,
Reason from

Revelation, cherished by Protestant,

as

well

Catholic theology, resulted la giving the supernatural
The result was, according to

arbitrary position.

iReJfJIffiouffi TJ^ouii&t,

a

to the

giving

supernatural

character, and In restricting revelation
the

Bihle--dnterpreted with

a

hraafliag all

life

alien, from religion,

are

as

an

progressive

an

unreal

to the covers of

literal uahlatoricel

rigidity

ordinary activities and intents

��and in

the

or

of

Tho way in vMob Buslmoll pierced the rationalistic

system

and

brought

himself belongs
realm.

It to its fell

primarily

Personality,

as

was

by showing that

and chiefly to the

he

sax;

it,

was

a

man

supernatin-ol

spiritual reality

dominating la nature.
The very idea of

under tho law of

our

cause

personality
and effect, a

being not
being supernatural.

is that of

This one point, clearly apprehended, all the diffi
culties of our subject are at once Miieved, of not

absolutely and completely removed**^
Here was

a

ravolutionary principle,

very well understood.

*If any

one

as

Is startled

its
or

proponent
shocked

198 Bushnell, nature and the fiuncmatural. p* 43*

by

150
what appears to bo the

oxl^'revngaaco of this posit:! on",

Bushnoll reminds hia that:
as powers not In. the lino of cause and effoot,
set osusos in nature at work In now ooabinatlons
otherwise never ocexirring, ana produce, by our actions
upon nature, results whioh she as nature conic* never
produce by Iter arm. Internal scting�*99

We,

can

With this clear proooptlon of' the
of

personality

prising

a

as

supernatural reality,

to find Bushnell molding his

own

to conform to tho interest and alms of

fttls it follows

,

of

a

it is not

north

sur

theory of nature

personality.

From

in his mind, that; "the world is governed

supornaturally in
from this

priority end

the interest of Christianity."

Viewed

standpoint miracles become for him manifostatlona

spiritual order;

order; for

a

for

a

miracle li only "a supernatural

miracle Is only

that is which operates

on

a

supernatural act,

an

act,

tho chain of oauso and effect from

without tho chain. "^00
Moreover Bushnoll seos nature and
a

part Of

playing

on�

great whole.

The

supernatural

supernatural

constantly

this
Into aad itoough the order of the world and

conditions his conception of the miraculous.
over

Is

man as

present reality,

never ceases

Cod is the

to work

as a

super

natural force in the world of nature and of humanity.

199 loc. clt.

151

Having established bis thesis of

supermturol and

a

natural system,-�the latter subordinated to the farmer and

together constituting the

capias

a

ono

eysten of God in which

man oo->

place ia the supernatural by virtue of his nlll

ixsrooaality, ho

on

goes

to show the

inability

of nature

or

by

itself to inspire end satisfy iaen,--lacking the other factor
to dominate and direct it.

skillfully

This point Is

elabo

rated by citations from organic and Inorganic life, showing
has? in nature itself there are "two

cal force sad action?

one

grand systems of chemi

of which comes down upon the

always from without to dominate

over

it,

,

.

.

other,

producing

substonco which tiio ether could not. "201

evolutionary theory

He runs close to tho

of creation

which rejected much to the dismay of loaders of progressive

religious thought,

"It is

pathetic** Hunger remarks,

to 1&inlc of him steading on the borderland of evo
Per? would have so fully
but not entering, it*
its control meaning end clearly traced it to its

lution,

grasped,
divine ooascluslon

202 a full doctrine of tho divine
...
Iroanenoc would have rendered needless many brilliant
pages .203
Ixom Bushnsll*s

primarily

and

chiefly

201 Ibid*

.

position,

to the

that

eg* cit* ,

2�3 P)ld�.

216

'

himself belongs

supernatural realm, liberal

P� 93.

202 Hunger

man

p*

%k*

U2

religious

educators have built thoir doctrine that the

divine spark found la

perience and training to
out the

ing

redemptive

develop and grow through

man �an
an.

Ideal Christian character with-

process of the cross.

to Bushnell their doctrine of

willfully neglected

or

teaching

salvation

on sin and

In this accredit

divinity

sin; the an&ieipative

and adds: "She cross of

they have

further

through Christ.

Bushnell discusses the problem of exlstono�
the fast of

of man,

disregarded Bushnell* o

In successive ehaptoro In Mature and

cvilj

ex

redemption is

aupornutura^,
as

related to

consequence of

no

ainj

efter-thought,

but

is itself tho grand all-dominating idea around which the
temai system of God

crystalllssed."20^

Having shown that, there Is

sooiot^*, under sin
God*

He

save

points oat

o-

no

hope for

nan

or

human

in the supernatural introposition of

that the character of Jesus forbids hie

possible classification with

men.

birth, his redemptive mission

Be

points oat

Ms

virgin

cross, and of his

on tho

rising again from tho dead*

Speaking

of Jesus, Bushnoll saysj

Look ye hither, meantime, all ye blinded end fallen
of mankind, a better nature is among you, a pure heart,
out of some pure word, is cone into your parson, and
walks It with you
not come into car

***

Bi him dawns

world, easeopt

to

204 Bushnell* Batural and the

a

hope,�purity

purify*

has

Behold the

Bupernatural,

p*

217-

153
Lank of God, that tako%h awry tho sin of tho wort*!
Light teeelas In, peace settles on the air, lol tho
prison walls ere giving oway-**tge, lot us go.205
17.

She

fourth,

GTWS0^GI3E!SSD THBOBOGY
and on the whole

perhaps

tho

greatest,

service of Bushnoll to libssel thoology lay la what he did
toward the recovery of the Christ of tho Gospels

cwtral light and potency of

as

tho

Ohriotlaaity.20^

Xn the process of his early Independent thinking he
came

to

question

tho church doctrine of the

Trinity, and, in

connection with this, the traditional conceptions of the
person of Christ �

It

current Ohriatology that

ception
fied.

of God modified

Bis thoology

his Christology.

not tho current thoology hut the

\r\o

was

was
as

first challenged.

or

con

his conception of Christ modi

in an

important

sense a

product of

Tho Christ that had been presented to hira

did not seem to satisfy either his intellectual

spiritual

Bis

ethical needs*

with

or

his

groat intellectual

and

moral courage ho therefore sets about the task of finding

Christ who should satisfy his higher needs, and here tho
bravo thinker, the honest doubter, and devout bollever

205

?Cbid*.

p*

206 Bucltea,

330*
on*

P*26�

a

154

Joined hand:.. .20?

ligious

Be did not

f aith was saved

met all his

save

Ids

by attaaiiiBg itself

oomploto revealer of God, -rid in whoa alone

tocraledge

new

of Cod*

Inwardly

ship with hia which
Thus God beoomoo

vixo is the

ea ia

a

God,

new

Cod is known to hia and liiternroted not

interpret bin, but

aad he becomes

Ciirist that

a

we can I:now

knowledge of Christ there

tlspough speculative thought,
laiow and

to

spiritual needs, the- living Christ

With this

but his re

carthodoxy,

a

as

an

the young rationalist would
he is discovered in Christ

revealed through the

comes

sense

of Ida-

through fellowship with Christ.

real, living, pervasive

procenoe , the

background of tho universe,, immanent in all its processes,
and discloses himself in immodlafce teowledgo.
A now
now

conception

conception

of the person of Christ Involves a

of the work of Christ*

connection with

net/

But it also took

conceptions of the character

his revelation to man*

Tho

same

general conception

divine character and revelation that appeared In
the auspernotaral*

of the

Bnt;ure

and

appeared also la his ifeearl.ous Sacrifice*

Cod in Christ has come into

humanity, and sacrifice

living and abiding relation

redemptive

with

is but the- necessary outcome and

disclosure of the foot that -God is la the human
order of

of God and

love*

20? Brastow, oj>. clt** P* HB*

race

in the

155
This loads him to reject what oalls itoolf the
forensic conception of the at
clement, but not necessarily
the truth that is expressed by

it,

quently practically acknowledged
carious Sacrifice.

as

he himself subse

in the supplement to Vi

But supremo stress Is laid upon the

moral force of the atonement.

There is

no

Christ for us,

that avails with God, who is not the Christ within

us as

living redemptive force.

avails

precisely because

with God

brings

us

more

strongly

*catpopulatIng
velopment

us

ho does God* a work within

us

and

into the likeness of God.

Bo ono has over

demption

And tho Christ within

a

grasped the conception
or

exhibited

a

of

a race

re

laflior faith in tho

power of Christian stock" in the future de

of human

development than Borneo Buohaoll.203

And it would bo difficult to find a nobler presen
tation than Bushnell made of the nature of moral paver
as it appears la Christ�its humility} selfishness,

cumulative character, self-control, tanoitv, patience,
Such a presentation of Christ as this could
onduranoo.
come only from ono who had known Ilia in the intimacy of
such a dlscinleshlp as ho himself described when ho
wrote, *It wants a Christian man to know who Christ
really is and to show Him forth with a moaning' .209
climax in this
Reverence and affection seems to reach their

picture

of tho blinded moral

majesty and humility of tho

208 Ibid,, p. 190.

209 Bushnell, "Tho Gospel of tho race", Sxmona on.
Living Subjects.

(1872).
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Son of nan:

There was never wo may safely
say, any such instance
of self-devotion among men, never so little of neat and
excitement, never such firmness coupled with such
tenderness and gentleness , never such oblivion of popu
larity, never such incapacity to be humbled by Ignorance.
So that if we specie of
heroes, v/o are tempted either to
say that he is not here at all, or olso the only hero,
And here it is that the moral power wo have seen him ob
taining culminates* In this fact, the almost feminine
passivity we are likely to figure as the total account
of his character, reveals the nighty underwork and
robust vigor of a really immortal confidence and tenaci

ty .210

Bushnell*

s

reaction against abstract and dogmatic

theology and against speculative processes in dealing with
the

phenomena of religion,

higher estlmat�

of

religion

views of revelation

himself in

a

were

as

a

historic reality.

Oonsec.uontly

the historic Christ*

portance, for

as

a

personal* living,

his supreme interest is In

aright is to know God aright*

Christ o-oentrio anallty to his writings.

attaches itself to the historic Christ,

oal rather than theological.
sense

Bis

To know Christ is of supreme im

to know Bim

a

It is

that tho character of God

as

It

It Is Christologi-

theological only in the

revealed in Christ is

subject.
The Christ o-eentric quality of modem liberal

210

a

God has not revealed

modlfled*

body of doctrine but

historic presence.

This secures

had for on� of its results

Bushnell, Vicarious Sacrifices

p. 218

a
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religious educators

conception of Christ.

historic Christ

they like

as

They, life Bushnell,

found in the Gospels.

to think of Christ

very life of

humanity.

ment as well

as

ception

probably derived from Buahaell's

were

their

of a race

But
own

as

a

leek for

a

And like Bushnell

great moral force in the

they have put their

interpretation

own

indorse

to Bushnell *s con

redemption by the "outpopulating

power of

the Christian stock" in the future processes of human de

velopment.
There are however many orthodox positions

Bushnell in his

Christology

which were passed

jected by progressive religious thinkers.

Buokham, professor
of

of Christian

as

over

held by
or

re

John V/right

Theology in Pacific Sohool

Beligion representing the liberal view has this to soyi
It is true that on tho metaphysical side Bushnell* o
Christology is far from convincing* Be gives an undue
prominence to tho Virgin Birth* based on an uncritical
acceptance of the narratives. Be reopens the ohasm be
tween the divino and human, which he had closed by de
claring man himself a supernatural being, and places
Jesus taholly and unreservedly on the divine side of it.
Ee falls to distinguish tho Jesus of History from tho
Christ of paith,2**
Her� we see that tho

have

rejected

Christology.
was the

as

much as

progressive liberal thinkers

they have aoooptod of Bushnoll* o

Bushnell believes that the Jesus of History

Christ of the Cross and that only through faith In

211 Buokhan, oj>* clt*. p. 29*
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Him may

one

become

a

true Christian,

Perhaps Buahaall

was

nite religious experience

theories

so

right whoa ho hold that

was more

Important

to the reason and purpose of the

a

defi

than doctrinal

experience.

Bus!:aoll*a life
stoma of

COTtrovorsy,

Snaland minister,

staple

end

a

was

much like that of ait�- other Bow

one

it was through these accusations of

heresy and attack upon Ma that eminence
ohieved.
than

Bushnoll

his life

came

was

without

finally

was

a-

out of this warfare lees scattered

have boon expected

might

except for the

was

But aside fron

.

special Incident,

cave

controversy,

that it was

overshadowed by disease during half his years.
It

can

bo said of Bushnell

Stevens has said of St,

habit of

at all
How

of nature,
and

not

so

much to certain theo

that he ob jected

as

to

to admit
as

It

was

Be

was

a

way of

the first

a now

arriving

theologian in
sense

it Is found in tho literature of the century,

Horace Bushnoll

was

and

Coleridge.

one

of the

England has produced.

greatest Christian

Be has been rated among

preachers and writers , and his in

the two

or

throe ablest

fluence

on

theology has long been rocognissed.

phies

men

fully Into his thought the modern

notably in Wordsworth

loaders Bow

to

challenged

Paul,

theological opinions.

England

Professor George B.

"Be

thought."212

logical opinions

as

Thro� biogra

of him have been written and almost innumerol articles

212 Hunger, 0�. cit., p. 3&1.
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anil

sketches,

hia moot

but moot of those have failed -to roaliso that

rOTolutlonary influence

was

in

religious education*

Hia influence on religious education is groat.
of his main tenets
of his terns and

wore

basic in its development, and mony

phrases

current in its literature.

are

is not claimed that Bushnell

vzas

ligious education.

would he absurd.

ments

ore

To do

so

not derived from

slowly though at times

Son�

the

ono man

almost

only pioneer of
Such

alone, but

It

re

move

developed

are

spontaneously in the minds and

hearts of many leaders*

It is not to be assumed that Bushnell
with educational techniques.

preacher

who

saw

Be was

merely

was
a

familiar

prophet and

certain fundamental Ideas oloorly without

always realising their full implication.

Phillip

�� Howard

said of him;
Par Horace Bushnoll was nothing lass than that,�a
prophet of vision, whoso philosophical, speculative,
discerning mind gained an independent grasp of spiritual
truth by daring exploration. .213
.

Yet Bushnoll tried to get Trumbull out of Sunday sohool work
and into
to

a

pastorate,

prcminont churches.

and

presented him without invitation

This shows that Bushnell did not

worth.
value religious education at its true

Later in life

ho saw his mistake and wroto:

213 Phillip B� Howard, Life Story of Henry Play
Trumbull, P� 225*
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Trumbull, you knew better then I did where tho Lord
wonted you.
I honestly thought the nulpit was a bigger
place for you, and I tried to get you into it. But now
I've come to see that the work
you are doing is the
greatest work in the world. 214
One hcBidrod years have passed since Bushnell pub**

lishod Christian Burture which contained the liagaa Charts of
Christian nurture; "The child is to grow up
never

know himself

not new but it

was

as

being otherwise."

This doctrine

martyred.

but the

The Salem days has passed.

hunting in the Congregational Church received
A now

prophet

Heresy
its

quietus.

day hod dawned.
la

has

was

Orthodoxy of the day

fought back with weapon in its possession
not

Christian, and

full of dynamite threatening tho very

foundations of Bow England thoology.

was

a

sunning up Bushnell* s influence after

passed, It is Interesting

a

century

to note that his main ideas

and even his phrases and sentences should still ho current
among the

progressive

This

loaders of religions educators.

is not because progress has not moved beyond Bushnell* s

dreams, but it is becauso ho grasped certain great funda
It may be well to closing to sot down

mental ideas.
of thooo

Ideas, tho

show his

groat influence

"That

a

mere

few

statement of which is sufficient to
on

modern rclinious education.

child Is to grow up Christian, and

214 Ibid*. P. 259-

a

never

know
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himself

as

feeing otherwise", has feeon called

the Tiagna

Charts, of religious odaoatlon for tho ideal onbodiod there
lias been tho aim of all
progressive religious education.

Growth,

dcvolo a Hait ana words of similar meanino: have boon

used to oppress

a

central

thought of oduoation

as over a-

gainot Indootrinatlon sad revivalism.
A good indication, of tho

swin^ away from the

con

version cor^paign to Christian nurture is given by Br.

Oornolius H# Patten, who addressing. tho admission of candi
dates to the

ministry said:

We have come almost to expect that candidates today
will say, I do not laics/ whon 'I beoamo a Christian*
The contrast of these figures with those for tho first
These figures limited as
twenty years Is instructive .
they plainly indicate that nurture idea of the Christian
life is gaining steadily in our midst. 215
.

...

The

.

"outpopulating power of Christianity**

recognised by loaders
method in missions.
which they called

of liberal

They

are

theology

as

tho

has boon

legitimate

against evangelistic campaign

expansion by conquest.

digenous, autonomous native church

The Idea of

has been

an

in

quite generally

accepted.
Bushnoll 's idea of education aad religion is called
tho emancipation of

personality.

Tills is tho keynote of all

215 Proceeding of the third Annual Convention of Re
Assoclat I on , Boston , February. 2-16, 1905,

ligious mueatlon
p. 165.
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progressives in both fields today .216
Tho tremendous importance of tho
a

ohilfic lifo in shaping his deetlny is

ports In child study.

"irst few years of
now

stressed

Bushnell*� passage on this

by

ox-

are

strangely modern.2*?
Els ideas of the organic
boon

supplemented by sociology

work StMca
as

and,

unity

of the

foully have

W. P. tofthorne�s

importeat

the Family, almost takes the same

position

Bushnell when ho says;
Whether the family ties are close-knit or loose, the
family forms the Immediate 'universe* of the majority of
human beings* It is the soul and medium, to tho indi
vidual, of countless pleasures, pains, inconvenience,
It will often decide
advantages* hopes, views, fears
...

man*o whole attitude to his life and his work, his
country, and even to his morals and religion.218
a

Sociologists
places

on

every

have sustained the

day religion, at

work and

friendliness, companion ship, warmth,
groups

as

most

emphasis Bushnoll

potential function

and

play,
glow

and of the
of intimate

in the development of good

ciMEQpaeter*
The scientific attitude has been attributed to

opinions he held

Bushnell in tho

sense

that tho

tive and he

ready

to ohange his

was

position if

wore
new

tenta

light

216 A. J. William Jfcrerc , Horace Buohnell and jRe�pflrfmra aaaflSfcifltt. P* 144.
217 Ibid., p. 145.
216 w. P. Lofthorne, Bthlcs and the Family, p. 6,
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isarranted.

shin km bean played up in contrast to religious

people who Oofoaa

the faith handed down nod considered

�S"thodor*S19
Xjx- his dsiy play
now

was' not

Sm in education and life.

Is in

keeping

with the-

given the important place it
Hi address

spirit of

Wxsk and

on

Play

educators at the present

tine*
Ssnhnell led. the w�y to teaching that experience

ra*3w than doctrine is the oasis of religion,
sis has
a

oomo

This

empha

into focus of attention in the last decade

major consideration in the ifw&oipemt

or as

the torn la

vmtk*

Ws one dsn,

of .courses of

�$msm&& used, enterpricoo
iaegiao that Bushnell

la mind, but there is

desist ho had

so

a

or

study

units of

had tho same-

glimpse

.as.

thing

of the

f^asdaseiital general Idea,
from Sush�ell:*s position t that

primarily end chiefly
educators ..were

of Christ*

to the

neehahly

derived from Bushnoll's

The Christ of the Gospels became
an

example

a

ooacoptioa

real moral

to he- followed*

19J&;te tilgsraa Place-, Olaromoat, California,

of the houses

Eouso".

himself belong

�f$>ernataral realm, religious

force In the life of humanity and
32b

man

Just built

was-

one

called, *�Borace Bushnell

At the: dedication Professor George Coo said in part:

219' S�rors,

on.

cit., p. 145.

165
Tho ho hold to much in the way of theology that was
to pass away, even holding it utterly essential, never
theless he took his character iatio stand, node his
ohoract ori c tic emphasis and interpretations , at the
growing points, not the dying points. His view of the
organic relation of tho Individual mind to tho group
anticipated the social psychology of our day. Els con
ception of education as growth put him la line of the
greatest of tho educational reforms, though I have not
discovered that ho was acquainted with thsa.220

It is easy to overstate tho contributions of

a

great

teacher and writer by reading into his words meanings that
wore

not intended but which have become

intervening

years.

language made it difficult

does moan.

ionplaco In

the

Tills is particularly true of Bushnell in

relation to religious education,
ory of

con

and the

ills peculiar

use

to ascertain

just what he

It Is apparent that leaders of liberal education

who hail Bushnell

as

the Schloiermaoher of American liberal

ism have been free and easy in their

interpretation

of

Bushnell* s meaning, and have chosen only the material suit
able In fathering their

own

beliefs.

In this selective

includes nest of his ortho
process they have accepted which

dox views.

classed

as

In his doctrinal
a

liberal thinker.

position Bushnell
It

was

than
veloped his conclusion rather
was

out of

cannot be

the way In which de

his ultimate

goal which

Ms time.
keeping with the orthodoxy of

It Is not to bo

supposed

that in

laying stress

on

the

that Bushnell did not believe
nurture side of Christianity

220

ibid.,

p.

147.
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in tho redemptive mission.

Ho old not make tho mistake of

pronouncing human nature

wholly pure and good,

as

all that is needed is to direct its
a

so

that

of itself.

unfolding

In

letter written to his daughter he would have hor melee

distinct object of preparing herself to make
the

Saviour,

The way this was to be

through Christian
of his

spirit

nurture but

accomplished

was not

and "Christ will take away your sins and

He believed in the

velopment

self reformative

him the Cross of

reality

was

redemption is

not

"the

a

give

of Sin and that de
for sin.

rotaedy

To

grand" all-dominating

idea aroung which tho eternal system of God crystallized
He shows that there Is no

under sin save in the

classification with

hope for

man or

human

men.

of Jesus forbids His

To him the Josus of

.

society,

supernatural intropooition of God

points out tho character

of

profession

a

by praying to God for the gift

you poaoe".
or

a

and

possible

history

woo

tho Christ of Paul for he uncritically accepted tho Bible
tho word of God.

He

emphasises

the

birth, Christ's redemptive mission
striction from the dead.

importance
on

of the

as

virgin

the cross and His

re
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afterward incorporated in Building Bras*.' under title
"Eiflj�t Talents".
~~

1866-Article i "The Batursl History
lished In

flours;

of

at Homo.

Yaguey Family" , pub

1863-Book: The Moral Bsea of Bark Tilings.

1868-ArtioIe: "Science and Religion"

1868-Artlclos "Meaning

,

Published in Putnam's

and Bse of tho Lord's

Suppor", pub

lished in the Advance.

lS69�Artloles "History
Hearth and

of the Hartford

1869-Booki Thfi Reform Aga^Lnat
1869-Qoimom

Park", published in

H.omo*
Haturo.

on Uooan'o

"God's Thoughts fit Bread for

Suffrage.

Ohildren", before

Oonneotieut Sunday school Teacher's Convention.

IST^Addressi Commencement, Williams College
1.71-72-Serioo

of articles on

�

Prayer, published in the

Advance.

1872-Booki Sermons

on

Living sub J cots.

1374-Bookt Por^iveness

ons

ft^cn^'volumo^'^

1831-Bookr Building Bras.

.Las. afterward inoorporoted

Sacrifice.

as

APPENDIX B

.

chrobcqwgy

18Q2-April 14,,
1805-42oraoval
lC21-0hitod

birtsh la Litchfield, Corajocticiit.

of

faiily to

Bow

Preston,

Connecticut.

\tith ohnroh in Hew Preston.

1323-Ltotorod

Yale

College

lS27�4'Jao graduated from Yale College

1027~2a-^janght

school in

l�20-29�In Bow York,

as

Borvdah, Connecticut.

Associate Editor of Journal of

Coraaerco.

1829-31~Tutor

at Yale

College.

Pursued Law studies.

1G31-Sntered Theological Sohool in

Uaxr

Haven, Connecticut.

1833**�B8r

22 {)rdaiaod Pastor of north Church in Hartford,
Connecticut.

It33-sept<�aber 13 Married

in Hot; Haven to Mary

Apthorp.

1340-Invitod to boo ono President of Hiddloburg College,
Vermont �

Declined �

1841�^0O0ived degree of Doctor of Divinity fro i YJeeleyon
Chivorsity, Ittddlotown, Connecticut
.

ISAS-Leoturod at Bridgeport, Brooklyn, Hew York, and gave
Ccrarioncerieiit adu'oos at Hudson, Ohio.

1845-Viaited Buropo in search

of health.

lS49-Hartford Central Association discussed the booh, God
in Christ.

lC50-B�nonatranoos and Ccoplalnst of Fairfield Association

to tho Hartford Central Association upon their action

In the

case

of Br. Bushnoll

1'^2-Falrfiold West Association again remonstrated in on
appeal to the Associated Ministers of tho Gonornl
Association of Connecticut.

173

1852-IIcsrfcJb. Church

lB52^ourney
lG53*�tey

22

of Hartford withdrew from Consociation.

to tho

boot, booauso of ill health.

Azuoivoroary of twenty years settlement
Church, Hartford, Connecticut.

over

llorth

1054�Loot

measure adopted by Fairfield V*est Assoc iatico
addressed to General .association of Uqxj Haven,
Connocticnt �

l&55^ourney

to Cuba and the

South, because of continued ill

health.

10$6"*Ilfe

in California,
to the

1856-Invitod

Declined in

Presidency of the College of California.
after socurlng location and

1061,

rendering valuable service in
from Berth

lo59~Rosignod

other ways.

Church, Hartford,

on

account of

eontinuod 121 health, and against unoninous wish of

nooplo

*

1059-60-Llfe in Tlinnonota.
l�>6l-7J~ln Hertford, Connecticut, writing and occasionally
preaching. Visits to the Adirondack 0 and eleov.horo
somen at tho Installation of the Rev.
Vteshiaton Gladdiu, LL.D. In Horth Ada-is, Maesaohusetto

187(WK?euehcd
.

1076-iJoceived message from Car ion Council of Hartford,
aanoiiocing none of "Bushnell Parle".

lB76^obruary 17, Death

in

Hartford, Connecticut,

sermon preached in Hartford
Rev. Hatbannlel 3". Burton, DP*

lB76^uneral

lC76-�asrcia 26, Memorial

by successor, the

^f^'��^*? S^tt^
LL.D.
DD.

university by President Booh Porter,

,

^

.

